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Preface

The second international workshop onComputational Models for Cell Processes(ComProc 2009)
took place on November 3, 2009 at the Eindhoven University ofTechnology, in conjunction withFormal
Methods 2009. The first edition of the workshop (2008) took place in Turku,Finland, in conjunction
with Formal Methods 2008. This volume contains the final versions of all contributions accepted for
presentation at the workshop.

The goal of the CompMod workshop series is to bring together researchers in computer science
(especially in formal methods) and mathematics (both discrete and continuous), interested in the oppor-
tunities and the challenges of systems biology. CompMod 2009 has received 19 submissions, authored
by 60 different authors from 7 countries. Most authors came from Italy (26), UK (11), and the Nether-
lands (11). The Program Committee has selected 8 papers for presentation at the workshop. We thank the
PC members for their excellent work in making this selection. The CompMod 2009 Program Committee
consisted of:

• Ralph-Johan Back (̊Abo Akademi University, Finland) Co-Chair

• Lubos Brim (Masaryk University, Czech Republic)

• Muffy Calder (University of Glasgow, UK)

• Eugen Czeizler (̊Abo Akademi University, Finland)

• Vincent Danos (University of Edinburgh, UK)

• Russ Harmer (University of Paris 7, France)

• Monika Heiner (Brandeburg University of Technology Cottbus, Germany)

• Jane Hillston (University of Edinburgh, UK)

• Ina Koch (Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics, Germany)

• Vincenzo Manca (Universita di Verona, Italy)

• Giancarlo Mauri (Universita Degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca, Italy)

• Satoru Miyano (University of Tokio, Japan)

• Andrei Păun (Louisiana Tech University, US)

• Ion Petre (̊Abo Akademi University, Finland) Co-Chair

• Jaco van de Pol (University of Twente, the Netherlands)

• Alberto Policriti (Universita di Udine, Italy)

• Erik de Vink (Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands) Co-Chair

The scientific program of the workshop spans an interesting mix of approaches to systems biology,
ranging from quantitative to qualitative techniques, fromcontinuous to discrete mathematics, and from
deterministic to stochastic methods. We thank our three invited speakers

• Jasmin Fisher (Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK)

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.6.0
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• Hidde de Jong (INRIA Grenoble-Rhone-Alpes, France)

• Grzegorz Rozenberg (Leiden, the Netherlands; Boulder, Colorado, US)

for accepting our invitation and for presenting some of their recent results at CompMod 2009.
Similarly as last year, a special issue ofLNBI Transactions on Computational Systems Biology

(Springer) will be based on CompMod 2009. The forthcoming special issue will have a separate, open
call for papers in early 2010 and all submissions will be subject to a separate review process.

This edition of CompMod was jointly organized with theEC-MOANproject. We have organized
a special session of the workshop dedicated to the project, where a brief overview ofEC-MOANwas
presented, together with the invited talk by Hidde de Jong (amember of the project), and a contributed
paper by members ofEC-MOAN. We are grateful to Jaco van de Pol and to Lubos Brim for agreeing to
collaborate with us on the workshop. We also thank FME for their financial support.

We would also like to thank the editorial board of theElectronic Proceedings in Theoretical Com-
puter Science(EPTCS) for accepting to publish these proceedings in theirseries.

Ralph-Johan Back, Ion Petre, Erik de Vink
Turku, Finland and Eindhoven, the Netherlands, October 2009
Workshop organizers and PC co-chairs
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A feature of current membrane systems is the fact that objects and membranes are persistent. How-
ever, this is not true in the real world. In fact, cells and intracellular proteins have a well-defined
lifetime. Inspired from these biological facts, we define a model of systems of mobile membranes in
which each membrane and each object has a timer representingtheir lifetime. We show that systems
of mutual mobile membranes with and without timers have the same computational power. An en-
coding of timed safe mobile ambients into systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers offers
a relationship between two formalisms used in describing biological systems.

1 Introduction

Membrane systems are essentially parallel and nondeterministic computing models inspired by the com-
partments of eukaryotic cells and their biochemical reactions. The structure of the cell is represented
by a set of hierarchically embedded regions, each one delimited by a surrounding boundary (called
membrane), and all of them contained inside an external special membrane calledskin. The molecular
species (ions, proteins, etc.) floating inside cellular compartments are represented by multisets of objects
described by means of symbols or strings over a given alphabet. The objects can be modified or commu-
nicated between adjacent compartments. Chemical reactions are represented by evolution rules which
operate on the objects, as well as on the compartmentalized structure (by dissolving, dividing, creating,
or moving membranes).

A membrane system can perform computations in the followingway: starting from an initial con-
figuration which is defined by the multiset of objects initially placed inside the membranes, the system
evolves by applying the evolution rules of each membrane in anondeterministic and maximally parallel
manner. A rule is applicable when all the objects which appear in its left hand side are available in the
region where the rule is placed. The maximally parallel way of using the rules means that in each step, in
each region of the system, we apply a maximal multiset of rules, namely a multiset of rules such that no
further rule can be added to the set. A halting configuration is reached when no rule is applicable. The
result is represented by the number of objects from a specified membrane.

Several variants of membrane systems are inspired by different aspects of living cells (symport and
antiport-based communication through membranes, catalytic objects, membrane charge, etc.). Their
computing power and efficiency have been investigated usingthe approaches of formal languages and
grammars, register machines and complexity theory. Membrane systems (also called P systems) are
presented together with many variants and examples in [33].Several applications of these systems are
presented in [20]. An updated bibliography can be found at the P systems web page [35].

A first attempt to define mobile P systems is presented in [34] where the rules are similar to those of
mobile ambients [10]. Inspired by the operations of endocytosis and exocytosis, namely moving a mem-
brane inside a neighbouring membrane (endocytosis) and moving a membrane outside the membrane

∗The research for this paper was partially supported by CNCSIS IDEI 402/2007 and CNCSIS TD 345/2008.
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2 Mutual Mobile Membranes with Timers

where it is placed (exocytosis), the P systems with mobile membranes are introduced in [26] as a variant
of P systems with active membranes [33].

The systems ofmutual mobile membranesrepresent a variant of P systems with mobile membranes in
which the endocytosis and exocytosis work whenever the involved membranes “agree” on the movement;
this agreement is described by using dual objectsa anda in the corresponding rules. The operations gov-
erning the mobility of the systems of mutual mobile membranes are called mutual endocytosis (mutual
endo), and mutual exocytosis (mutual exo).

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give aformal definition of the new class
of mutual mobile membranes together with their biological motivation. Section 3 contains the formal
definition of systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers, a variant of systems of mutual mobile
membranes in which timers are attached to each object and each membrane. Section 4 contains some
results which show that we do not obtain more computational power by adding timers to objects and
membranes into a system of mutual mobile membranes. Section5 presents a translation of timed safe
mobile ambients into systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers. Related work, conclusion and
references finalize the paper.

2 Systems of Mutual Mobile Membranes

Endocytosis and exocytosis are general terms which refer tothe process by which anything is taken into
or expelled from the cell through the action of vacuoles. Exocytosis involves the movement of materials
out of the cytoplasm of the cell using ATP energy. In exocytosis, a vesicle (vacuole) migrates to the
membrane inner surface and fuses with the cell membrane. This process of exocytosis is how the cells
of glands producing proteins (enzyme and steroids) export molecules for use in other areas of the body
(for example, enzymes made in the pancreas act in the small intestine). Endocytosis of large particles is
called phagocytosis; in our bodies, various types of white blood cells ingest foreign particles and bacteria
by phagocytosis. Endocytosis of small particles is called pinocytosis; an example of pinocytosis is the
absorption of small nutrient particles into the small intestine.

Exocytosis and endocytosis operations were considered in terms of process algebra by Cardelli [11],
with careful biological motivation and formulation, whilein terms of membrane computing, by Cardelli
and Păun [12].

Figure 1: Receptor-Mediated Endocytosis [36]

We analyze the processes of endocytosis and exocytosis in order to define appropriate operations for
mobile membranes. Inreceptor-mediated endocytosis, specific reactions at the cell surface trigger the
uptake of specific molecules [36]. We present this process byan example. In such an endocytosis, a cell
takes in a particle of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) from the outside. To do this, the cell uses receptors
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which specifically recognize and bind to the LDL particle. AnLDL particle contains one thousand or
more cholesterol molecules at its core. A monolayer of phospholipids surrounds the cholesterol and it is
embedded with proteins called apo-B. These apo-B proteins are specifically recognized by receptors in
the cell membrane. The receptors in the coated pit bind to theapo-B proteins on the LDL particle. The
pit is re-enforced by a lattice like network of proteins called clathrin. Additional clathrin molecules are
then added to the lattice; eventually engulfing the LDL particle entirely.

Figure 2: SNARE-Mediated Exocytosis

SNARE-mediated exocytosisis the movement of materials out of a cell via vesicles [1]. SNARES
(Soluble NSF Attachment Protein Receptor)) located on the vesicles (v-SNARES) and on the target
membranes (t-SNARES) interact to form a stable complex which holds the vesicle very close to the
target membrane.

Endocytosis and exocytosis are modelled by mobile membranes [26]. Based on the previous exam-
ples (Figure 1 and Figure 2) where the endocytosis is triggered by the “agreement” between specific
receptors and LDL particles and exocytosis by the agreementof SNARES, we introduced in [5] themu-
tual mobile membranes. In systems of mutual mobile membranes, any movement takes place only if
the involved membranes agree on the movement, and this agreement is described by means of objectsa
and co-objectsa present in the membranes involved in such a movement. An object a marks the active
part of the movement, and an objecta marks the passive part. The duality relation is distributive over
a multiset, namelyu = a1 . . .an for u = a1 . . .an. The motivation for introducing the systems of mutual
mobile membranes comes both from biology (e.g., receptor-mediated endocytosis), and from theoretical
computer science, namely for defining models closer to the biological reality.

For an alphabetV = {a1, . . . ,an}, we denote byV∗ the set of all strings overV; λ denotes the empty
string andV+ = V∗\{λ }. A multiset overV is represented by a string overV (together with all its
permutations), and each string precisely identifies a multiset.

Definition 1. A system of n≥ 1 mutual mobile membranesis a construct
∏ = (V,H,µ ,w1, . . . ,wn,R, iO)

where:

1. V is an alphabet (its elements are calledobjects);

2. H is a finite set oflabelsfor membranes;

3. µ ⊂H×H describes themembrane structure, such that(i, j)∈ µ denotes that a membrane labelled
by j is contained into a membrane labelled by i; we distinguish the external membrane (usually
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called the “skin” membrane) and several internal membranes; a membrane without any other
membrane inside it is said to be elementary;

4. w1, . . . ,wn ∈V∗ are multisets of objectsplaced in the n regions ofµ ;

5. iO is the output membrane;

6. R is a finite set ofdevelopmental rulesof the following forms:

mutual endocytosis

(a) [uv]h[uv′]m → [ [w]hw′]m for h,m∈ H,u,u∈V+,v,v′,w,w′∈V∗;
An elementary membrane labelled h enters the adjacent membrane labelled m under the
control of the multisets of objects u andu. The labels h and m remain unchanged during this
process; however the multisets of objects uv anduv′ are replaced with the multisets of objects
w and w′, respectively.

mutual exocytosis

(b) [uv′[uv]h]m → [w]h[w′]m for h,m∈ H,u,u∈V+,v,v′,w,w′∈V∗;
An elementary membrane labelled h exits a membrane labelledm, under the control of the
multisets of objects u andu. The labels of the two membranes remain unchanged, but the
multisets of objects uv anduv′ are replaced with the multisets of objects w and w′, respec-
tively.

The rules are applied according to the following principles:

1. All rules are applied in parallel; the rules, the membranes, and the objects are chosen nondetermin-
istically, but in such a way that the parallelism is maximal;this means that in each step we apply a
set of rules such that no further rule can be added to the set.

2. The membranem from the rules of type(a) and(b) is said to be passive (identified by the use ofu),
while the membraneh is said to be active (identified by the use ofu). In any step of a computation,
any object and any active membrane can be involved in one ruleat most, while passive membranes
are not considered to be involved in the use of the rules (hence they can be used by several rules at
the same time as passive membranes).

3. When a membrane is moved across another membrane, by endocytosis or exocytosis, its whole
contents (its objects) are moved.

4. If a membrane exits the system (by exocytosis), then its evolution stops.

5. All objects and membranes which do not evolve at a given step (for a given choice of rules which
is maximal) are passed unchanged to the next configuration ofthe system.

By using the rules in this way, we can describe transitions among the configurations of the system. Some
examples on how rules are applied can be found in [5].

3 Mutual Mobile Membranes with Timers

The evolution of complicated real systems frequently involves various interdependence among compo-
nents. Some mathematical models of such systems combine both discrete and continuous evolutions on
multiple time scales with many orders of magnitude. For example, in nature the molecular operations
of a living cell can be thought of such a dynamical system. Themolecular operations happen on time
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scales ranging from 10−15 to 104 seconds, and proceed in ways which are dependent on populations of
molecules ranging in size from as few as approximately 101 to approximately as many as 1020. Molecular
biologists have used formalisms developed in computer science (e.g. hybrid Petri nets) to get simplified
models of portions of these transcription and gene regulation processes. According to [28]:

(i) “the life span of intracellular proteins varies from as short as a few minutes for mitotic cyclins,
which help regulate passage through mitosis, to as long as the age of an organism for proteins in
the lens of the eye.”

(ii) “Most cells in multicellular organisms. . . carry out a specific set of functions over periods of days
to months or even the lifetime of the organism (nerve cells, for example).”

It is obvious that timers play an important role in the biological evolution. We use an example from
the immune system.

Example 1 ([25]). T-cell precursors arriving in the thymus from the bone marrow spend up to a week
differentiating there before they enter a phase of intense proliferation. In a young adult mouse the thymus
contains around108 to 2×108 thymocytes. About5×107 new cells are generated each day; however,
only about106 to 2× 106 (roughly 2− 4%) of these will leave the thymus each day as mature T cells.
Despite the disparity between the numbers of T cells generated daily in the thymus and the number
leaving, the thymus does not continue to grow in size or cell number. This is because approximately98%
of the thymocytes which develop in the thymus also die withinthe thymus.

Inspired from these biological facts, we add timers to objects and membranes. We use a global clock
to simulate the passage of time in a membrane system.

Definition 2. A system of n≥ 1 mutual mobile membranes with timersis a construct
Π = (V,H,µ ,w1, . . . ,wn,R,T, iO)

where:

1. V , H,µ , w1, . . . ,wn, iO are as in Definition 1.

2. T ⊆ {∆t | t ∈ N} is a set of timers assigned to membranes and objects of the initial configuration;
a timer∆t indicates that the resource is available only for a determined period of time t;

3. R is a finite set ofdevelopmental rulesof the following forms:

object time-passing

(a) a∆t → a∆(t−1), for all a ∈V and t> 0
If an object a has a timer t> 0, then its timer is decreased.

object dissolution

(b) a∆0 → λ , for all a ∈V
If an object a has its timer equal to0, then the object is replaced with the empty multisetλ ,
and so simulating the degradation of proteins.

mutual endocytosis

(c) [u∆t̃uv∆t̃v]∆th
h [u∆t̃uv

′∆t̃v′ ]∆tm
m → [ [w∆t̃w]

∆(th−1)
h w

′∆t̃w′ ]∆tm
m for h,m∈ H,u,u∈V+,v,v′,w,w′∈V∗ and

all timers are greater than0;
For a multiset of objects u,̃tu is a multiset of positive integers representing the timers of ob-
jects from u. An elementary membrane labelled h enters the adjacent membrane labelled m
under the control of the multisets of objects u andu. The labels h and m remain unchanged
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during this process; however the multisets of objects uv anduv′ are replaced with the multi-
sets of objects w and w′, respectively. If an object a from the multiset uv has the timer ta, and
is preserved in the multiset w, then its timer is now ta−1. If there is an object which appears
in w but it does not appear in uv, then its timer is given according to the right hand side of
the rule. Similar reasonings for the multisetsuv′ and w′. The timer th of the active membrane
h is decreased, while the timer tm of the passive membrane m remains the same in order to
allow being involved in other rules.

mutual exocytosis

(d) [u∆t̃uv
′∆t̃v′ [u∆t̃uv∆t̃v]∆th

h ]∆tm
m → [w∆t̃w]

∆(th−1)
h [w

′∆t̃w′ ]∆tm
m for h,m∈ H,u,u∈V+,v,v′,w,w′∈V∗ and

all timers are greater than0;
An elementary membrane labelled h exits a membrane labelledm, under the control of the
multisets of objects u andu. The labels of the two membranes remain unchanged, but the mul-
tisets of objects uv anduv′ are replaced with the multisets of objects w and w′, respectively.
The notations and the method of decreasing the timers are similar as for the previous rule.

membrane time-passing

(e) [ ]∆t
h → [ ]

∆(t−1)
h , for all h∈ H

For each membrane which did not participate as an active membrane in a rule of type(c) or
(d), if its timer is t> 0, this timer is decreased.

membrane dissolution

(f) [ ]∆0
h → [δ]∆0

h , for all h ∈ H;
A membrane labelled h is dissolved when its timer reaches 0.

These rules are applied according to the following principles:

1. All the rules are applied in parallel: in a step, the rules are applied to all objects and to all mem-
branes; an object can only be used by one rule and is nondeterministically chosen (there is no
priority among rules), but any object which can evolve by a rule of any form, should evolve.

2. The membranem from the rules of type(c)− (d) is said to be passive (marked by the use ofu),
while the membraneh is said to be active (marked by the use ofu). In any step of a computation,
any object and any active membrane can be involved in at most one rule, while passive membranes
are not considered involved in the use of rules (c) and (d), hence they can be used by several rules
(c) and (d) at the same time. Finally rule (e) is applied to passive membranes and other unused
membranes; this indicates the end of a time-step.

3. When a membrane is moved across another membrane, by endocytosis or exocytosis, its whole
contents (its objects) are moved.

4. If a membrane exits the system (by exocytosis), then its evolution stops.

5. An evolution rule can produce the special objectδ to specify that, after the application of the rule,
the membrane where the rule has been applied has to be dissolved. After dissolving a membrane,
all objects and membranes previously contained in it becomecontained in the immediately upper
membrane.

6. The skin membrane has the timer equal to∞, so it can never be dissolved.

7. If a membrane or object has the timer equal to∞, when applying the rules simulating the passage
of time we use the equality∞−1 = ∞.
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4 Mutual Mobile Membranes with and without Timers

The following results describing some relationships between systems of mutual mobile membranes with
timers and systems of mutual mobile membranes without timers.

Proposition 1. For every systems of n mutual mobile membranes without timers there exists a systems of
n mutual mobile membrane with timers having the same evolution and output.

Proof (Sketch).It is easy to prove that the systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers includes
the systems of mutual mobile membranes without timers, since we can assign∞ to all timers appearing
in the membrane structure and evolution rules.

A somehow surprising result is that mutual mobile membraneswith timers can be simulated by
mutual mobile membrane without timers.

Proposition 2. For every systems of n mutual mobile membranes with timers there exists a systems of n
mutual mobile membrane without timers having the same evolution and output.

Proof. We use the notationrhs(r) to denote the multisets which appear in the right hand side ofa ruler.
This notation is extended naturally to multisets of rules: given a multiset of rulesR, the right hand side
of the multisetrhs(R) is obtained by adding the right hand sides of the rules in the multiset, considered
with their multiplicities.

Each objecta∈V from a system of mutual mobile membranes with timers has a maximum lifetime
(we denote it byli f etime(a)) which can be calculated as follows:

li f etime(a) = max({t | a∆t ∈ wt̃i
i ,1≤ i ≤ n}∪{t | a∆t ∈ rhs(R)})

In what follows we present the steps which are required to build a systems of mutual mobile mem-
branes without timers starting from a system of mutual mobile membranes with timers, such that both
provide the same result and have the same number of membranes.

1. A membrane structure from a system of mutual mobile membrane with timers

mem∆tmem

w∆t̃

is translated into a membrane structure of a system of mutualmobile membranes without timers
in the following way

mem

w b̃w 0
bmem0

The timers of elements from a system of mutual mobile membranes with timers are simulated
using some additional objects in the corresponding system of mutual mobile membranes without
timers, as we show at the next steps of the translation. The object bmem0 placed inside the mem-
brane labelledmemis used to simulate the passage of time for the membrane. The initial multiset
of objectsw∆t̃ from membranememin the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers is
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translated into the multisetw inside membranememin the corresponding system of mutual mobile
membranes without timers together with a multiset of objects b̃w 0. The multiset̃bw 0 is constructed
as follows: for each objecta∈ w, an objectba 0 is added in membranememin order to simulate
the passage of time.

2. The rulesa∆t → a∆(t−1), a∈V, 0< t ≤ li f etime(a) from the system of mutual mobile membranes
with timers can be simulated in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers using the
following rules:

a ba t → a ba (t+1), for all a∈V and 0≤ t ≤ li f etime(a)−1
The objectba t is used to keep track of the units of timet which have passed since the objecta
was created. This rule simulates the passage of a unit of timefrom the lifetime of objecta in
the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers, by increasing the second subscript of
the objectba t in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers.

3. The rulesa∆0 → λ , a∈V from the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers can besimu-
lated in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers using the following rules:

aba ta → λ for all a∈V such thatta = li f etime(a)

If an objectba ta has the second subscript equal withli f etime(a) in the system of mutual
mobile membranes without timers, it means that the timer of objecta is 0 in the corresponding
system of mutual mobile membranes with timers. In this case,the objectsba ta anda are
replaced byλ , thus simulating that the objecta disappears together with its timer in the
system of mutual mobile membranes with timers.

4. The rules[u∆t̃uv∆t̃v]∆th
h [u∆t̃uv

′∆t̃v′ ]∆tm
m → [ [w∆t̃w]

∆(th−1)
h w

′∆t̃w′ ]∆tm
m , h,m∈ H,u,u ∈ V+,v,v′,w,w′∈ V∗

with all the timers greater than 0, from the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers can
be simulated in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers using the following rules:

[u b̃u t1v b̃v t2 bh t3]h[u b̃u t4 v′b̃v′ t5 bh t6]m → [ [w b̃w t7bh (t3+1)]hw b̃w′ t8 bh (t6+1)]m, where
h,m∈ H,u,u∈V+,v,v′,w,w′∈V∗ and for eachba j we have that 0≤ j ≤ li f etime(a)−1.

A multiset b̃u t1 consists of all objectsba j, wherea is an object from the multisetu. If an
objecta from the multisetuv has its timerta and it appears in the multisetw, then its timer
becomesta−1. If there is an object which appears inw but it is not inuv, then its timer is
given according to the right hand side of the rule. Similar reasonings are also true for the
multisetsuv′ andw′. The timer of the active membraneh is increased (objectbh t3 is replaced
by bh (t3+1)), while the timer of the passive membranem remains the same in order to allow
being used in other rules.

5. The rules[u∆t̃uv
′∆t̃v′ [u∆t̃uv∆t̃v]∆th

h ]∆tm
m → [w∆t̃w]

∆(th−1)
h [w

′∆t̃w′ ]∆tm
m , h,m ∈ H,u,u ∈ V+,v,v′,w,w′∈ V∗

with all the timers greater than 0, from the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers can
be simulated in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers using the following rules:

[u b̃u t4 v′b̃v′ t5 bh t6[u b̃u t1v b̃v t2 bh t3]h]m→ [w b̃w t7bh (t3+1)]h[w b̃w′ t8 bh (t6+1)]m, whereh,m∈
H,u,u∈V+,v,v′,w,w′∈V∗ and for eachba j we have that 0≤ j ≤ li f etime(a)−1.
The way these rules work is similar to the previous case.

6. The rules[ ]∆t
h → [ ]

∆(t−1)
h from the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers can besimu-

lated in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers using the following rules:
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bh t → bh (t+1) for all h∈ H and 0≤ t ≤ th−1.
For a membraneh from the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers,th represents
its lifetime. The objectbh t is used to keep track of the units of timet which have passed
from the lifetime of the membraneh. This rule simulates the passage of a unit of time
from the lifetime of membraneh in the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers, by
increasing the second subscript of the objectbh t in the system of mutual mobile membranes
without timers.

7. The rules[ ]∆0
h → [δ]∆0

h from the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers can besimulated
in the system of mutual mobile membranes without timers using the following rules:

[bh t]h → [δ]h for all h∈ H such thatt = th
If an objectbh t has the second subscript equal withth in the system of mutual mobile mem-
branes without timers, it means that the timer of membraneh is 0 in the corresponding sys-
tem of mutual mobile membranes with timers. In this case, theobjectbh t is replaced byδ,
thus marking the membrane for dissolution and simulating that the membrane is dissolved
together with its timer in the system of mutual mobile membranes with timers.

We are now able to prove the computational power of systems ofmutual mobile membranes with
timers. We denote byNtMMm(mutual endo,mutual exo) the family of sets of natural numbers generated
by systems ofm≥ 1 mutual mobile membranes with timers by using mutual endocytosis and mutual
exocytosis rules. We also denote byNRE the family of all sets of natural numbers generated by arbitrary
grammars.

Proposition 3. NtMM3(mutual endo,mutual exo) = NRE.

Proof (Sketch).Since the output of each system of mutual mobile membranes with timers can be ob-
tained by a system of mutual mobile membranes without timers, we cannot get more than the com-
putability power of mutual mobile membranes without timers. Therefore, according to Theorem 3 from
[5], we have that the familyNtMM3 of sets of natural numbers generated by systems of mutual mobile
membranes with timers is the same as the familyNRE of sets of natural number generated by arbitrary
grammars.

5 From Timed Mobile Ambients to Mobile Membranes with Timers

A translation of safe mobile ambients into mobile membranesis presented in [19], providing also an
operational correspondence between these two formalisms such that every step in safe mobile ambients
is translated into a series of well-defined steps of mobile membranes. Since an extension with time for
mobile ambients already exists [2, 3, 4], and one for mobile membranes is presented in this paper, it is
natural to study what is the relationship between these two extensions: timed safe mobile ambients and
systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers.

5.1 Timed Safe Mobile Ambients

Ambient calculus is a formalism introduced in [10] for describing distributed and mobile computation.
In contrast with other formalisms for mobile processes suchas theπ-calculus [29] whose computational
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model is based on the notion ofcommunication, the ambient calculus is based on the notion ofmovement.
An ambient represents a unit of movement. Ambient mobility is controlled by the capabilitiesin, out, and
open. Capabilities are similar to prefixes in CCS andπ-calculus [29]. Several variants of the ambient
calculus have been proposed by adding and/or removing features of the original calculus [8, 23, 27].
Time has been considered in the framework of ambient calculus in [2, 3, 4].

We useP to denote the set of timed safe mobile ambients;m,n for ambient names; a, p for ambi-
ent tags(a stands foractiveambients, whilep stands forpassiveambients), andρ as a generic notation
for both tags. We writen∆t [P]ρ to denote an ambient having the timer∆t and the tagρ; the tagρ indi-
cates that an ambient is active or passive. An ambientn∆t [P]ρ represents a bounded place labelled byn
in which a processP is executed.

The syntax of the timed safe mobile ambients is defined in Table 1. Process0 is an inactive process
(it does nothing). A movementC∆t .P is provided by the capabilityC∆t , followed by the execution ofP.
P|Q is a parallel composition of processesP andQ.

Table 1: Syntax of Timed Safe Mobile Ambients
n,m, . . . names P,Q ::= processes
C ::= capabilities 0 inactivity

in n can enter an ambientn C∆t .P movement
out n can exit an ambientn n∆t [P]ρ ambient
in n allows an ambientn to enter P|Q composition
out n allows an ambientn to exit

In timed safe mobile ambients the capabilities and ambientsare used as temporal resources; if nothing
happens in a predefined interval of time, the waiting processgoes to another state. The timer∆t of each
temporal resource indicates that the resource is availableonly for a determined period of timet. If t > 0,
the ambient behaves exactly as in untimed safe mobile ambients. When the timer∆t expires (t = 0), the
ambientn is dissolved and the processP is released in the surrounding parent ambient. When we initially
describe the ambients, we consider that all ambients are active, and associate the taga to them.

The passage of time is described by the discrete time progress functionsφ∆ defined over the setP of
timed processes. This function modifies a process accordingly with the passage of time; all the possible
actions are performed at every tick of a universal clock. Thefunction φ∆ is inspired from [7] and [21],
and it affects the ambients and the capabilities which are not consumed. The consumed capabilities and
ambients disappear together with their timers. If a capability or ambient has the timer equal to∞ (i.e.,
simulating the behaviour of an untimed capability or ambient), we use the equality∞− 1 = ∞ when
applying the functionφ∆. Another property of the time progress functionφ∆ is that the passive ambients
can become active at the next unit of time in order to participate to other reductions.

For the processC∆t .P the timers ofP are activated only after the consumption of capabilityC∆t (in at
mostt units of time). Reduction rules (Table 2) show how the time progress functionφ∆ is used.

Definition 3. (Global time progress function) We defineφ∆ : P → P, by:

φ∆(P) =





C∆(t−1).R if P= C∆t .R, t> 0
R if P= C∆t .R, t= 0
φ∆(R) | φ∆(Q) if P = R|Q
n∆(t−1)[φ∆(R)]a if P = n∆t [R]ρ , t > 0
R if P= n∆t [R]ρ , t = 0
P if P = 0
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Processes can be grouped into equivalence classes by an equivalence relationΞ called structural
congruence which provides a way of rearranging expressionsso that interacting parts can be brought
together. We denote by699K the fact that none of the rules from Table 2, except the rule(R-TimePass)
can be applied. The evolution of timed safe mobile ambients is given by the following reduction rules:

Table 2: Reduction rules

(R-In)
−

n∆t1[in∆t2m.P|Q]a |m∆t3[in m
∆t4

.R]ρ 99K m∆t3[n∆t1[P|Q]p |R]ρ

(R-Out)
−

m∆t3[n∆t1[out∆t2m.P|Q]a |out m∆t4
.R]ρ 99K n∆t1[P|Q]p |m∆t3[R]ρ

(R-Amb)
P 99K Q

n∆t [P]ρ 99K n∆t [Q]ρ
(R-Par1)

P 99K Q
P|R99K Q|R

(R-Par2)
P 99K Q, P′

99K Q′

P|P′
99K Q|Q′ (R-Struct)

P′ΞP, P 99K Q, QΞQ′

P′
99K Q′

(R-TimePass)
M 699K

M 99K φ∆(M)

In the rules(R-In) , (R-Out) ambientm can bepassiveor active, while the ambientn is active.
The difference betweenpassiveandactiveambients is that thepassiveambients can be used in several
reductions in a unit of time, while theactiveambients can be used in at most one reduction in a unit of
time, by consuming their capabilities. In the rules(R-In) and (R-Out) the activeambientn becomes
passive, forcing it to consume only one capability in one unit of time. The ambients which are tagged as
passivebecomeactiveagain by applying the global time function(R-TimePass).

In timed safe mobile ambients, if a process evolves by one of the rules(R-In) , (R-Out), while
another one does not perform any reduction, then rule(R-Par1) should be applied. If more than one
process evolves in parallel by applying one of the rules(R-In) , (R-Out), then the rule(R-Par2) should
be applied. We use the rule(R-Par2) to compose processes which are active, and the rule(R-Par1) to
compose processes which are active and passive.

5.2 Translation

We denote byM (Π) the set of configurations obtained along all the possible evolution of a systemΠ of
mutual mobile membranes with timers.

Definition 4. For a systemΠ of mutual mobile membranes with timers, if M and N are two configurations
from M (Π), we say that M reduces to N (denoted by M→ N) if there exists a rule in the set R ofΠ,
applicable to configuration M such that we can obtain configuration N.

In order to give a formal encoding of timed safe mobile ambients into the systems of mutual mobile
membranes with timers, we define the following function:

Definition 5. A translationT : P → M (Π) is given by:

T (A) =





C∆tT (A1) if A = C∆t .A1

[ T1(A1) ]∆t
n if A = n∆t [ A1 ]ρ

T1(A1)T1(A2) if A = A1 |A2

λ if A = 0
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where the systemΠ of mutual mobile membranes with timers is constructed as follows:
Π = (V,H,µ ,w1, . . . ,wn,R,T, iO)

as follows:

• n≥ 1 is the number of ambients from A;

• V is an alphabet containing the C objects fromT (P);

• H is a finite set of labels containing the labels of ambients from A;

• µ ⊂ H ×H describes the membrane structure, which is similar with the ambient structure of A;

• wi ∈V∗, 1≤ i ≤ n are multisets of objects which contain the C objects fromT (A) placed inside
membrane i;

• T ⊆ {∆t | t ∈ N} is a multiset of timers assigned to each membrane and object;the timer of each
ambient or capability from A is the same in the correspondingtranslated membrane or object;

• iO is the output membrane - can be any membrane;

• R is a finite set ofdevelopmental rules, of the following forms:

1. [in∆t2m]∆t1
n | [in m

∆t4
]∆t3
m → [[ ]∆t1

n ]∆t3
m , for all n,m∈ H and all in m, in m∈V

2. [[out∆t2m]∆t1
n |out m∆t4]∆t3

m → [ ]∆t1
n | [ ]∆t3

m , for all n,m∈ H and all out m,out m∈V

When applying the translation function we do not take into account the tagρ, since in mobile mem-
branes a membrane is active or passive depending on the ruleswhich are applied in an evolution step and
we do not need something similar to ambients tags.

Proposition 4. If P is a timed safe mobile ambient such that P→ Q, then there exists a systemΠ of
mutual mobile membranes with timers and two configurations M,N ∈ M (Π), such that M= T (P),
M → N and N= T (Q).

Proof (Sketch).The construction ofΠ is done following similar steps as in Definition 5.
If P 99K Q, then there exists a rule in the set of rulesR of Π such thatM → N andN = T (Q).

Proposition 5. If P is a timed safe mobile ambient,Π is a system of mutual mobile membranes with
timers and M,N ∈ M (Π) are two configurations, with M= T (P) and M→ N, then there exists a timed
safe mobile ambient Q such that N= T (Q).

Proof (Sketch).The systemΠ of mutual mobile membranes with timers is constructed in thesame way
as in Definition 5. IfM → N in theΠ system of mutual mobile membranes with timers, then there exist
a timed safe mobile ambientQ such thatN = T (Q).

Remark 1. In Proposition 5 it is possible to have P699K Q. Let us suppose that P= n∆t4[in∆t1m.in∆t2k.out∆t3s]ρ |

m∆t6[in m
∆t5

]ρ . By translation we obtain M= [in∆t1m in∆t2k out∆t3s]∆t4
n [in m

∆t5
]∆t6
m . By constructing a

systemΠ of mutual mobile membrane with timers as shown in Definition 5, we have that M,N ∈ M (Π)
with M → N and N= [[in∆t2k out∆t3s]∆t4

n ]∆t6
m . For this N there exists a Q= m∆t6[n∆t4[out∆t3s.in∆t2k]ρ ]ρ

such that N= T (Q) but P 699K Q.
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6 Related Work

There are some papers using time in the context of membrane computing. However time is defined and
used in a different manner than in this paper. In [15] a timed Psystem is introduced by associating to each
rule a natural number representing the time of its execution. Then a P system which always produces the
same result, independently from the execution times of the rules, is called a time-independent P systems.
The notion of time-independent P systems tries to capture the class of systems which are robust against
the environment influences over the execution time of the rules of the system. Other types of time-free
systems are considered in [13, 16].

Time of the rules execution is stochastically determined in[14]. Experiments on the reliability of the
computations have been considered, and links with the idea of time-free systems are also discussed.

Time can also be used to “control” the computation, for instance by appropriate changes in the execu-
tion times of the rules during a computation, and this possibility has been considered in [18]. Moreover,
timed P automata have been proposed and investigated in [6],where ideas from timed automata have
been incorporated into timed P systems.

Frequency P systems has been introduced and investigated in[30]. In frequency P systems each
membrane is clocked independently from the others, and eachmembrane operates at a certain frequency
which could change during the execution. Dynamics of such systems have been investigated.

If one supposes the existence of two scales of time (an external time of the user, and an internal
time of the device), then it is possible to implement accelerated computing devices which can have more
computational power than Turing machines. This approach has been used in [9] to construct accelerated
P systems where acceleration is obtained by either decreasing the size of the reactors or by speeding-up
the communication channels.

In [17, 24] the time of occurrence of certain events is used tocompute numbers. If specific events
(such as the use of certain rules, the entering/exit of certain objects into/from the system) can be freely
chosen, then it is easy to obtain computational completeness results. However, if the length (number of
steps) are considered as result of the computation, non-universal systems can be obtained.

In [24, 31, 32] time is considered as the result of the computation by using special “observable”
configurations taken in regular sets (with the time elapsed between such configurations considered as
output). In particular, in [24, 31] P systems with symport and antiport rules are considered for prov-
ing universality results, and in [32] this idea is applied toP systems with proteins embedded on the
membranes.

The authors of the current paper have also considered time to“control” the computation in two other
formalisms: mobile ambients [2, 3, 4] and distributedπ-calculus [21, 22]. Timers define timeouts for
various resources, making them available only for a determined period of time. The passage of time is
given by a discrete global time progress function.

7 Conclusion

We introduce a new class of mobile membranes, namely the mobile membranes with timers. Timers are
assigned to each membrane and to each object. This new feature is inspired from biology where cells and
intracellular proteins have a well defined lifetime. In order to simulate the passage of time, we use rules
of the forma∆t → a∆(t−1) for objects, and[ ]∆t

i → [ ]
∆(t−1)
i for membranes. If the timer of an object reaches

0 then the object is consumed by applying a rule of the forma∆0 → λ , while if the timer of a membrane
i reaches 0 then the membrane is marked for dissolution by applying a rule of the form[ ]∆0

i → [δ]∆0
i .
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After dissolving a membrane, all objects and membranes previously contained in it become elements of
the immediately upper membrane.

We do not obtain a more powerful formalism by adding timers toobjects and to membranes into
a system of mutual mobile membranes. According to Proposition 1, Proposition 2 and Proposition 3,
systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers and systems of mutual mobile membranes without
timers have the same computational power.

In order to relate the new class to some known formalism involving mobility and time, we give a
translation of timed safe mobile ambients into systems of mutual mobile membranes with timers. This
encoding shows that the class of mutual mobile membranes with timers is a powerful formalism. Such
a result is related to a previous one presented in [19], whereit is proved an operational correspondence
between the safe mobile ambients and the systems of mutual mobile membranes.
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Delays in biological systems may be used to model events for which the underlying dynamics cannot
be precisely observed. Mathematical modeling of biological systems with delays is usually based on
Delay Differential Equations (DDEs), a kind of differential equations in which the derivative of the
unknown function at a certain time is given in terms of the values of the function at previous times. In
the literature, delay stochastic simulation algorithms have been proposed. These algorithms follow a
“delay as duration” approach, namely they are based on an interpretation of a delay as the elapsing
time between the start and the termination of a chemical reaction. This interpretation is not suitable
for some classes of biological systems in which species involved in a delayed interaction can be
involved at the same time in other interactions. We show on a DDE model of tumor growth that
the delay as duration approach for stochastic simulation isnot precise, and we propose a simulation
algorithm based on a “purely delayed” interpretation of delays which provides better results on the
considered model.

1 Introduction

Biological systems can often be modeled at different abstraction levels. A simple event in a model that
describes the system at a certain level of detail may correspond to a rather complex network of events in a
lower level description. The choice of the abstraction level of a model usually depends on the knowledge
of the system and on the efficiency of the analysis tools to be applied to the model.

Delays may appear in models of biological systems at any abstraction level, and are associated with
events whose underlying dynamics either cannot be precisely observed or is too complex to be handled
efficiently by analysis tools. Roughly, a delay may represent the time necessary for the underlying
network of events to produce some result observable in the higher level model.

Mathematical modelling of biological systems with delays is mainly based on delay differential equa-
tions (DDEs), a kind of differential equations in which the derivative of the unknown function at a certain
time is given in terms of the values of the function at previous times. In particular, this framework is
very general and allows both simple (constant) and complex (variable or distributed) forms of delays to
be modeled.

As examples of DDE models of biological systems we mention [3, 15, 10, 14, 7]. In [3, 15] an epi-
demiological model is defined that computes the theoreticalnumber of people infected with a contagious
illness in a closed population over time; in the model a delayis used to model the length of the infectious
period. In [10] a simple predator-prey model with harvesting and time delays is presented; in the model a
constant delay is used based on the assumption that the change rate of predators depends on the number
of prey and predators at some previous time. Finally, modelsof tumor growth [14] and of HIV cellular
infection [7] have been presented and analyzed by using DDEs.

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.6.2
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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Models based on DDEs, as their simplest versions based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
may be studied either analytically (by finding the solution of the equations, equilibria and bifurcation
points) or via approximated numerical solutions. However,for complex real models analytical solutions
are often difficult or impossible to be computed, whereas their approximated numerical solution is more
feasible.

Models based on differential equations, although very useful when dealing with biological systems
involving a huge number of components, are not suitable to model systems in which the quantity of some
species is small. This is caused by the fact that differential equations represent discrete quantities with
continuous variables, and when quantities are close to zerothis becomes a too imprecise approximation.
In these cases a more precise description of systems behaviour can be obtained with stochastic models,
where quantities are discrete and stochastic occurrence ofevents is taken into account.

The most common analysis technique for stochastic models isstochastic simulation that, in the case
of models of biological systems without delays, often exploits Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algo-
rithm (SSA) of chemical reactions [9], or one of its approximated variants [8, 6]. In recent years, the
interest for stochastic delayed processes increased [13].In [2] a Delay Stochastic Simulation Algorithm
(DSSA) has been proposed, this algorithm gives an interpretation as durations to delays. The delay asso-
ciated with a chemical reaction whose reactants are consumed (i.e. are not also products) is interpreted as
the duration of the reaction itself. Such an interpretationimplies that the products of a chemical reaction
with a delay are added to the state of the simulation not at thesame time of reactants removal, but after
a quantity of time corresponding to the delay. Hence, reactants cannot be involved in other reactions
during the time modeled by the delay.

We argue that the interpretation of delay as duration is not always suitable for biological systems. We
propose a simple variant of the DSSA in which reactants removal and products insertion are performed
together after the delay. This corresponds to a different interpretation of delays, that is the delay is seen as
the time needed for preparing an event which happens at the end of the delay. An example of a biological
behavior which can be suitably modelled by this interpretation is mitosis. Cell mitosis is characterized by
a pre–mitotic phase and by a mitotic phase (cell division). The pre–mitotic phase prepares the division of
the cell, when a cell undergoes the mitotic process, the pre–mitotic phase can be seen as a delay before
the real cell division. During the pre–mitotic phase the cell can continue to interact with the environment,
for example it can die. The DSSA in [2] cannot model this interactions because the reactants (in this case
the cell itself) are removed at the beginning of reaction andthe products are added at its end (that is after
the delay).

In this paper we start by recalling the definition of DDEs and aDDE model of tumor growth [14].
Then, we give a stochastic model of the considered tumor growth example and simulate it by using the
DSSA introduced in [2] and based on an interpretation of delays as durations. Finally, we propose a new
interpretation of delays and, consequently, a new variant of the DSSA that we apply to the considered
tumor growth example. At the end of the paper we discuss further improvements of our approach and
we draw some conclusions.

2 Delay Differential Equations (DDEs)

The mathematical modeling of biological systems is often based on Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODEs) describing the dynamics of the considered systems interms of variation of the quantities of the
involved species over time.

Whenever phenomena presenting a delayed effect are described by differential equations, we move
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from ODEs toDelay Differential Equations(DDEs). In DDEs the derivatives at current time depend on
some past states of the system. The general form of a DDE forX(t) ∈ R

n is

dX
dt

= fx(t,X(t),Xt),

whereXt = {X(t ′) : t ′ ≤ t} represents the trajectory of the solution in the past.
The simplest form of DDE considersconstant delays, namely consists of equations of the form

dX
dt

= fx(t,X(t),X(t −σ1), . . . ,X(t −σn))

with σ1 > .. . > σn ≥ 0 andσi ∈ R. This form of DDE allows models to describe events having a fixed
duration. They have been used to describe biological systems in which events have a non-negligible
duration [3, 15, 10] or in which a sequence of simple events isabstracted as a single complex event
associated with a duration [14, 7].

In what follows we recall an example of DDE model of a biological system that we shall use to
compare delay stochastic simulation approaches.

2.1 A DDE model of tumor growth

Villasana and Radunskaya proposed in [14] a DDE model of tumor growth that includes the immune
system response and a phase-specific drug able to alter the natural course of action of the cell cycle of
the tumor cells.

The cell cycle is a series of sequential events leading to cell replication via cell division. It consists
of four phases: G1, S, G2 and M. The first three phases (G1, S, G2) are called interphase. In these phases,
the main event which happens is the replication of DNA. In thelast phase (M), called mitosis, the cell
segregates the duplicated sets of chromosomes between daughter cells and then divides. The duration
of the cell cycle depends on the type of cell (e.g a human normal cell takes approximately 24 hours to
perform a cycle).

The model in [14] considers three populations of cells: the immune system, the population of tumor
cells during cell cycle interphase, and the population of tumor cells during mitosis. A delay is used to
model the duration of the interphase, hence the model includes a delayed event that is the passage of a
tumor cell from the population of those in the interphase to the population of those in the mitotic phase.
In the model the effect of a phase-specific drug, able to arrest tumor cells during the mitosis, is studied.
Such a drug has a negative influence also on the survival of cells of the immune system.

In this paper we study a simplified version of the model (presented in subsection 4.1.2 of [14]), where
the effects of the immune response and of the drug are not taken into account. The simplified model,
which considers only tumor cells (both in pre-mitotic and mitotic phases), consists of the following
DDEs:

dTI

dt
= 2a4TM −d2TI −a1TI(t −σ) TI(t) = φ0(t) for t ∈ [−σ ,0]

dTM

dt
= a1TI(t −σ)−d3TM −a4TM TM(t) = φ1(t) for t ∈ [−σ ,0]

FunctionTI(t) denotes the population of tumor cells during interphase at time t, and functionTM(t)
denotes the tumor population during mitosis at timet. The termsd2TI andd3TM represent cell deaths,
or apoptoses. The constantsa1 anda4 represent the phase change rates from interphase to mitosis(a1)
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Figure 1: The regions which describe the different behaviours of the DDE model by varying parameters
a1 andd (picture taken from [14]).

and back (a4). In the following we shall denote withd the rate at which mitotic cells disappear, namely
d = d3 +a4.

We assume that cells reside in the interphase at leastσ units of time; then the number of cells that
enter mitosis at timet depends on the number of cells that entered the interphaseσ units of time before.
This is modeled by the termsTI(t − σ) in the DDEs. Note that each cell leaving the mitotic phase
produces two new cells in theTI population (term 2a4TM). In the model the growth of the tumor cell
population is obtained only through mitosis, and is given bythe constantsa1, a4, andσ which regulate
the pace of cell division. The delayσ requires the values ofTI andTM to be given also in the interval
[−σ ,0]: such values are assumed to be constant in the considered interval, and hence equal to the values
of TI andTM at time 0.

The analytic study of the DDEs constituting the model gives(0,0) as unique equilibrium. In Figure 1
(taken from [14]) some results are shown of the study of the model by varyinga1,d andσ and by setting
the parametersa4 andd2 to 0.5 and 0.3, respectively. Figure 1 shows five regions.

Whenσ = 0, the region in which the tumor grows is R-I, while in the other regions the tumor decays.
When the delay is present (σ > 0), the growth region is essentially unaltered, but the decay is split in

regions in which the tumor has different behaviours: in regions R-II∪ R-IV the tumor still decays, but
in regions R-III∪ R-V, when the value ofσ is sufficiently large, the equilibrium becomes unstable. This
is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 describes the behaviour of the model, obtained by numerical solutions, inside the regions
R-I, R-II, R-III, and R-IV, whenσ = 1. Actually, we considered the point(0.6,0.6) in R-I, the point
(0.4,1.0) in R-II, the point(1.0,1.8) in R-III, the point(0.8,0.8) in R-IV and an initial state consisting
in 105 tumor cells in the interphase and 105 tumor cells in mitosis. We shall use always this parameters
in the rest of the paper. In the figure, we can observe that, while the tumor grows in region R-I, it decays
in all the others.
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Figure 2: Results of the numerical solution of the DDE model with σ = 1 for the regions described in
Figure 1. On the x-axis time is given indaysand on the y-axis is given thenumber of cells.
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Figure 3 describes the behaviour of the model whenσ = 10. In regions R-I and R-IV the tumor has
the same behaviour as before. In region R-II it decays after some oscillations, while in region R-III it
expresses an instability around the equilibrium. However,remark that values ofTM andTI under 0 are
not realistic, and, as we will see in the following, they cannot be obtained by stochastic simulations.

3 Delay Stochastic Simulation

In this section we present algorithms for the stochastic simulation of biological systems with delays.
Firstly, we introduce a well–known formulation of one of these algorithms and we analyze the results of
the simulations of the stochastic model equivalent to the one presented in the previous section. Secondly,
we propose a variant of this algorithm and we compare the results of the simulations done by using this
algorithm with those of the simulation done by using the original one.

All the simulations and the algorithms that we are going to present in this section have been imple-
mented in the software toolDelay Sim. This tool, avalaible athttp://www.di.unipi.it/msvbio,
has been written in Java.

3.1 The Delay as Duration Approach (DDA)

In [2] Barrio et al. introduced aDelay Stochastic Simulation Algorithm(DSSA) by adding delays to
Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) [9]. The algorithm has been used to explain more
carefully than with DDE models the observed sustained oscillations in the expression levels of some
proteins.

In order to recall the definition of the algorithm in [2] we consider a well–stirred system ofmolecules
of N chemicalspecies{S1, . . . ,SN} interacting throughM chemicalreaction channelsR = R1, . . . ,RM.
We assume the volume and the temperature of the system to be constant. We denote the number of
molecules of speciesSi in the system at timet with Xi(t), and we want to study the evolution of thestate
vectorX(t) = (X1(t), . . . ,XN(t)), assuming that the system was initially in some stateX(t0) = x0.

A reaction channelRj is characterized mathematically by three quantities. The first is its state–
change vectorν j = (ν1 j , . . . ,νN j), whereνi j is defined to be the change in theSi molecular population
caused by oneRj reaction; let us denote each state–change vectorν j as a the composition of the state–
change vector for reactants,ν r

j , and the state–change vector for products,ν p
j , noting thatν j = ν r

j + ν p
j .

For instance, given two speciesA and B, a reaction of the formA −→ B is described by the vector of
reactants(−1,0), by the vector of products(0,1) and by the state–change vector(−1,1); differently, a
reaction of the formA−→ A+B is described by the vector of reactants(−1,0), by the vector of products
(1,1), and by the state–change vector(0,1).

The second characterizing quantity for a reaction channelRj is its propensity function aj(x); this is
defined, accordingly to [9], so that, givenX(t) = x, a j(x)dt is the probability of reactionRj to occur
in statex in the time interval[t, t + dt]. As stated in [9], the probabilistic definition of the propensity
function finds its justification in physical theory.

The other characterizing quantity is a constant delay defined by a real numberσ ≥ 0. Following
Barrio et al., we classify reactions with delays into two categories: non-consuming reactions, where the
reactants are also products (e.g.A−→ A+B), and consuming reactions, where some of the reactants are
consumed (e.g.A−→ B). Throughout the paper, we denote the set of non-consuming reactions with delay
by Rnc, the set of consuming reactions with delay byRc, and the reactions without delays byRnd; notice
thatR = Rnc∪Rc∪Rnd.
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AlgorithmDSSA with “delays as duration approach”

1. Initialize the timet = t0 and the system statex = x0.

2. Evaluate all thea j(x) and their suma0(x) = ∑M
j=1a j(x);

3. Given two random numbersr1, r2 uniformly distributed in the interval[0;1], gen-
erate values forτ and j in accordance to

τ =
1

a0(x)
ln(

1
r1

)
j−1

∑
i=1

ai(x) < r2 ·a0(x) ≤
j

∑
i=1

ai(x)

(A) If delayed reactionRk is scheduled at timet + τk andτk < τ
(A1) If Rk ∈ Rnc then updatex = x+νk andt = t + τk;
(A2) If Rk ∈ Rc then updatex = x+ν p

k andt = t + τk;

(B) else:
(B1) If Rj ∈ Rnd then updatex = x+ν j andt = t + τ ;
(B2) If Rj ∈ Rnc, scheduleRj at timet +σ j + τ and set time tot + τ ;
(B3) If Rj ∈Rc, scheduleRj at timet +σ j +τ , updatex = x+ν r

k and set time
to t + τ ;

4. go to step 2.

Figure 4: The DSSA with “delays as duration approach” proposed in [2].

By adding delays to the SSA, Barrioet al. provide a method to model the firing of a reaction with
delay based on the previously given classification. Formally, given a system in stateX(t) = x, let us
denote withτ the stochastic time quantity computed as in the SSA representing the putative time for next
reaction to fire. Let us assume to choose to fire a non-consuming reaction with delay (a reaction from set
Rnc); then the reaction is scheduled at timet +σ + τ whereσ is the delay of the reaction. Furthermore,
the clock is increased to the valuet + τ and the state does not change. On the contrary, if a consuming
reaction with delay (a reaction from setRc) is chosen to fire, then its reactants are immediately removed
from the statex, the insertion of the products is scheduled at timet + σ + τ , and, finally, the clock is
increased to the valuet + τ . Reactions from setRnd (non–delayed reactions) are dealt with exactly as in
the SSA. The DSSA by Barrioet al. is given in Figure 4.

We discuss now on the scheduling of the reactions with delay.When a non-consuming reaction
is chosen, the algorithm does not change state, but simply schedules the firing of the reaction at time
t +σ j + τ (step(B2)). The reaction will complete its firing (reactants and products will be removed and
inserted, respectively) when performing steps(A) and(A1).

Differently, as regards consuming reactions, the removal of the reactants is done at time instantt
(step(B3)) preceding the time instant of insertion of the products (steps(A) and(A2)), namely the time
at which the insertion is scheduled,t + σ j + τ . Notice that the removed reactants cannot have other
interactions during the time interval[t, t +σ j + τ ).

As the reactants cannot have other interactions in the time quantity passing between the removal
of the reactants and the insertion of the products, then thisquantity can be seen as a duration needed
for the reactants to exclusively complete the reaction. Since the approach of Barrioat al. gives this
interpretation of delays we shall call it “delays as duration approach”(DDA).

As regards the handling of the scheduled events (step(A) of the algorithm), if in the time interval
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Figure 5: DDA simulation of the stochastic model withσ = 1 for the regions described in Figure 1. On
the x-axis time is given indaysand on the y-axis is given thenumber of cells.

[t; t + τ ) there are scheduled reactions, thenτ is rejected and the scheduled reaction is handled. Since
generating random numbers is a costly operation, other authors defined variants of the DSSA that avoid
rejectingτ in the handling of scheduled reactions [5, 1]. However, the interpretation of the delays used
to define these variants is the same as that of Barrioet al..

This interpretation of delays may not be precise for all biological systems. In particular, it may be
not precise if in the biological system the reactants can have other interactions during the time window
modeled by the delay. The tumor growth system we have recalled in Section 2.1 is an example of these
systems. In fact, while tumor cells are involved in the phasechange from interphase to mitosis (the
delayed event) they can also die.

We applied the DSSA by Barrioat al. (we refer to the simulations done by applying this DSSA
as DDA simulations) to a chemical reaction model corresponding to the DDE model of tumor growth
recalled in Section 2.1. The reactions of the model are the following:

TI
a1−→ TM with delayσ TM

a4−→ 2TI TI
d2−→ TM

d3−→ .

We have run 100 simulations for each considered parameter setting. The results of simulations with
the same parameters as those considered in Figures 2 and 3 areshown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
Actually, in the figures we show the result of one randomly chosen simulation run for each parameter
setting.

Qualitatively, results obtained with DDA simulations are the same as those obtained with numerical
simulation of the DDEs: we have exponential tumor growth in region R-I, tumor decay in the other
regions and oscillations arise when the delay is increased.However, from the quantitative point of view
we have that in the DDA simulations the growth in region R-I and the decay in the other regions are
always slower than in the corresponding numerical simulation of the DDEs. In fact, withσ = 1 by the
numerical simulation of the DDEs we have that in region R-I after 100 days both the quantities of tumor
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Figure 6: DDA simulation of the stochastic model withσ = 10 for the regions described in Figure 1. On
the x-axis time is given indaysand on the y-axis is given thenumber of cells.

cells in interphase and in mitotic phase are around 300000, while in the result of DDA simulations they
are around 130000. In the same conditions, but withσ = 10, in the numerical simulation of the DDEs
we have about 47000 tumor cells in mitosis and 57000 tumor cells in interphase, while in the DDA
simulations we have about 5000 and 5500 cells, respectively. As regards the other regions, in Table 1 the
average tumor eradication times obtained with DDA simulations are compared with those obtained with
numerical simulation of the DDEs (in this case with “eradication” we mean that the number of tumor
cells of both kinds is under the value 1). Again, we have that in DDA simulations the dynamics is slower
than in the numerical simulation of the DDEs. For instance, with σ = 10, in region R-IV the time needed
for eradication in the DDEs is about 41% of the time needed in the DDA (440 against 1072), in region
R-II the percentage is smaller, 26% (59 against 224), and, inregion R-III, it reaches 9% (12 against 126).
For the same regions withσ = 1 these differences are smaller but not negligible.

3.2 A Purely Delayed Approach (PDA)

In this section we propose a variant of the DSSA based on a different interpretation of delays, namely a
Stochastic Simulation Algorithm which follows a “purely delayed approach” (PDA). With this interpre-
tation we try to overcome the fact that in the DDA the reactants cannot have other interactions. Further-
more, differently from Barrioet al., we use the same interpretation of delays to define the methodfor
firing both non-consuming and consuming reactions. This interpretation of delays was firstly implicitly
adopted by Bratsunet al. in [4], to model a very simple example of protein degradation.

The approach we propose consists in firing a reaction completely when its associated scheduled
events is handled, namely removing its reactants and inserting its products after the delay. The fact
that we simply schedule delayed reactions without immediately removing their reactants motivates the
terminology of “purely delayed”. Notice that non-consuming reactions are handled in the same way by
DDA and PDA.
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AlgorithmDSSA with “purely delayed approach”

1. Initialize the timet = t0 and the system statex = x0.

2. Evaluate all thea j(x) and their suma0(x) = ∑M
j=1a j(x);

3. Given two random numbersr1, r2 uniformly distributed in the interval[0,1], gen-
erate values forτ and j in accordance to

τ =
1

a0(t)
ln(

1
r1

)
j−1

∑
i=1

ai(X(t)) < r2 ·a0(t) ≤
j

∑
i=1

ai(X(t))

(a) If delayed reactionRk is scheduled at timet + τk andτk < τ andν r
k ≺ x, then

updatex = x+νk andt = t + τk;

(b) else, scheduleRj at timet +σ j + τ , set time tot + τ ;

4. go to step 2.

Figure 7: The DSSA with “purely delayed approach”.

DDEs DDA Simulation PDA Simulation
R-II with σ = 1.0 50 64 51
R-II with σ = 10.0 59 224 67
R-III with σ = 1.0 15 29 17
R-III with σ = 10.0 12 126 20
R-IV with σ = 1.0 238 302 214
R-IV with σ = 10.0 440 1072 248

Table 1: Average eradication times given indaysfor DDE model, DDA and PDA stochastic models. For
the stochastic models the entries represent the sample of 100 simulations.

In this interpretation of delays it may happen that, when handling a scheduled reaction, the reactants
may not be present in the current state. In fact, they could have been destroyed or transformed by other
interactions happened after the scheduling. In this case, the scheduled reaction has to be ignored. To
formalize this, we know that a reactionRj can be applied only if its reactants are all present in the current
state of the simulation. Algebraically this corresponds tothe fact thatν r

j ≺ x whereν r
j is the state–change

vector of the reactants of reactionRj , the system is described byx and≺ is the ordering relation defined
as∀i = 1, . . . ,N. −νR

i j ≤ Xi(t). In order to verify that a scheduled reaction can effectively fire, it will be
sufficient to check whether this condition holds. The formaldefinition of the DSSA with PDA is given
in Figure 7.

As for the DDA, we have run 100 simulations of the stochastic model of tumor growth for each
considered parameter setting. The results of simulations (we refer to these simulations as PDA simula-
tions) with the same parameters as those considered in Figures 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 8 and 9,
respectively. Actually, in the figures we show the result of one randomly chosen simulation run for each
parameter setting.

Qualitatively, results obtained with PDA simulations are the same as those obtained with numerical
simulation of the DDEs (and with DDA simulations). From the quantitative point of view we have that in
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Figure 8: PDA simulation of the stochastic model withσ = 1 for the regions described in Figure 1. On
the x-axis time is given indaysand on the y-axis is given thenumber of cells.

the PDA simulations the growth in region R-I withσ = 1 is almost equal to the corresponding numerical
simulation of the DDEs (about 300000 tumor cells in both mitosis and interphase after 100 days, we
recall that the DDA had reached values around 130000). On thecontrary, withσ = 10, the difference
between DDEs and PDA is higher: we have about 22000 tumor cells in interphase against 57000 for the
DDEs and 5500 for the DDA, and 16000 tumor cells in mitosis against 47000 for the DDEs and 5000 for
the DDA.

As regards the other regions, in Table 1 the average tumor eradication times obtained with PDA
simulations are compared with those obtained with numerical simulation of the DDEs (again, in this
case with “eradication” we mean that the number of tumor cells of both kinds is under the value 1). In
PDA simulations the dynamics is generally slower than in thenumerical simulation of the DDEs but it
is faster than the DDA one. Withσ = 10, in region R-IV the time needed for eradication in the PDA is
smaller than the one in the DDEs (248 days against 440, DDA is 1072). In region R-II the values are:
67 days for the PDA and 59 days for the DDEs, DDA is 224. In region R-III values are: 20 days for the
PDA, 12 days for the DDEs, and 126 days for DDA.

It is important to remark that differences between delay stochastic simulation results and numerical
solutions of DDEs are also influenced by the initial conditions. The numerical solution of the DDEs
assumes the initial population to be constant and greater than zero in the time interval[−σ ,0]. This
allows delayed event to be enabled in the time interval[0,σ ]. Both variants of the DSSA start to schedule
delayed events from time 0, hence delayed reactions can fire only after the timeσ . This result, whenσ
is great enough, in a behaviour that is, in general, delayed with respect to that given by the DDEs.
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Figure 9: PDA simulation of the stochastic model withσ = 10 for the regions described in Figure 1. On
the x-axis time is given indaysand on the y-axis is given thenumber of cells.

4 Discussion

In the previous sections we showed two different approachesto the firing of delayed reactions. The two
approaches can be conveniently used for dealing with two different classes of delayed reactions. The
delay as duration approach suitably deals with reactions inwhich reactants cannot participate, whenever
scheduled, in other reactions. On the other hand, the purelydelayed approach can be conveniently used
in cases in which reactants can be involved in other reactions during the delay time.

These two different notions of delay have been presented in the framework of Petri nets with time
information. In particular, in Timed nets [12] a notion of delay similar to a duration appears; differently,
in Time nets [11] the notion of delay corresponds to our purely delayed approach.

In the example we have shown, cells in the interphase, which wait for entering the mitotic phase, can
be involved in another reaction, namely their death. Thus inthis example the purely delayed approach
seems to be more appropriate for capturing the behaviour of the real system. Obviously, there are biolog-
ical systems in which, due to the heterogeneity of reactions, both the approaches should be used and we
plan to investigate, in the future, the possibility of combining the two approaches in a unique framework.
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In this paper a novel tool BioDiVinE for parallel analysis of biological models is presented. The

tool allows analysis of biological models specified in terms of a set of chemical reactions. Chemical

reactions are transformed into a system of multi-affine differential equations. BioDiVinE employs

techniques for finite discrete abstraction of the continuous state space. At that level, parallel analysis

algorithms based on model checking are provided. In the paper, the key tool features are described

and their application is demonstrated by means of a case study.

1 Introduction

The central interest of systems biology is investigation of the response of the organism to environmental

events (extra-cellular or intra-cellular signals). Even in procaryotic organisms, a single environment

event causes a response induced by the interaction of several interwoven modules with complex dynamic

behaviour, acting on rapidly different time scales. In higher organisms, these modules form large and

complex interaction networks. For instance, a human cell contains in the order of 10,000 substances

which are involved in 15,000 different types of reactions. This gives rise to a giant interaction network

with complex positive and negative regulatory feedback loops.

In order to deal with the complexity of living systems, experimental methods have to be supplemented

with mathematical modelling and computer-supported analysis. One of the most critical limitations in

applying current approaches to modelling and analysis is their pure scalability. Large models require

powerful computational methods, the hardware infrastructure is available (clusters, GRID, multi-core

computers), but the parallel (distributed) algorithms for model analysis are still under development.

In this paper we present the tool BioDiVinE for parallel analysis of biological models. BioDiVinE

considers the model in terms of chemical equations. The main features of the tool are the following:

• user interface for specification of models in terms of chemical equations

• formal representation of the model by means of multi-affine ODEs

• setting initial conditions and parameters of the kinetics
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• setting parameters of the discrete abstraction

• graphical simulation of the discretized state space

• model checking analysis.

As an abstraction method, BioDiVinE adapts the rectangular abstraction approach of multi-affine

ODEs mathematically introduced in [7] and algorithmically tackled in [17, 5] by means of a parallel

on-the-fly state space generator. The character of abstraction provided by this discretization technique is

conservative with respect to the most dynamic properties that are of interest. However, there is the natural

effect of adding false-positive behaviour, in particular, the abstracted state space includes trajectories

which are not legal in the original continuous model.

The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the underlying

abstraction technique and the model checking approach. Section 3 presents in step-by-step fashion the

key features of current version of BioDiVinE. Section 4 provides a case study of employing BioDiVinE

for analysis of a biological pathway responsible for ammonium transport in bacteria Escherichia Coli.

1.1 Related Work

In our previous work [3] we have dealt with parallel model checking analysis of piece-wise affine ODE

models [14]. The method allows fully qualitative analysis, since the piece-wise affine approximation of

the state space does not require numerical enumeration of the equations. Therefore that approach, in

contrast to the presented one, is primarily devoted for models with unknown kinetic parameters. The

price for this feature is higher time complexity of the state space generation. In particular, time appears

there more critical than space while causing the parallel algorithms not to scale well.

In the current version of BioDiVinE all the kinetic parameters are required to be numerically speci-

fied. In such a situation there is an alternative possibility to do LTL model checking directly on numerical

simulations [18, 8]. However, in the case of unknown initial conditions there appears the need to provide

large-scale parameter scans resulting in huge number of simulations. On the contrary, the analysis con-

ducted with BioDiVinE can be naturally generalised to arbitrary intervals of initial conditions by means

of rectangular abstraction.

Rectangular abstraction of dynamic systems has been employed in [17] for reachability analysis. The

method has been supported by experiments performed on a sequential implementation in Matlab. The

provided experiments have showed that for models with 10 variables the reachability analysis ran out

of memory after 2 hours of computation. This gave us the motivation to employ parallel algorithms.

Moreover, we generalise the analysis method to full LTL model checking.

There is another work that employs rectangular abstraction for dynamic systems [6]. The framework

is suitable for deterministic modelling of genetic regulatory networks. The rectangular abstraction relies

on replacing S-shaped regulatory functions with piece-wise linear ramp functions. The partitioning of

the state space is determined by parameters of the ramp functions. In contrast to that work, we consider

directly general multi-affine systems with arbitrarily defined abstraction partitions.

2 Background

2.1 Modelling Approach

The most widely used approach to modelling a system of biochemical reactions is the continuous ap-

proach of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). We consider a special class of ODE systems in the
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form ẋ = f (x) where x = (x1, . . . ,xn) is a vector of variables and f = ( f1, ..., fn) : R
n→ R

n is a vector of

multiaffine functions. A multiaffine function is a polynomial in the variables x1, ...,xn where the degree of

any variable is at most 1. Variables xi represent continuous concentrations of species. Multiaffine ODEs

can express reactions in which the stoichiometry coefficients of all reactants are at most 1. The system

of ODEs can be constructed directly from the stoichiometric matrix of the biochemical system [12].

A+B
k
→C

dA
dt

=−k ·A ·B
dB
dt

=−k ·A ·B
dC
dt

= k ·A ·B

Figure 1: Example of a multi-affine system

Multi-affine system is achieved from the system of biochemical reactions by employing the law of

mass action. In Figure 1 there is an example of a simple biochemical system represented mathematically

as a multi-affine system. If all the reactions are of the first-order, in particular, the number of reactants

in each reaction is at most one, then the system falls into a specific subclass of dynamic systems – the

resulting ODE system is affine. An example of an affine system is given in Figure 2.

A
k1→ B+C

B
k2←

k3→C

dA
dt

=−k1 ·A
dB
dt

= k1 ·A− k3 ·B+ k2 ·C
dC
dt

= k1 ·A− k2 ·C + k3 ·B

Figure 2: Example of an affine system

2.2 Abstraction Procedure

The rectangular abstraction method employed in BioDiVinE relies on results of de Jong, Gouzé [15]

and Belta, Habets [7]. Each variable is assigned a set of specific (arbitrarily defined) points, so-called

thresholds, expressing concentration levels of special interest. This set contains two specific thresholds

– the maximal and the minimal concentration level. Existence of these two thresholds comes from the

biophysical fact that in any living organism each biochemical species cannot unboundedly increase its

concentration. The intermediate thresholds then define a partition of the (bounded) continuous state

space. The individual regions of the partition are called rectangles. An example of a partition is given in

Figure 3.

The partition of the system gives us directly the finite discrete abstraction of the dynamic system.

In particular, BioDiVinE implements a (discrete) state space generator that constructs a finite automa-

ton representing the rectangular abstraction of the system dynamics. Since the states of the automaton

are made directly by the rectangles, the automaton is called rectangular abstraction transition system

(RATS). The algorithm for the state space generator of RATS has been presented in [2]. The idea be-

hind this algorithm is based on the results [15, 7]. The main point is that for each rectangle the exit

faces are determined. The intuition is depicted in Figure 4. There is a transition from a rectangle to its

neighbouring rectangle only if in the vector field considered in the shared face there is at least one vector

whose particular component agrees with the direction of the transition. The important result is that in a
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A
k1←

k2→ B

dA
dt

=−k1 ·A+ k2 ·B
dB
dt

= k1 ·A− k2 ·B

thresholds on A: 0,5,6,10

thresholds on B: 0,2,3,5
A

B

Figure 3: Example of a rectangular partition of a two-dimensional system

Figure 4: Intuition behind the construction of the rectangular abstraction transition system

multi-affine system it suffices to consider only the vector field in the vertices of the face. In Figure 4, the

exit faces of the central rectangle are emphasised by bold lines. In Figure 5 there is depicted the rect-

angular abstraction transition system constructed for the affine system from Figure 3. It is known that

the rectangular abstraction is an overapproximation with respect to trajectories of the original dynamic

system.

There is one specific issue when considering the time progress of the abstracted trajectories. If

there exists a point in a rectangle from which there is no trajectory diverging out through some exit

face, then there is a self-transition defined for the rectangle. In particular, this situation signifies an

equilibrium inside the rectangle. Such a rectangle is called non-transient. For affine systems there is

known a sufficient and necessary condition that characterises non-transient rectangles by the vector field

in the vertices of the rectangle. However, for the case of multi-affine system, only the necessary condition

is known. Hence, for multi-affine systems BioDiVinE can treat as non-transient some states which are

not necessarily non-transient.

2.3 Model Checking

In the field of formal verification of software and hardware systems, model checking refers to the problem

of automatically testing whether a simplified model of a system (a finite state automaton) meets a given

specification. Specification is stated by means of a temporal logic formulae. In the setting of RATS,

model checking can be used in two basic ways:

1. to automatically detect presence of particular dynamics phenomena in the system

2. to verify correctness of the model (i.e., checking whether some undesired property is exactly

avoided)

In the case of dynamic systems we use Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (see [10] for details on LTL

syntax and semantics interpreted on automata). LTL can be also directly interpreted on trajectories
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A

B B

A

Figure 5: Example of a rectangular abstraction transition system
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Figure 6: A counterexample contradicting the property of reaching B > 3 in finite time

of dynamic systems (see e.g. [13] for definition of the semantics). Given a dynamic system S with a

particular initial state we can then say that S satisfies a formula ϕ , written S |= ϕ , only if the trajectory

starting at the initial state satisfies ϕ . In the context of automata, LTL logic is interpreted universally

provided that a formula ϕ is satisfied by the automaton A, written A |= ϕ , only if each execution of the

automaton starting from any initial state satisfies ϕ . The following theorem characterises the relation

between validity of ϕ in the rectangular abstraction automaton and in the original dynamic system.

Theorem 2.1 Consider a dynamic system S and the associated RATS A. If A |= ϕ then S |= ϕ .

The theorem states that when model checking of a particular property on a RATS returns true, we are

sure that the property is satisfied in the original dynamic system. However, when the result is negative,

the counterexample returned does not necessarily reflect any trajectory in the original system.

The system in Figure 5 satisfies a formula FG(B ≤ 3) expressing the temporal property stating that

despite the choice of the initial state the system eventually stabilises at states where concentration of B

is kept below 3. Now let us consider a formula F(B > 3) expressing the property that despite the initial

settings, the concentration of B will eventually exceed the concentration level 3. In this case the model

checking returns one of the counterexamples as emphasised in Figure 6 stating that if initially A < 5 and

B < 3 then B is not increased while staying indefinitely long in the shaded state.
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Figure 7: BioDiVinE Toolset Architecture

Figure 8: A biochemical model specified in BioDiVinE GUI

3 BioDiVinE Tool

BioDiVinE employs aggregate power of network-interconnected workstations (nodes) to analyse large-

scale state transition systems whose exploration is beyond capabilities of sequential tools. System prop-

erties can be specified either directly in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) or alternatively as processes de-

scribing undesired behaviour of systems under consideration (negative claim automata). From the algo-

rithmic point of view, the tool implements a variety of novel parallel algorithms [9, 1] for cycle detection

(LTL model checking). By these algorithms, the entire state space is uniformly split into partitions and

every partition is distributed to a particular computing node. Each node is responsible for generating the

respective state-space partition on-the-fly while storing visited states into the local memory.

The state space generator constructs the rectangular abstraction transition system for a given multi-

affine system. The scheme of the tool architecture is provided in Figure 7. Library-level components are

responsible for constructing, managing and distributing the state space. They form the core of the tool.

The tool provides two graphical user interface components SpecAff — allowing editing of biological

models in terms of chemical reactions, and SimAff — allowing visualisation of the simulation results.

The input (biochemical) model is given by the following data:

• list of chemical species,

• list of partitioning thresholds given for each species,

• list of chemical reactions.
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VARS:A,B,C

EQ:dA = (-0.1)*A

EQ:dB = 0.1*A + (-1)*B + 1*C

EQ:dC = 0.1*A + 1*B + (-1)*C

TRES:A: 0, 4, 6, 10

TRES:B: 0, 2, 10

TRES:C: 0, 2, 4, 10

INIT: 4:6, 0:2, 2:4

[pre-initial]

[4(1),0(0),2(1)]

[0(0),0(0),2(1)][4(1),2(1),2(1)] [4(1),0(0),0(0)]

[0(0),2(1),2(1)] [0(0),0(0),0(0)][4(1),2(1),4(2)] [4(1),2(1),0(0)]

[0(0),2(1),4(2)] [0(0),2(1),0(0)]

Figure 9: A multi-affine ODE model and its state space generated by BioDiVinE

Figure 10: Visualisation of the state space in the BioDiVinE GUI, states are projected onto the BC

concentration plane

The biochemical model together with the tested property and initial conditions are then automatically

translated into a multi-affine system of ODEs forming the mathematical model that can be analysed by

BioDiVinE algorithms. The mathematical model consists of the following data:

• list of variables,

• list of (multi-affine) ODEs,

• list of partitioning thresholds given for each species,

• list of initial rectangular subspaces (the union of these subspaces forms the initial condition),

• Büchi automaton representing an LTL property (this data is not needed for simulation).

An example of a simple three-species model representing three biochemical reactions A→ B +C,

B ⇋ C is showed in Figure 8. The first reaction is performed at rate 0.1 s−1. The second two reversible

reactions are at rate 1 s−1. The respective mathematical model is showed in Figure 9 on the left in

the textual .bio format. For each variable there is specified the equation as well as the list of real

values representing individual threshold positions. The initial condition is defined in this particular case

by a single rectangular subspace: A ∈ 〈4,6〉,B ∈ 〈0,2〉, and C ∈ 〈2,4〉. The state space generated for

this setting is depicted in Figure 9 on the right. Figure 10 demonstrates visualisation features of the

BioDiVinE GUI.

For model checking analysis, BioDiVinE relies on the parallel LTL model checking algorithms of

the underlying DiVinE library [4]. A given LTL formula is translated into a Büchi automaton which
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Figure 11: A visualisation of the state-spaces in BC projection with uniform (left) and automatic (right)

gradual threshold refinement, manually augmented by numeric simulation trace from COPASI [11]

VARS:A,B,C

EQ:dA = (-0.1)*A

EQ:dB = 0.1*A + (-1)*B + 1*C

EQ:dC = 0.1*A + (1)*B + (-1)*C

TRES:A: 0, 4, 6, 10

TRES:B: 0, 2, 10

TRES:C: 0, 2, 4, 10

INIT: 4:6, 0:2, 2:4

process LTL_property1 {

state q1, q2;

init q1;

accept q2;

trans

q1 -> q2 { guard B>4 && B<4.5

&& C>3 && C<3.5; },

q1 -> q1 {},

q2 -> q2 {};

}

system sync property LTL_property1;

process LTL_property2 {

state q1, q2;

init q1;

accept q2;

trans

q1 -> q2 { guard B>4 && B<4.5

&& C>5.5 && C<6; },

q1 -> q1 {},

q2 -> q2 {};

}

system sync property LTL_property2;

Figure 12: A multi-affine model extended with a never claim automaton for property 1 and property 2

represents its negation. That way the automaton represents the never claim property. The automa-

ton is automatically generated for an LTL formula and merged with the mathematical model by the

divine.combine utility. An example of a model extended with a never claim property is showed in

Figure 12. In particular, the first automaton LTL property1 specified in terms of the DiVinE language

represents a never claim for the safety LTL formula G¬(B≥ 4∧B≤ 4.5∧C ≥ 3∧C ≤ 3.5) expressing

that concentrations of species B and C will never enter the specified rectangular region. The unreacha-

bility of a slightly different region is defined by the automaton for property 2. The results of the model-

checking procedure are showed in Figure 13. Property 1 has been proved false by finding a run of the

system visiting the specified region (states of run given as list), while property 2 has been proved true by

extensively searching all the system runs and not finding any one that would cross the region specified in

property 2.

The choice of threshold values for each variable affects greatly the shape and size of the generated

state-space. The refinement of a given partitioning — the addition of more thresholds to a set of former

thresholds — may result in the unreachability of a part of a region reachable before.

Since manual refinement of thresholds by adding numeric values can be tedious or unintuitive, two

more advanced methods are available in BioDiVinE. The first method divides a given interval uniformly

into subintervals of a given size, while the second method tries a more sophisticated automatic technique

of dividing regions according to signs of the concentration derivatives inside these regions [17]. The
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=======================

--- Accepting cycle ---

=======================

[pre-initial]

[4(1),0(0),2(1)-PP:0]

[4(1),2(1),2(1)-PP:0]

[4(1),2(1),3(2)-PP:0]

[4(1),4(2),3(2)-PP:1]

[0(0),4(2),3(2)-PP:1]

======= Cycle =======

[0(0),2(1),3(2)-PP:1]

[0(0),2(1),2(1)-PP:1]

==============================

--- No accepting cycle ---

==============================

states: 33

transitions: 81

iterations: 1

size of a state: 16

size of appendix: 12

cross transitions: 0

all memory 56.5 MB

time: 0.115177 s

-------------------

0: local states: 33

0: local memory: 56.5

Figure 13: Results of model-checking for property 1 (left), property 2 (middle), visualisation of reachable

(green) and unreachable (red) regions

Time on particular number of cluster processor cores (s)

k States Trans 1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72

5 3 ·104 8.5 ·104 15.4 4.9 2.7 1.8 1.4 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
relative speedup 1 3.14 5.7 8.56 11 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

10 9 ·105 3.2 ·106 ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ 161 119 107 85 72 63 55 53 46 44 40 38 38 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
relative speedup ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ 1 1.35 1.5 1.89 2.24 2.56 2.93 3.04 3.5 3.66 4.03 4.24 4.24 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

15 1.6 ·106 6.5 ·106 ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ 222 204 177 156 146 129 122 117 110 98 93

relative speedup ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ 1 1.09 1.25 1.42 1.52 1.72 1.82 1.9 2.02 2.27 2.39

20 3.2 ·106 1.4 ·107 ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ 202 180 173

relative speedup ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ 1 1.12 1.17

Figure 14: Scaling of model checking algorithms on a homogeneous cluster

state-spaces resulting from the gradual application of both threshold refinement approaches are depicted

in Figure 11. It is important to mention that the overall size of the state-space depends exponentially on

the number of thresholds for all species. However, in some cases the actual reachable subspace of the

whole state-space may be only polynomial in the number of thresholds.

For any multi-affine model extended with a never claim automaton as showed in Figure 12, the

parallel model checking algorithms can be directly called.

We have performed several experiments [2] in order to show scaling of the algorithms when dis-

tributed on several cluster nodes. Figures 14 and 15 show scaling of model checking conducted on a

simple model of a reaction network representing a catalytic reaction scaled for different numbers of

intermediate products.

4 Case Study: Ammonium Transport in E. Coli

In this section we present a case study conducted using the current version of BioDiVinE. Since the

rectangular abstraction method of multi-affine systems implemented in BioDiVinE is a relatively new

result of applied control theory, its application is still in the stage of experimentation. In fact, we are

still unaware of any case studies that apply this method to real biological models. In this case study

we focus on demonstrating the usability of rectangular abstraction to analysis of biological models.

To this end, we consider a simple biological model that specifies ammonium transport from external

environment into the cells of Escherichia Coli. This simplified model is based on a published model

of the E. Coli ammonium assimilation system [19] which was developed under the EC-MOAN project

(http://www.ec-moan.org). The metabolic reactions and regulatory reactions in the original model

were removed.
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S +E ⇋ ES1 ⇋ ES2 ⇋ · · ·⇋ ESk→ P+E

Ṡ = ES1−0.01 ·E ·S
Ė = ES1−0.01 ·S ·E +ES1

˙ES1 = 0.01 ·E ·S−ES1−ES1

˙ES2 = ·ES1−2 ·ES2 +ES3

.

.

.

ĖSk−1 = ESk−2−2 ·ESk−1 +ESk

ĖSk = ESk−1−2 ·ESk
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Figure 15: Scaling of model checking algorithms on a homogeneous cluster, X-axis shows number of

cluster nodes, Y-axis gives speedup relative to system size and number of nodes

4.1 Model Description

E. coli can express membrane bound transport proteins for the transportion of small molecules from

the environment into the cytoplasm at certain conditions. At normal ammonium concentration, the free

diffusion of ammonia can provide enough flux for the growth requirement of nitrogen. When ammo-

nium concentration is very low, E. coli cells express AmtB (an ammonia transporter) to complement the

deficient diffusion process. Three molecules of AmtB (trimer) form a channel for the transportation of

ammonium/ammonia. Protein structure analysis revealed that AmtB binds NH4+ at the entrance gate of

the channel, deprotonates it and conducts NH3 into the cytoplasm as illustrated in Figure 16 (left) [16].

At the periplasmic side of the channel there is a wider vestibule site capable of recruiting NH+
4 cations.

The recruited cations are passed through the hydrophobic channel where the pKa of NH+
4 was shifted

from 9.25 to below 6, thereby shifting the equilibrium toward the production of NH3. NH3 is finally

released at the cytoplasmic gate and converted to NH+
4 because intracellular pH (7.5) is far below the

pKa of NH+
4 .

In addition to the above mentioned AmtB mediated transport, the bidirectional free diffusion of the

uncharged ammonia through the membrane is also included in the simplified model. The intracellular

NH+
4 is then metabolised by Glutamine Synthetase (GS). The whole model is depicted in Figure 16

(right). The external ammonium is represented in the uncharged and charged forms denoted NH3ex and

NH+
4 ex. Analogously, the internal ammonium forms are denoted NH3in and NH+

4 in. The biochemical

model that combines AmtB transport with NH3 diffusion is given in Table 1. The kinetic parameters are

based on the values in the original model.

By employing the law of mass action kinetics the reaction network is transformed into the set of

multi-affine ODEs as listed in Table 2. Since we are especially interested in how the concentrations

of internal ammonium change with respect to the external ammonium concentrations, we employ the

following simplifications:

• We do not consider the dynamics of the external ammonium forms, thus we take NH3ex and

NH+
4 ex as constants (the input parameters for the analysis).
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Figure 16: E. Coli ammonium transport mechanism and the respective pathway

AmtB+NH4ex
k1←

k2→ AmtB : NH4 k1 = 5 ·108,k2 = 5 ·103

AmtB : NH4
k3→ AmtB : NH3 +Hex k3 = 50

AmtB : NH3
k4→ AmtB+NH3in k4 = 50

NH4in
k5→ k5 = 80

NH3in+Hin
k6←

k7→ NH4in k6 = 1 ·1015,k7 = 5.62 ·105

NH3ex
k8←

k9→ NH3in k8 = k9 = 1.4 ·104

Table 1: Biochemical model of ammonium transport

• We assume constant intracellular pH (7.5) and extracellular pH (7.0), thus Hex and Hin are calcu-

lated to be 3 · 10−8 and 10−7. Based on the extracellular pH and the total ammonium/ammonia

concentration, concentrations of NH3ex and NH+
4 ex can be calculated.

Without the loss of correctness, we simplify the notation of the cation NH+
4 as NH4.

4.2 Model Analysis

From the essence of biophysical laws, it is clear that the maximal reachable concentration level accu-

mulated in the internal ammonium forms directly depends on the ammonium sources available in the

environment. However, it is not directly clear what particular maximal level of internal ammonium is

achievable at given amount of external ammonium (distributed into the two forms). In the analysis we

have focused on just this phenomenon. More precisely, the problem to solve has been to analyse how

dAmtB
dt

=−k1 ·AmtB ·NH4ex+ k2 ·AmtB : NH4 + k4 ·AmtB : NH3
dAmtB:NH3

dt
= k3 ·AmtB : NH4− k4 ·AmtB : NH3

dAmtB:NH4

dt
= k1 ·AmtB ·NH4ex− k2 ·AmtB : NH4− k3 ·AmtB : NH4

dNH3in
dt

= k4 ·AmtB : NH3− k7 ·NH3in+ k6 ·NH4in
dNH4in

dt
= k5 ·NH4in+ k7 ·NH3in ·Hin− k6 ·NH4in

Table 2: Mathematical model of ammonium transport
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Partition AmtB AmtB : NH3 AmtB : NH4 NH3in NH4in

(1) 7 3 3 6 4

(2) 7 9 3 8 26

Table 3: Numbers of thresholds in partitions (1) and (2)

the setting of the model parameters NH3ex and NH+
4 ex affects the maximal concentration level of NH3in

and NH+
4 in reachable from given initial conditions.

During discussions with biologists we have found out that there is currently not available any in

vitro measurement of the AmtB-concentration (and also the concentrations of dimers AmtB : NH3 and

AmtB : NH4). Hence there has appeared the need to analyse the model with uncertain initial conditions.

Such a setting fits the current features of BioDiVinE, especially the rectangular abstraction that naturally

abstracts away the exact concentration values up to the intervals between certain concentration levels.

4.2.1 Maximal reachable levels of internal ammonium forms

At first, we have considered the (abstracted) initial condition to be set to the following intervals between

concentration values:

AmtB ∈ 〈0,1 ·10−5〉, AmtB : NH3 ∈ 〈0,1 ·10−5〉, AmtB : NH4 ∈ 〈0,1 ·10−5〉,

NH3in ∈ 〈1 ·1−6
,1.1 ·10−6〉, NH4in ∈ 〈2 ·10−6

,2.1 ·10−6〉

Note that the upper bounds as well as the initial intervals of internal ammonium forms have been set

with respect to the available data obtained from the literature.

We have considered two rectangular partitions. The partition (1) has been set basically according

to the initial conditions. The partition (2) has been obtained by running one iteration of the automatic

threshold refinement procedure to partition (1). Numbers of thresholds per each variable are given in

Table 3.

We have conducted several model checking experiments in order to determine the maximal reachable

concentration levels of NH3in and NH+
4 in. In particular, we have searched for the lowest α satisfying

the property G(NH3in < α) and the lowest β satisfying G(NH4in < β ). The property Gp requires

that all paths available in the rectangular abstraction from the states specified by the initial condition

must satisfy the given proposition p at every state. Note that if the model checking method finds the

property Gp false in the model, it also returns a counterexample for that. The counterexample satisfies

the negation of the checked formula, which is in this case F¬p. Interpreting this observation intuitively

for the given formulae, we use model checking to find a path on which the species NH3in (resp. NH4in)

exceeds the level α (resp. β ).

We did not want to get precise values of α,β , but we rather wanted to get their good approximation.

At the starting point, we substituted for α (resp. β ) the upper initial bounds of the respective variables.

Then we found the requested values by iteratively increasing and decreasing α (resp. β ). The obtained

results are summarised in Table 4.

The results have shown that NH3in does not exceed its initial level no matter how the external am-

monium is distributed between NH3ex and NH+
4 ex. The upper bound concentration considered for both

NH3ex and NH4+ex has been set to 1 ·10−5 which goes with the typical level of concentration of the gas

in the environment.

In the case of NH4in we have found that the upper bound to maximal reachable level is in the in-

terval β ∈ 〈5.3 · 10−4,5.4 · 10−4〉. Since the counterexample achieved can be a spurious one due to the
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Partition (1) Partition (2)
α G(NH3in < α) # states Time (# nodes) G(NH3in < α) # states Time (# nodes)

1.1 ·10−6 true 1081 0.36 s (1) true 1.5 ·105 1.9 s (18)

β G(NH4in < β ) # states Time (# nodes) G(NH4in < β ) # states Time (# nodes)

1 ·10−3 true 2161 0.45 s (1) true 1.6 ·105 2 s (18)

5 ·10−4 false 4753 1.9 s (1) false 2.7 ·105 3 s (18)

6 ·10−4 true 2161 0.43 s (1) true 1.5 ·105 1.8 s (18)

5.4 ·10−4 true 1441 0.27 s (1) true 2.1 ·105 4.2 s (18)

5.3 ·10−4 false 3421 1.2 s (1) false 2.7 ·105 2.2 s (18)

Table 4: Experiments on detecting maximal reachable levels of internal ammonium forms

Partition (1) Partition (2)
NH3ex ϕ # states Time (# nodes) ϕ # states Time (# nodes)

19.5 ·10−4 true 901 0.22 s (1) true 1.4 ·105 1.9 s (36)

19.6 ·10−4 false 1261 0.6 s (1) false 3.4 ·105 5.9 s (36)

Table 5: Experiments on detecting NH3ex levels affecting maximal reachable NH3in

overapproximating abstraction, the exact maximal reachable value may be lower. To this end we have

conducted several numerical simulations which give us the argument that our estimation of β is plausible.

4.2.2 Dependence of stable internal ammonium on changes in external conditions

In the second experiment, we have focused on determining how much external ammonium have to be

increased in particular form in order to stimulate NH3in to exceed the considered initial level. The setting

of partitions and initial conditions has been considered the same as in the previous experiments.

First, we have varied the constant amount of NH3ex to find at which level of NH3ex the maximal

reachable level of NH3in is affected. More precisely, we have observed for which setting of NH3ex

the property ϕ ≡ G(NH3in < 1.1 · 10−6) is true and for which it is not. The relevant experiments are

summarised in Table 5. We have found out that if NH3ex is set to 19.6 · 10−4 or higher level then

NH3in increases above the upper initial bound 1.1 · 10−6. The counterexamples returned again agree

with numerical simulations.

Finally, we have varied the amount of NH+
4 ex in order to find at which level of NH+

4 ex the maximal

reachable level of NH3in is affected. The results presented in Table 6 give us the conclusion that despite

the level of NH+
4 ex (checked up to 1012), the maximal level reached by NH3in remains the same. In

particular, NH3in does not exceed the initial bounds.

Partition (1)
NH4ex ϕ # states Time (# nodes)

1 true 901 0.25 s (1)

1 ·1012 true 901 0.25 s (1)

Table 6: Experiments on detecting NH+
4 ex levels affecting maximal reachable NH3in
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4.2.3 Performance

All the experiments have been performed on a homogeneous cluster allowing computation on up-to 22

nodes each equipped with 16GB of RAM and a quad-core processor Intel Xeon 2GHz. The model we

have dealt with contained 5 dynamic variables and 2 constants. With partition (1) the generated state

space had maximally 4753 states and with partition (2) maximally 3.4 · 105. When trying to run one

more step of automatic partition refinement, the number of thresholds exceeded the memory reserved for

storing of the mathematical model. Note that the model has to be stored in the memory of each node.

Only the state space is distributed over the cluster.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the current version of BioDiVinE tool which implements rectangular

abstraction of continuous models of biochemical reaction systems. The tool provides the framework for

specification and analysis of biochemical systems. The supported analysis technique is based on the

model checking method. Linear temporal logic is used for encoding of the properties to be observed on

abstracted systems.

The tool provides parallel model checking algorithms that allow fast response times of the analysis.

We have provided a case study on which the key features of the tool are demonstrated. The case study

has showed that the tool can be used for quickly getting the approximation of maximal reachable con-

centration levels of individual species in the model. In general, we have analysed the model with respect

to the set of safety properties which are technically tackled by construction of the state space reachable

from the given initial states. We have found out that the main advantage of the rectangular abstraction is

the possibility to analyse the system with uncertain initial conditions.

The current drawback of the abstraction method is strong overapproximation of non-transient states

in multi-affine systems. In consequence, analysis of liveness kind of properties (e.g., oscillations, insta-

bility) is infeasible because of large amount of spurious counterexamples that come from false identifica-

tion of non-transient states. However, this is not the case for affine systems on which liveness properties

can be checked without these problems. Since the analysed systems are typically non-affine, we can still

employ the liveness checking on their linearised approximations. However, by the linearisation process

the precision of the analysis is significantly reduced. Improving the tool in these aspects requires further

research.

In general, we leave for future work the development of methods for identification of spurious paths.

We think that one of the promising directions in using the discrete abstractions for analysis of biologi-

cal models is employing the model-checking-based analysis for extensive exploration of properties. In

particular, instead of returning only one path, the model checker should provide a set of paths. In this

directions we aim to continue the research.
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The chemotactic pathway allows bacteria to respond and adapt to environmental changes, by tuning
the tumbling and running motions that are due to clockwise and counterclockwise rotations of their
flagella. The pathway is tightly regulated by feedback mechanisms governed by the phosphorylation
and methylation of several proteins. In this paper, we present a detailed mechanistic model for
chemotaxis, that considers all of its transmembrane and cytoplasmic components, and their mutual
interactions. Stochastic simulations of the dynamics of a pivotal protein, CheYp, are performed by
means of tau leaping algorithm. This approach is then used toinvestigate the interplay between the
stochastic fluctuations of CheYp amount and the number of cellular flagella. Our results suggest that
the combination of these factors might represent a relevantcomponent for chemotaxis. Moreover, we
study the pathway under various conditions, such as different methylation levels and ligand amounts,
in order to test its adaptation response. Some issues for future work are finally discussed.

1 Introduction

Recent experimental investigations at the single-cell level [9] have evidenced the presence of biological
noise, due to the inherently stochastic interactions between those molecular species that occur in low
amounts inside the cell. Standard modeling approaches based on ordinary differential equations cannot
effectively capture the effects of biological random processes, which are able to lead the cell to different
states (e.g., bistability). In the last years, indeed, manyalgorithms that perform stochastic simulations
of biochemical reaction systems have proved their intrinsic suitability for reproducing the dynamics of
many cellular processes (see, e.g., [24] and references therein). For instance, the stochastic simulation
algorithm (SSA) [10] is able to provide an exact realizationof the system dynamics and to account for
random fluctuations in the temporal evolution of molecules;however, it can be very slow for those sys-
tems where the number of reactions – or even the amount of a fewmolecular species – is large, as it is
frequently the case for complex cellular processes involving many species and many interactions among
them. In order to overcome this drawback, a faster and reliable stochastic simulation algorithm, called
tau leaping [4], has been recently proposed. Tau leaping represents an efficient tool for the modeling of

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.6.4
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stochastic processes in individual cells (see, e.g., [6]),as it can easily handle very detailed and mechanis-
tic descriptions of all possible molecular interactions ormolecule modifications, which can bring about
a huge increase in the number of reactions and molecular species (e.g., phosphorylation or methylation
states of proteins). In this work we exploit the efficiency oftau leaping to simulate the dynamics of
bacterial chemotaxis, in order to generate stochastic timeseries of a pivotal chemotactic protein, which
will be then analyzed with respect to the number of flagella inbacterial cells.

Chemotaxis is an efficient signal transduction pathway which allows bacterial cells to move direction-
ally, in response to specific attractants or repellents occurring in their surroundings. The pathway consists
of several transmembrane and cytoplasmic proteins acting as signal sensors and response regulators [11],
which rule the reversal of the flagellar motor (governed by the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
of a key protein, CheY). This process induces a switch between running and tumbling movements, with
a frequency that allows a temporal sampling (through randomwalks) of homogeneous environments.
Anyway, in the presence of a gradient of attractants or repellents, the bacteria are able to respond quickly
by reducing the frequency of flagellar reversal between clockwise and counterclockwise rotations, which
cause a longer running motion in a biased direction. The frequency of switching is then reset to the
random walk level if the concentration of the external ligands remains constant in time. At the molec-
ular scale, this adaptation property is implemented by the coordinated action of methyltransferase and
methylesterase proteins acting on the transmembrane receptors.

The genetic regulation and biochemical functions of the proteins involved in chemotaxis are well
known, and several models have already been proposed to study their complex interplay as well as the
robustness of this system [1, 23, 17, 13, 15, 19]. In the modelwe present hereby, we consider very
detailed protein-protein interactions for the chemotactic pathway inE. coli, in response to attractant
molecules, which sum up to 62 biochemical reactions and 32 molecular species. The temporal evolution
of the phosphorylated form of CheY (CheYp) is investigated under different conditions, such as the
deletion of other proteins involved in the pathway, the addition of distinct amounts of external ligand,
and the effect of different methylation states.

The results obtained through stochastic simulations of this model are then used to propose an anal-
ysis on the interplay between the stochastic fluctuations ofCheYp and the number of cellular flagella,
which occur in a few units in the individual bacterium (around half a dozen inE. coli). The aim of this
analysis is to devise the mean time periods during which the cell either performs a running or a tumbling
motion, considering both the coordination of flagella and the randomness that is intrinsic in the chemo-
tactic pathway. Indeed, experimental observations show that the running motion requires all flagella to
be simultaneously synchronized in the counterclockwise rotation, which occurs when CheYp is not inter-
acting with the proteins regulating the flagellar motor; on the contrary, when at least one flagellum is not
coordinated with the others, then the bacterium performs a tumbling movement. To distinguish between
these two states, we will assume that the cell is sensitive toa threshold level of CheYp, that is evaluated
as the mean value of CheYp at steady state. Because of stochastic fluctuations, the amount of CheYp
will randomly switch from below to above this value, thus reversing the rotation from counterclockwise
to clockwise rotations of each flagellum. Therefore, the original contribution of our work consists in
linking the synchronization of all flagella to the stochastic fluctuations of CheYp, as the core compo-
nent that stands at the basis of chemotactic motions. To thisaim, we define a procedure to identify the
synchronization of rotations of all flagella, and we use it tocompare the mean time intervals of running
and tumbling motions – as well as of the adaptation times after ligand addition – according to a varying
number of flagella.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give a description of the bacterial chemotactic
pathway, and present the mechanistic model of this system. In Section 3, after a brief explanation of
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the functioning of tau leaping, we show the results of simulations for the temporal evolution of the
pivotal protein in chemotaxis (CheYp), that have been obtained by using the model previously defined.
Then, in Section 4 we exploit the outcome of stochastic simulations to study the relations between the
fluctuations of CheYp and the number of flagella occurring in abacterial cell. We conclude the paper
with some topics for future extensions of our work.

2 The modeling of bacterial chemotaxis

In this section we present the chemotaxis signaling pathwayand define the mechanistic model that de-
scribes the molecular interactions therein involved.

2.1 Bacterial chemotaxis

Chemotaxis is a signal transduction pathway that allows swimming bacteria to perform biased move-
ments in ever-changing environments, by efficiently sensing concentration gradients of beneficial or
toxic chemicals in their immediate proximity. The binding of ligand molecules triggers an event cascade
involving several transmembrane and cytoplasmic proteins, which eventually affects the concentration
of a pivotal response regulator, CheY. This protein rapidlydiffuses inside the cell and interacts with the
proteins of the flagellar motors, thus inducing clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) rotation
of each flagellum. When flagella are turning CW, they are uncoordinated and the bacterium performs
a tumblingmovement, while if they are all turning CCW, they form a bundle and get coordinated, thus
allowing the cell to swim directionally (the so-calledrunning movement). In a homogeneous environ-
ment, bacteria perform a temporal sampling of their surroundings by moving with a random walk, that
is caused by a high switch frequency of the flagellar motors rotations, that alternate rapid tumblings
with short runnings. In the presence of a ligand concentration gradient, instead, bacteria carry out direc-
tional swimming toward/against the attractants/repellents, by reducing the switch frequency of flagella
rotations, that results in longer running movements. If theligand concentration remains constant in time,
then the switch frequency is reset to the prestimulus level,therefore realizing anadaptationof the chemo-
tactic response to the change in ligand concentration. In what follows, we consider the chemosensory
system ofE. coli bacteria, in response to attractant chemicals.

The chemotactic pathway, depicted in Figure 1, has been wellcharacterized from a molecular point
of view [3, 11, 25]. External signals are detected by transmembrane methyl-accepting proteins (MCPs),
which are linked to cytoplasmic histidine protein kinases (CheA) by means of scaffold proteins (CheW).
These three proteins constitute the sensor module (i.e. thereceptor complexes) of the whole pathway;
each protein occurs as a dimer in every receptor complex. Therole of CheA is to transduce the presence
of an external ligand toward the inside of the cell, by phosphorylating two cytoplasmic proteins, called
CheY and CheB. The transfer of the phosphoryl group to these proteins is more probable – that is, the
activity of CheA is stronger – in absence of external ligands. CheY and CheB compete for the binding
to CheA, but the phosphotransfer to CheY is faster than to CheB [25]; this fact assures that the proper
chemotactic response can be generated before the process ofadaptation occurs, as explained hereafter.
CheY is the response regulator protein which, after being phosphorylated, interacts with the proteins
FliM of the flagellar motors, inducing the CW rotation of the flagellum and the tumbling movements
(FliM is a key component of the processes that standdownstreamof the chemotaxis signaling, and
therefore will not be explicitly included in our model; anyway, some considerations about its role within
the model are discussed in Section 5). In presence of external ligands, the activity of CheA is reduced: the
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Figure 1: Signal transduction pathway in bacterial chemotaxis: solid arrows indicate enzyme-catalyzed
reactions, dashed arrows indicate autocatalysis; CH3 denotes the methyl group, P the phosphoryl group
(the dimensions of components are not scaled).

concentrations of phosphorylated CheY diminishes, its interaction with the flagellar motors is reduced,
the CCW rotation is switched on, and bacteria can perform longer running movements. The termination
of this signal transduction process is mediated by another cytoplasmic protein, CheZ, which acts as
an allosteric activator of CheY dephosphorylation. Concurrently to the processes involving CheY, the
chemosensory system possesses an adaptation response which depends on the methylation level of the
receptors. Methylation reactions are modulated by the coordinated interplay between proteins CheR
and CheB. Up to 4-6 methyl groups are constantly transferredto the cytoplasmic domain of MCPs by
the constitutively active methyltransferases CheR. On theother side, the demethylation of MCPs occurs
by means of the phosphorylated form of the methylesterase CheB. The methylation state of MCPs also
intervene on the regulation of CheA: when MCPs are highly methylated, CheA is more active; when
MCPs are unmethylated, the activity of CheA is reduced. In the latter case, also the concentrations
of phosphorylated CheB diminishes, and this in turn lets themethylation state of MCPs increase, with
a consequent renewed activity of CheA, and so on through a continuous feedback control. Therefore,
the cell is able to adapt to environmental changes and returnto the random walk sampling when the
concentration gradient of the attractant remains constantin time. This feedback mechanism also allows
bacteria to widen the range of ligand concentration to whichthey can respond, making them very sensible
to low environmental variations.

2.2 A mechanistic model

For the modeling of the chemotaxis pathway, we have considered detailed protein-protein interactions
which sum up to a total of 62 reactions and 32 molecular species [7]. The initial amounts – given as
number of molecules, as reported in [21] – of the 7 elementarychemotactic proteins are the following:
4000 dimers of MCPs; 4000 dimers of CheW; 4000 dimers of CheA;17000 monomers of CheY; 12000
monomers of CheZ; 200 monomers of CheR; 1700 monomers of CheB(plus a constant amount of 1.2
·106 ATP molecules that are needed for phosphorylation reactions). The initial amounts of all other
molecular species appearing in the model are equal to zero, as they are produced by mimicking the for-
mation and dissociation of protein complexes, and by describing the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
of cytoplasmic proteins and the methylation/demethylation of MCPs, in both the conditions of presence
and absence of external ligands.
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Each reaction in the model is given in the form “reagents→ products”, where the notation X + Y
is used to represent a molecular interaction between species X and Y, while X::Y denotes that X and
Y are chemically bound in the formation of a complex (see Table 1). Note that only monomolecular
or bimolecular reactions are here considered; the formation of complexes consisting of more than two
species is performed stepwise. The phosphorylated form of species X, with X∈ {CheA, CheB, CheY},
is denoted by Xp, while the methylation state of receptor MCPis denoted by MCPm, for m= 0, . . . ,4
(that is, five methylation states are considered).

The reactions describe the following molecular interactions:

• association of the three dimers (2MCP, 2CheW and 2CheA) constituting each ternary receptor
complex (reactions 1-4);

• binding and unbinding of ligand molecules to the receptor complex in the five methylation states
(reactions 28-32 and 33-37, respectively);

• methylation and demethylation of MCPs, in absence and in presence of ligand molecules (reactions
5-8 and 9-12, 38-41 and 42-45, respectively);

• autophosphorylation of CheA in the five methylation states of MCPs, in absence and in presence
of ligand molecules (reactions 13-17 and 46-50, respectively);

• phosphotransfer to CheY in the five methylation states of MCPs, in absence and in presence of
ligand molecules (reactions 18-22 and 51-55, respectively);

• phosphotransfer to CheB in the five methylation states of MCPs, in absence and in presence of
ligand molecules (reactions 23-27 and 56-60, respectively);

• dephosphorylation of CheYp and CheBp (reactions 61-62).

According to literature, the ternary receptor complex 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA is assumed to be
stable for the duration of the signal transduction process [22]; moreover, the synthesis and degradation
rates of all chemotactic proteins are assumed to occur at a much slower scale than the chemotactic
response (hence, the reactions corresponding to these processes have not been included in the model).

A stochastic constant is associated to each reaction: it is needed to evaluate the probability of that
reaction to occur when performing stochastic simulations,as explained in Section 3.1. The stochastic
constants used for the simulations shown in Section 3.2 are reported in the caption of Table 1 (all values
are expressed in sec−1). These values have been partly derived from literature [18], and partly tuned to
account for the following biological features [14, 16]: (1)the binding affinity of the ligand is directly
proportional to the methylation state of MCPs; (2) the ligand-receptor binding reactions occur at a faster
rate with respect to phosphorylation and methylation/demethylation reactions; (3) the methylation and
demethylation activities of CheR and CheBp are, respectively, inversely and directly proportional to the
methylation state of MCPs; (4) the rate of phosphotransfer from CheA to CheY and CheB depends on the
rate of autophosphorylation of CheA. According to these constraints, which set the relative magnitude of
some constants with respect to others, the estimation of theunavailable constants has been performed by
testing the effect of a range of values for each constant within every module of the model (that is, a group
of reactions corresponding to a specific process, such as, e.g., reactions 1-4 that model the formation of
the receptor complexes). Within this range, the finally chosen value for each constant is the one that gave
a good reproduction of the expected behaviour of the biological subsystem described by that module.
Then, every other module has been sequentially added to the previous ones, following the same iterative
process, to perform a comprehensive and biologically correct simulation of the whole pathway.
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Table 1: The 62 reactions of the model of bacterial chemotaxis. The values of the corresponding
stochastic constants are:c1 = 0.1,c2 = 0.01,c3 = 0.1,c4 = 0.02,c5 = 0.325,c6 = 0.29,c7 = 0.165,c8 =
0.05,c9 = 0.0044,c10 = 0.0175,c11 = 0.0306,c12 = 0.035,c13 = 5.0 ·10−7,c14 = 7.0 ·10−6,c15 = 2.8 ·
10−5,c16 = 5.0 · 10−5,c17 = 6.8 · 10−5,c18 = 5.0 · 10−4,c19 = 0.0035,c20 = 0.014,c21 = 0.025,c22 =
0.0336,c23 = 2.0·10−4,c24 = 0.0014,c25 = 0.0056,c26 = 0.01,c27 = 0.0135,c28 = 0.6,c29 = 0.8,c30 =
1.0,c31 = 1.2,c32 = 1.4,c33 = 15.0,c34 = 15.0,c35 = 15.0,c36 = 15.0,c37 = 15.0,c38 = 4.0·10−4,c39 =
3.75 · 10−4,c40 = 3.5 · 10−4,c41 = 2.125 · 10−4,c42 = 6.0 · 10−4,c43 = 0.0044,c44 = 0.0175,c45 =
0.0343,c46 = 1.0 · 10−8,c47 = 5.0 · 10−7,c48 = 7.0 · 10−6,c49 = 2.8 · 10−5,c50 = 5.0 · 10−5,c51 = 1.0 ·
10−5,c52 = 5.0 · 10−4,c53 = 0.0035,c54 = 0.014,c55 = 0.03,c56 = 1.0 · 10−5,c57 = 2.0 · 10−4,c58 =
0.0014,c59 = 0.0056,c60 = 0.0112,c61 = 0.0080,c62 = 1.0

Reagents Products Methyl. state
1 2MCPm + 2CheW 2MCPm::2CheW m= 0
2 2MCPm::2CheW 2MCPm + 2CheW m= 0
3 2MCPm::2CheW + 2CheA 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA m= 0
4 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA 2MCPm::2CheW + 2CheA m= 0
5-8 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheR 2MCPm+1::2CheW::2CheA + CheR m= 0, . . . ,3
9-12 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheBp 2MCPm−1::2CheW::2CheA + CheBp m= 1, . . . ,4
13-17 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + ATP 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheAp m= 0, . . . ,4
18-22 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheAp + CheY 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheYp m= 0, . . . ,4
23-27 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheAp + CheB 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheBp m= 0, . . . ,4
28-32 lig + 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA m= 0, . . . ,4
33-37 lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA lig + 2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA m= 0, . . . ,4
38-41 lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheR lig::2MCPm+1::2CheW::2CheA + CheR m= 0, . . . ,3
42-45 lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheBp lig::2MCPm−1::2CheW::2CheA + CheBp m= 1, . . . ,4
46-50 lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + ATP lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheAp m= 0, · · · ,4
51-55 lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheAp + CheY lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheYp m= 0, . . . ,4
56-60 lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheAp + CheB lig::2MCPm::2CheW::2CheA + CheBp m= 0, . . . ,4
61 CheYp + CheZ CheY + CheZ
62 CheBp CheB

3 Stochastic simulations of the chemotactic response regulator

In this section, we briefly present the stochastic algorithmused to perform the simulation of the model
defined in Section 2.2. Then, we show the results of the dynamics of the chemotactic response regulator
protein (the phosphorylated form of CheY) under different conditions of the chemotactic system.

3.1 Tau leaping

The algorithm calledtau leaping[4] is an approximated and faster version of the seminal Gillespie’s
stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [10]. Both algorithms allow to generate the temporal evolution of
chemicals contained inside a well stirred volume, in given and fixed experimental conditions. Chemicals
interact with each other by means of given reactions, whose physical and chemical properties are encom-
passed in a specified stochastic constant associated to eachreaction. Reactions are applied according to a
probability distribution, that is determined – at each computation step – by the current state of the system
(given by the number of molecules of each chemical) and by thevalue of all reaction constants. SSA and
tau leaping share the characteristic that repeated (independent) executions will produce different tempo-
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ral dynamics, even starting from the same initial configuration, thus reflecting the inherent noise of the
system. The two algorithms differ with respect to the way reactions are applied. In SSA, onlyonereac-
tion can be applied at each step; the reaction that will be actually simulated, and the waiting time before
the next reaction will take place, depend on two independentrandom numbers drawn from the uniform
unit interval [0,1]. In tau leaping, instead,severalreactions can be chosen and executed simultaneously,
by the sampling of Poissonian distributions and by choosingan opportune time increment (we refer to
[4] for further details). So doing, the computational burden typical of SSA for large systems consist-
ing of many reactions and many molecular species, can be largely reduced. Indeed, with tau leaping it is
possible to handle detailed descriptions of many molecularinteractions and chemical modifications (e.g.,
phosphorylation or methylation states of proteins), providing fast and reliable stochastic simulations of
mechanistic models of complex biological systems [6]. On the other side, tau leaping is not guaranteed
to reproduce the exact behavior of the system, but the accuracy of the simulation can be controlled.

Here we report a sketch of the functioning of tau leaping. We denote byX a well stirred system in
thermal equilibrium, consisting ofN molecular speciesS1, . . . ,SN, which can interact throughM chemical
reactionsr1, . . . , rM . Let Xi(t) be the number of molecules of chemicalSi at time t, andx = X(t) ≡
(X1(t), . . . ,XN(t)) the state of the system at timet. The aim of the procedure is to fire several reactions
for each time interval[t, t +τ ). In order to find out which reactions will be executed, we haveto calculate
the probability that a reactionr j will occur in the next infinitesimal time interval[t, t +dt), starting from
the system statex. This probability is given bya j(x)dt, which is thepropensity functionof reactionr j

and is defined asa j(x) = h j(x) ·c j , whereh j(x) is the number of distinct reactant molecules combinations
in r j , andc j is the stochastic constant associated tor j .

Given a statex of the systemX, we denote byK j(τ ,x, t) the exact number of times that a reaction
r j will be fired in the time interval[t, t + τ ), so thatK(τ ,x, t) is the exact probability distribution vector
(havingK j(τ ,x, t) as elements). For arbitrary values ofτ , the computation of the values ofK j(τ ,x, t) is as
difficult as resolving the corresponding Chemical Master Equation for that system. On the contrary, ifτ is
small enough so that the change in the statex during [t, t + τ ) is so slight that no propensity function will
suffer an appreciable change in its value (this is called theleap condition), then it is possible to evaluate a
good approximation ofK j(τ ,x, t) by using the Poisson random variables with mean and variancea j(x) ·τ .
Hence, starting from the statex and choosing aτ value that satisfies the leap condition, we can update the
state of the system at timet + τ according toX(t + τ ) = x+∑ j=i,...,M v jPj(a j(x),τ ), wherePj(a j(x),τ )
denotes an independent sample of the Poisson random variable with mean and variancea j(x) · τ , and
v j ≡ (v1 j , . . . ,vN j) is the state change vector whose elementvi j represents the stoichiometric change
of the speciesSi due to reactionr j . Summarizing, each iterative step of the algorithm consists of four
stages: (1) generate the maximum changes of each species that satisfy the leap condition; (2) compute
the mean and variance of the changes of the propensity functions; (3) evaluate the leap valueτ exploiting
the auxiliary quantities previously computed; (4) toss thereactions to apply; (5) update the system state
(see [4] for further details).

The accuracy of this algorithm can be fixed a priori by means ofan error control parameterε (0 <

ε ≤ 1); for the following simulations, we have used the valueε = 0.03 as suggested in [4]. The algorithm
has been implemented in our laboratory [5]; the program is written in C language, compiled under Linux
using the GCC compiler. All the simulations have been performed using a Personal Computer with an
Intel Core2 CPU (2.66 GHz) running Linux. The mean duration time for one run, for the simulation of
the dynamics of CheYp over 3000 sec, is about 4-5 seconds (with the initial values of chemical amounts
given in Section 2.2 and the constants reported in Table 1). All the figures reported in Section 3.2, unless
otherwise stated, represent the mean value over 50 independent runs of tau leaping, each one executed
with the same initial conditions.
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3.2 Results of simulations for the dynamics of CheYp

The dynamics of CheYp has been analyzed by considering various conditions, such as the addition and
removal of different ligand amounts, distinct methylationstates of MCPs and deletion of other chemo-
tactic proteins.

We start by reporting in Figure 2, left side, the response of the system to the addition of two con-
secutive amounts of external ligand: the first stimulus corresponds to a ligand amount of 100 molecules,
added to the system at timet = 3000 sec and removed at timet = 6000 sec, while the second stimu-
lus corresponds to a ligand amount of 500 molecules, added attime t = 9000 sec and removed at time
t = 12000 sec. Note that, since the amount of CheYp is equal to 0 atthe beginning of the simulation,
its dynamics shows a marked increase which then reaches – dueto the counteraction of CheZ, CheR and
CheB – a steady state level. Starting from this level, the addition of the ligands has been simulated by
changing its amount from 0 to 100 (500, respectively) molecules, thus mimicking the environmental sit-
uation where the bacterium encounters a different concentration of attractant molecules. Vice versa, the
removal of the ligands has been simulated by putting the value of the ligand back to 0. In the time interval
between the addition and the removal of each ligand stimulus, the amount of ligand molecules has been
kept at the constant value of 100 and 500, respectively, thusmimicking the presence of an environmental
homogenous concentration. This has been done in order to test the adaptation capabilities of the system.
In both cases, we can see that the system is able to respond to astep-increase of the ligands by achieving
a sharp and fast decrease in CheYp (that is, the negative peaks at time instantst = 3000 andt = 9000
sec). Immediately after this transient, the amount of CheYpreturns to a steady state value, which differs
from the prestimulus level only for a few tens of molecules, at most, according to the amount of added
ligand. In this phase, the bacterium is returning to the prestimulus switching and thus to the random walk
sampling of its surroundings. When the ligand is removed, CheYp shows another transient behavior, cor-
responding to a sharp and fast increase of its amount, that isin line with experimental observations (see
[2, 19]). After this second transient, the amount of CheYp correctly returns to the prestimulus steady
state level.
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Figure 2: Dynamics of CheYp. Left: adaptation response to two consecutive stimuli. Right: comparison
of transient and steady state response to different ligand amounts.

In Figure 2, right side, we compare the transients and steadystates reached by CheYp after the
addition of distinct ligand amounts. This figure shows that the response magnitude at steady state and
the adaptation time of CheYp is only slightly sensitive to the ligand amount, being the relative differences
less than a few tens of molecules and less than a few seconds, respectively. The mean values of the steady
state of CheYp before the stimulus (SS1), after the ligand addition (SS2) and after the ligand removal
(SS3) are reported in Table 2, together with the values of itsminimal and maximal values immediately
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Table 2: Steady state values and minimal/maximal transientvalues of CheYp after addition and removal
of distinct ligand amounts.

Ligand amount SS1 Min SS2 Max SS3
50 molecules 1486.7 1245.4 1500.9 1626.0 1474.7
100 molecules 1486.7 1160.7 1495.1 1645.4 1474.3
500 molecules 1486.7 1078.4 1481.4 1653.2 1469.4
1000 molecules 1486.7 1058.6 1478.2 1665.8 1474.7

after the ligand addition and removal (Min and Max, respectively), for the four ligand amounts (50, 100,
500, 1000 molecules) considered in the right side of Figure 2.

In Figure 3 we show how the dynamics of CheYp changes when CheBis deleted from the system
at timet = 3000 sec, in both conditions of absence of external ligands (left side) and of presence of 100
molecules of ligand (right side) added at timet = 3000 sec. CheB is the methylesterase that, once being
phosphorylated by CheA, increases the methylation state ofMCPs, thus keeping CheA more active.
This, in turn, causes an increase in the amount of CheYp, which is evident from its new steady state level
reached after CheB deletion, and also from its less negativetransient decrease after ligand addition.
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Figure 3: Comparison of dynamics of CheYp in normal condition and after deletion of CheB att = 3000
sec, without ligand (left) and with simultaneous addition of 100 ligand molecules (right).
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Figure 4: Comparison of dynamics of CheYp in normal condition and after deletion of CheR (left) and
CheZ (right) att = 3000 sec, both simulated with a simultaneous addition of 100ligand molecules.

Similarly, in Figure 4 we show the dynamics of CheYp when either CheR (left side) or CheZ (right
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Figure 5: Dynamics of CheYp when only 3 (left) and 2 (right) methylation states are active.

side) are deleted from the system at timet = 3000 sec, simultaneously to the addition of 100 ligand
molecules (the temporal evolution of CheYp when no ligand isadded is basically equivalent). When
CheR is deleted, its methyltransferase activity is silenced, the MCPs are no more methylated, and hence
the amount of CheYp tends to zero. On the contrary, when CheZ is deleted, all CheY molecules always
remain phosphorylated. For the sake of completeness, we have also simulated the dynamics of CheYp
when either CheB, CheR or CheZ are deleted from the system since the time instantt = 0, in order to
have a comparison about the initial temporal evolution of CheYp and the steady state levels it can reach.
In these conditions, the model correctly simulates [1, 12, 20] a very low production of CheYp when
CheR is deleted, and an increased production (albeit with different magnitudes) when either CheB or
CheZ are deleted (data not shown).

Finally, in Figure 5 we compare the dynamics of CheYp in response to the addition of 100 ligand
molecules att = 3000 sec, when only 3 (left side) or 2 (right side) methylation states of the receptors are
allowed. In practice, this is achieved by initially puttingto zero the values of the stochastic constants of
methylation and demethylation reactions for levelsm= 4 andm= 3, respectively. In both cases, we see
that the system is not able to adapt, as the steady state levelof CheYp reached after the addition of the
ligand is substantially lower than the steady state when allmethylation levels are activated.

The outcome of the stochastic simulations reported in this section validates the model presented
in Section 2.2, as the dynamics of CheYp under different conditions of the chemotactic pathway well
compare with experimental evidences.

4 The interplay between stochastic fluctuations and the number of bacte-
rial flagella

In this section we make use of the simulations based on our model of chemotaxis to analyze the interplay
between stochastic fluctuations of CheYp and the number of flagella occurring on the cell, in order
to outline the influence of synchronization of flagellar motors on the swimming behavior, and on the
adaptation mechanism of the bacterium to the environmentalchanges. To this aim, we consider the
dynamics of CheYp at steady state, as well as its transient step-decrease that takes place immediately
after the chemotactic stimulus. In both cases, we are interested in devising the time periods during which
the cell performs either a running or a tumbling motion. In particular we will assume that: (1) the
time spent in alternating CW and CCW rotations during the steady state corresponds to the random walk
sampling of the environment – where we expect more time spentin tumbling than in running motions; (2)
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the time required to return to the prestimulus level of CheYp(that is, the transient response immediately
after the ligand addition) corresponds to the chemotactic adaptation time – where we expect a much
longer and uninterrupted time interval of running motion with respect to the steady state condition.

As explained in Section 2.1, a running motion requires that all flagella are simultaneously synchro-
nized in a CCW rotation – which occurs when CheYp is not interacting with the proteins FliM of the
flagellar motors, that is, when its intracellular concentration diminishes with respect to a reference value.
To distinguish between the CW and CCW rotations of asingleflagellum, we assume that the flagellar
motor switch is sensitive to a threshold level of CheYp, thatis hereby evaluated as the mean value of
CheYp at steady state (see also [17], where a similar approach of threshold-crossing mechanism for mo-
tor switching was tested, albeit that work considered only asingle flagellum and did not propose any
investigation on the simultaneous coordination of many flagella). When the amount of CheYp is below
this threshold, each flagellum is rotating CCW, while when the amount of CheYp is above the thresh-
old, each flagellum is rotating CW. In what follows, we make a one-to-one correspondence between
the behavior of a single flagellum and a temporal evolution ofCheYp generated by one run of the tau
leaping algorithm, that is, we consider a different and independent stochastic simulation for each and
every flagellum (albeit starting from the same initial conditions for the whole system). In other words,
we assume that flagella are independent one another – as no molecular interactions between them have
been evidenced in bacterial cells. Nonetheless, they all overlook on the same intracellular ambient, that
is, they are all subject to the same temporal evolution of CheYp, apart from the stochastic noise existing
among independent simulations. In order to determine the synchronization of all flagella that will induce
a running motion of the bacterium, we therefore need to identify the time instants whenall flagella are
rotating CCW, that is, to select the time intervals whenall the temporal evolutions of CheYp are below
the fixed threshold.

Formally, we proceed as follows. Letn = 1, . . . ,10 be the number of flagellaf1, . . . , fn whose in-
fluence we want to test, and letsi , i = 1, . . . ,n, be the time series of CheYp (generated by a single tau
leaping run) associated to eachfi. For any fixed value ofn, the total time of the simulation considered
to generate the dynamics of CheYp is the same for allsi . This simulation time, hereby denoted by∆tsim,
is chosen long enough to have a meaningful evaluation of the mean intervals of running and tumbling in
the analysis performed below (e.g.,∆tsim= 40000,60000,120000 sec forn = 1,5,10, respectively). The
threshold for CheYp is evaluated in the following way: we choose an initial time instant at the steady
state level – distant enough from the step decrease of CheYp after ligand addition, i.e. 1000 sec afterward
– and then, starting from this instant and till the end of∆tsim, we calculate the mean valueµi =< si > for
eachsi . Then, we define a common thresholdµ for all flagella, that is,µ = 1

n ∑i=1,...,n µi . This threshold
is then considered as the reference value also for the portion of the CheYp dynamics corresponding to
the transient decrease after ligand addition. In Figure 6, top panel on the left side, we show a part of∆tsim

over a single simulation of CheYp, where both the initial transient response and the stochastic fluctua-
tions around the threshold are evidenced. For all the results discussed below, the different values ofµ
have been found to be approximatively equal to 1480 molecules.

The next step consists in detecting, for eachfi, the time intervals during which the amount of CheYp
remains belowµ , each one of these intervals corresponding to a CCW rotationtime interval of that flag-
ellum. Namely, for eachsi we identify the time intervals∆ttrue ⊆ ∆tsim such that∆ttrue = {t ∈ ∆tsim |
si(t)−µ ≤ 0}. Note that this simple mechanism of single threshold-crossing could be extended to con-
sider more complex situations – e.g., a double threshold-crossing mode can be assumed – whereby one
simply asks for analogous conditions to be satisfied. Similarly, for eachsi we can locate the complemen-
tary time intervals∆t f alse⊆ ∆tsim such that∆t f alse= {t ∈ ∆tsim | si(t)−µ > 0}; these intervals correspond
to the time that each flagellumfi spends in a CW rotation. Stated in other terms, we can associate to
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Figure 6: Threshold-crossing intervals in stochastic fluctuations of CheYp (left) and synchronization of
running motion between 2 flagella (right).

eachsi a functionCCWsi : ∆tsim→{true, f alse} defined as:

CCWsi (t) =

{
true if si(t)−µ ≤ 0
f alse otherwise

In Figure 6, bottom panel on the left side, we show the values of this function for the CheYp simula-
tion given in the upper panel. As it can be seen at a glance, thetransient response after ligand addition
(when the amount of CheYp is initially belowµ) corresponds to a longer and uninterrupted interval of
CCW rotation of that flagellum.

Once that the set of all∆ttrue intervals – or, equivalently, of all functionsCCWsi – have been found out
for each flagellum, we start the process of synchronization for any given numbern of flagella. To this aim,
let us defineT n

sync= {t ∈ ∆tsim |CCWsi (t) = true for all i = 1, . . . ,n}. T n
sync is the set of all times during

which all time seriessi are below the thresholdµ , that is, the time intervals during whichall flagella are
rotating CCW. More precisely, we identify these intervals as the running motion of the bacterium, i.e.
T n

sync corresponds to the time of directional swimming – when all flagella are coordinated in a bundle.
As an example, in Figure 6, right side, we represent the functionsCCWsi (t) = true for i = 1,2, and the
corresponding setT n

sync, n = 2. The complementary set,T n
unsync= ∆tsim\T n

sync, corresponds instead to
tumbling motion – when at least one flagellum (over the set ofn flagella considered time by time) is
rotating CW. Namely,T n

unsync= {t ∈ ∆tsim | there existsi = 1, . . . ,n such thatCCWsi (t) = f alse}.
We are now interested in understanding if and how the time intervals within the setT n

sync are influ-
enced by the increase ofn. We have performed this analysis over a set of 10 distinct in silico experiments
(each one corresponding to a cell withn flagella, withn = 1, . . . ,10), and then we have evaluated the
mean values of the following three parameters:

1. the time intervals corresponding to a running motion of the bacterium,〈∆trun〉, when all flagella
are rotating CCW (that is, when all time seriessi are belowµ);

2. the time intervals corresponding to a tumbling motion of the bacterium,〈∆ttumb〉, when at least one
flagellum over then flagella is rotating CW (that is, when at least one time seriessi is aboveµ);

3. the time intervals corresponding to the transient decrease of CheYp after ligand addition,〈∆tadapt〉,
that is, the adaptation time during which the bacterium is performing a longer running motion.

The results for〈∆trun〉 are reported in Figure 7, left side, where we can see that the mean time
intervals of running motion are very short, and their valuesdecrease in a (qualitative) exponential way as
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Figure 7: Variation of mean time values of running (left) andtumbling motions (middle), and of adapta-
tion time (right), with respect to the number of flagella.

Table 3: Values of mean time intervals for running, tumblingand adaptation.

n 〈∆trun〉 (sec) 〈∆ttumb〉 (sec) 〈∆trun〉/〈∆ttumb〉 〈∆tadapt〉 (sec)
1 3.102 3.062 1.013 104.0
5 0.606 18.73 0.032 73.48
10 0.310 297.4 0.001 72.22

the numbern of flagella increases, as expected. Similarly, the results for 〈∆ttumb〉 evidence a (qualitative)
exponential increase with respect ton, as reported in Figure 7, middle part. As reference, the precise
values of the mean running and tumbling time intervals are given in Table 3, together with their ratio, for
three values ofn. The running-to-tumbling ratio, which decreases asn increases, highlights the relevance
of the number of flagella and the necessity of their synchronization with respect to the chemotactic
behavior of the bacterium. That is, we see that forn = 1 the time spent in running or tumbling motions
is approximatively equivalent, but if coordination among many flagella (n = 10) has to take place, then
the running motions are highly reduced with respect to tumbling motions, which is in agreement with
biological expectations.

The results for〈∆tadapt〉 are reported in Figure 7, right side, and in Table 3. In this case, it is not
possible to recognize a simple function for the curve progress, and we see that the variation of the time
intervals is within a range of a few tens of seconds. Once more, this result seems to be in agreement with
biological expectations, as the response of the bacterium to an environmental change (i.e. the addition
or removal of ligands) should not be strictly dependent on the number of flagella that are present on its
surface, otherwise the chemotactic pathway would not guarantee an appropriate adaptation mechanism,
independently from the variation of the number of flagella among distinct individuals in a population of
cells.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have investigated the possible influence of stochastic fluctuations of the chemotactic
protein CheYp on the running motion of bacterial cells, withrespect to an increasing number of flagella
in the individual bacterium. To this aim, we have defined a procedure to identify the synchronization
of CCW rotations of each and every flagella, and then we have compared the mean time intervals of
running and tumbling motions of the cell, as well as of adaptation times to ligand addition, according
to the different numbers of flagella. We have shown that, on the one hand, the running-to-tumbling ra-
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tio highlights the relevance of the number of flagella, and the necessity of their synchronization with
respect to the chemotactic behavior of the bacterium. On theother hand, the adaptation time does not
seem to be strongly influenced by the varying number of flagella in distinct individual cells. These re-
sults have been obtained by performing stochastic simulations of a very detailed mechanistic model of
the bacterial chemotaxis pathway, that takes into account all proteins, and their respective interactions,
involved in both signaling and response. All post-translational modifications of proteins, such as methy-
lation and phosphorylation, have been considered because of their relevant roles in the feedback control
mechanisms governing this pathway. In particular, by exploiting the efficiency of tau leaping algorithm,
we have investigated the dynamics of the pivotal protein involved in chemotaxis, CheYp, under different
conditions, such as the deletion of other chemotactic proteins, the addition of distinct amounts of external
ligand, the effect of different methylation states of the receptors.

Concerning the analysis of the interplay between CheYp fluctuations and the number of flagella,
other relevant biological aspects of chemotaxis, that stand downstream of the signaling process, might
represent valuable points to be considered for future research. For instance, it is known that each flagellar
motor switch-complex is constituted by two principal components: a group of proteins, called FliM, FliN,
FliG (assembled in a ring), and the torque-generating complexes, called MotA and MotB. InE. coli, a
typical flagellar ring contains 34 copies of FliM, each of which can bind one copy of CheYp. In [8] it
is suggested that binding of CheYp to FliM modifies the displacement of protein FliG, which directly
interacts with the Mot complexes and therefore modulates the switch state of the flagellum. Moreover,
flagellar motor switching has been found to be highly sensitive to the concentration of CheYp (having
a Hill coefficient≈ 10), though the binding of CheYp to FliM has a low level of cooperativity (Hill
coefficient≈ 1). In [8], the hypothesis that CheYp can interact more favorably with the FliM displaced in
the CW orientation, than those in the CCW orientation, is putforward. In [20], in addition, the following
mechanism is considered for the control of flagellar motor bymeans of CheYp: the number of CheYp
molecules bound to FliM determines the probability of CW or CCW rotation, while the switch is thrown
by thermal fluctuations. In other words, CheYp only changes the stabilities of the two rotational states,
by shifting the energy level of CCW-state up and of CW-state down, by a magnitude that is directly
proportional to the number of bound molecules. Therefore, interesting questions related to stochastic
fluctuations of CheYp, that might be coupled with the investigation on the number of cellular flagella,
are: how many FliM proteins at each flagellar switch have to beoccupied by CheYp in order to generate
the CW rotation of each flagellum and of the bacterium [3]? What is the corresponding probability
of throwing the reversal switch? Can a double-threshold crossing mechanism [3] be more suitable to
effectively detect the CW and CCW rotational states?

Nonetheless, other related features might be relevant points for a further extension of this work. For
instance, the gradient of CheYp that can be present inside the cytoplasm – due to the diffusion from the
area of its phosphorylation (close to chemotactic receptors) to the area of its activity (around the flagellar
motors) – can be a significant aspect in chemotaxis, togetherwith the localization of CheZ (that controls
the dephosphorylation of CheYp) and of the flagella around the cell [15]. With respect to this matter,
how are diffusion processes related to the interactions between CheYp and the flagellar motors? And
how does diffusion intervene on the chemotactic response?

We believe that the definition of detailed mechanistic models, like the one proposed in this paper
for chemotaxis, coupled to the use of efficient procedures for the analysis of stochastic processes in
individual cells, can be a good benchmark to investigate thecombined roles of many biological factors
interplaying within a common system. With this perspective, the development of formal methods specifi-
cally devised for the analysis of properties (e.g., synchronization) of stochastic systems represents indeed
a hot topic research in biological modeling.
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We begin by reviewing a technique to approximate the dynamics of stochastic programs—written

in a stochastic process algebra—by a hybrid system, suitable to capture a mixed discrete/continuous

evolution. In a nutshell, the discrete dynamics is kept stochastic while the continuous evolution

is given in terms of ODEs, and the overall technique, therefore, naturally associates a Piecewise

Deterministic Markov Process with a stochastic program.

The specific contribution in this work consists in an increase of the flexibility of the translation

scheme, obtained by allowing a dynamic reconfiguration of the degree of discreteness/continuity of

the semantics.

We also discuss the relationships of this approach with other hybrid simulation strategies for

biochemical systems.

1 Introduction

Models in systems biology tend to cluster around two families of mathematical tools: differential equa-

tions and stochastic processes. Even though, physically speaking, stochastic models have firmer grounds

[14, 15], their computational analysis is much more costly than that of their differential counterpart. In

any case, ODE-based descriptions of biological systems are often valuable and provide deep insights.

Indeed, it is known that, limiting to mass action models, ODE’s are an approximation of the average

of stochastic models, and the differences between the two vanish in the thermodynamic limit [13] (i.e.

when populations and system’s size go to infinity). Recently, there have been many attempts to mix

these two techniques, at least as far as simulation of biological systems is concerned, resulting in several

hybrid simulation algorithms [32, 25]. Hybrid dynamical systems have also been a hot topic in the last

two decades, with much research work spanning across the boundary between computer science and

engineering control. The best known model among hybrid dynamical systems are hybrid automata [21].

Stochastic extensions of such concept are also receiving recently much attention [10], although stochas-

tic hybrid systems have a somewhat longer tradition [12]. In both cases, most of the interest is in the

development of automated reasoning tools rather than in simulation.

It is widely recognized that Computational Systems Biology can highly benefit from modeling

approaches embodying some stochastic ingredient. A very popular line along which such incorpo-

ration is realized, is based on the use of stochastic process algebras [27, 11], which are proposed as

front-end languages to (automatically) generate mathematical models, usually Continuous Time Markov

Chains(CTMC), see [32]. Recently, such process algebra based languages have also been endowed with

semantics based on ODE [22], which increase the flexibility of such tools.

Many proposals of hybrid simulation algorithms for systems of biochemical reactions have been put

forward [19, 24, 20, 28, 23, 16, 2]. Their salient feature is a description of one part of the system as

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.6.5
http://creativecommons.org
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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continuous, while keeping the other discrete and stochastic. The basic idea is to find the best trade off

between accuracy and computational efficiency (stochastic simulations are much more expensive than

ODE simulation).

In this paper we continue a programme which aims to increase even more the flexibility of stochastic

process algebras by providing them with a very general semantics based on (stochastic) hybrid systems,

encompassing CTMC and ODE as special cases. Such an approach is motivated not only by the gain

in flexibility, but also by the goal of exploiting, in a systematic manner, automated reasoning tools to

provide as much information as possible from a given model. Our stochastic process algebra of choice is

stochastic Concurrent Constraint Programming (sCCP) [6], an extension of CCP [29] in the stochastic

setting. In addition to the standard CTMC-based semantics, we have also provided sCCP with an ODE-

based semantics [4] and with an hybrid automata based semantics. Moreover, hybrid semantics has been

proposed both with a fixed or user-defined amount of continuously approximated components (see [8, 9]).

In this paper we extend our work by introducing a semantics based on Stochastic Hybrid Automata,

thereby guaranteeing the possibility of parameterizing the degree of continuity introduced in the model.

The approach allows also a dynamic reconfiguration of such degree, in accordance to properties of the

current state of the system. This allows the description in a formal setting of different hybrid simulation

strategies, opening the way for their use in the context of process algebra modelling.

We will start our presentation by introducing, in Section 2, a high level description of the target

stochastic hybrid systems, suitable to be easily mapped to the well-established formalism of Piecewise

Deterministic Markov Processes (see supplementary material [1]). The formalism introduced in Sec-

tion 2, called Transition-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Automata (TDSHA), will act as the intermediate

layer in the definition of the stochastic hybrid semantics of sCCP. Section 3 briefly introduces the sCCP

language, while Section 4 presents the mapping from sCCP to TDSHA. Collections of TDSHAs can

be organized in a lattice, whose definition and basic properties are presented in Section 4.1. Finally, in

Section 5 we introduce the dynamic reconfiguration mechanism, briefly discussing also how to render,

in such reconfigurations, partition strategies developed for hybrid simulation algorithms.

2 Transition-driven Stochastic Hybrid Automata

We define here a stochastic variant of Transition-Driven Hybrid Automata, introduced in [9] as an inter-

mediate layer to map sCCP into hybrid automata. The emphasis is on transitions which, as always in

hybrid automata, can be either discrete (corresponding to jumps) or continuous (representing flows act-

ing on system’s variables). The stochastic variant defined below contains two kind of discrete transitions:

instantaneous—as in [9]—and stochastic, which happen with an hazard given by a rate function.

Definition 2.1. A Transition-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Automaton (TDSHA) is a tuple

T = (Q,X,TC,TD,TS, init), where:

• Q is a finite set of control modes.

• X = {X1, . . . ,Xn} is a set of real valued system’s variables1.

• TC is the set of continuous transitions or flows, whose elements τ are triples (q,stoich,rate),
where: q ∈ Q is a mode, stoich is a vector of size |X|, and rate : R

n → R is a (sufficiently smooth)

function. The elements of a triple τ are indicated by cmode[τ], stoich[τ], and rate[τ], respectively.

1Notation: the time derivative of X j is denoted by Ẋ j , while the value of X j after a change of mode is indicated by X ′
j
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• TD is the set of instantaneous transitions, whose elements δ are tuples of the form

(q1,q2, priority,guard,reset), where: q1 is the exit-mode, q2 is the enter-mode, priority : R
n →R

+

is a weight function used to resolve non-determinism between two or more active transitions.

Moreover, guard is a quantifier-free first-order formula with free variables in X, representing the

closed set Gδ = {x ∈ R
n | guard[x]} in which thew transition is active, and reset is a deterministic

update of the form X′ = f (X).2 The elements of a tuple δ are indicated by e1[δ ], e2[δ ], priority[δ ],
guard[δ ], and reset[δ ], respectively.

• TS is the set of stochastic transitions, whose elements η are tuples of the form

η = (q1,q2,guard,reset,rate), where q1, q2, guard, and reset are as for transitions in TD, while

rate : R
n → R

+ is the rate function giving the hazard of taking transition η . Such function is

referred to by rate[η ].

• init is a point giving the initial state of the system.

A TDSHA has three types of transitions. Continuous transitions represent flows and, for each τ ∈
TC, stoich[τ] and rate[τ] give the magnitude and the form of the flow of τ on each variable X ∈ X,

respectively (see below). Instantaneous transitions represent actions happening immediately when their

guard becomes true. Finally, stochastic transitions happen at a specific rate. Both instantaneous and

stochastic transitions can change system variables according to a specific reset function, depending on

the variables’value at the point in time at which the jump occurs.

Remark 2.1. Both priority and rates introduced in Definition 2.1 make TDSHA stochastic. Priorities

define, at each point, a discrete distribution of a random variable choosing among enabled instantaneous

transitions. Rates, on the other hand, define a random race in continuous time, giving the delay for the

next spontaneous jump.

Product of TDSHA. Given two TDSHA T1 = (Q1,X1,TC1,TD1,TS1, init1) and

T2 = (Q2,X2,TC2,TD2,TS2, init2), the product TDSHA T = T1⊗T2 can be defined in a simple way,

along the path outlined in [9]. Essentially, the discrete states’space of the product automaton is Q1 ×Q2,

while transitions from state (q1,q2) are all those issuing from q1 or q2. Instantaneous or stochastic

transitions of T1 going from state q1 to state q′1, will go from a state (q1,q2) to (q′1,q2) for each q2 ∈ Q2.

Symmetrically for transitions of T2.

Dynamics of TDSHA. In order to formally define the dynamical evolution of TDSHA, we can map

them into a well-studied model of Stochastic Hybrid Automata, namely Piecewise Deterministic Markov

Processes [12]. In this sense, TDSHA are related to communicating PDMP [31], as they can also be

seen as a compositional formalism to model PDMP. Due to space constraints, we just sketch here an

informal description of PDMP. The interested reader can find a more formal treatment of PDMP and of

their relation with TDSHA in the supplementary material [1].

Basically, PDMP are stochastic processes whose state space is given by a finite collection of dis-

crete modes and by a set of real-valued variables. Within each mode, the continuous variables evolve

following the solution of a set of mode-specific ODE’s. While in a mode, variables must stay within the

allowed region. If they touch the boundary of the allowed region, a forced discrete transition is taken,

and the system may change mode and/or reset the value of the variables. Moreover, the system is subject

to the happening discrete stochastic events, governed by an hazard rate that is function of the discrete

2Even though there is no real additional difficulty in considering stochastic resets—i.e. in assuming reset to be a transition

measure—we decided to avoid such move for the sake of simplicity.
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mode and of continuous variables. Also stochastic transitions trigger a reset of the state of the system.

The main points of the mapping from TDSHA to PDMP are the following.

• Within each discrete mode q ∈ Q, the system follows the solution of a system of ODE, constructed

combining the effects of the continuous transitions τ acting on mode q. Essentially, the ODE for

variable Xi is obtained by adding up the rate of all such τ times the i-th component of the vector

stoich[τ]:
Ẋ = ∑

τ| |cmode[τ]=q

stoich[τ]rate[τ] in mode q ∈ Q.

• Two kinds of discrete jumps are possible: stochastic transitions are fired according to their rate,

while instantaneous transitions are fired as soon as their guard becomes true. In both cases, the

state of the system is reset according to the policy specified by reset. Choice among several

active stochastic or instantaneous transitions is resolved probabilistically according to their rate or

priority, see Remark 2.1.

• A trace of the system is therefore a sequence of (random) jumps interleaved by periods of contin-

uous evolution.

3 Stochastic Concurrent Constraint Programming

In this section we briefly present (a simplified version of) stochastic Concurrent Constraint Programming

(sCCP [3], a stochastic extension of CCP [30]), as it seems to be sufficiently expressive, compact, and

especially easy to manipulate for our purposes3. In the following we just sketch the basic notions and

the concepts needed in the rest of the paper. More details on the language can be found in [3, 6].

Definition 3.1. A sCCP program is a tuple A = (A,D ,X, init(X)), where

1. The initial network of agents A and the set of definitions D are given by the following grammar:

D = /0 | D ∪D | {C
def
= M}

π = [g(X) → u(X,X′)]λ (X) M = π.C | M +M A = M | A ‖ A

2. X is the set of variables of the store (with global scope);

3. init(X) is a predicate on X of the form X = x0, assigning an initial value to store variables.

In the previous definition, basic actions are guarded updates of (some of the) variables: g(X) is a

quantifier-free first order formula whose atoms are inequality predicates on variables X and u(X,X′) is a

predicate on X,X′ of the form X′ = f (X) (X′ denotes variables of X after the update), for some function

f : R
n → R

n. Each such action has a stochastic duration, specified by associating an exponentially

distributed random variable to actions, whose rate depends on the state of the system through a function

λ : X → R
+.

Example 3.1. We will illustrate the notions introduced in the paper by means of an example coming

from biological systems. Specifically, we consider a simple model of a (procaryotic) genetic regulatory

network with a single gene, expressing a protein acting, after dimerization, as a repressor of its own

3There are other probabilistic extensions of CCP studied in literature, like [26, 18, 17]. [26] provides CCP with a semantics

based on discrete time Markov Chains, while in [18, 17] the stochastic ingredient is introduced by extending the store with

random variables and adding a primitive for sampling. These approaches, however, are not suited for our purposes, as we need

a model in which events happen probabilistically in continuous-time, as customary in biochemical modeling.
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production. We assume a cooperative repression: two dimers are required to bind to the promoter region

of the gene. The sCCP model is given by A = (A,D ,X, init), where the variables are X = {Xp,Xp2},

storing the quantity of the protein p and of its dimer p2 and the components in D are (* stands for true):

gene0
def

= [∗→ X ′
p = Xp +1]kp1

.gene0 + [Xp2 > 0 →∗]kp1Xp2
.gene1

gene1
def

= [∗→ X ′
p = Xp +1]kp2

.gene1 + [Xp2 > 0 →∗]kp2Xp2
.gene2 +

[∗→ ∗]ku1
.gene0

gene2
def

= [∗→ ∗]ku2
.gene1

deg
def

= [∗→ X ′
p = Xp −1]kdXp

.deg

dimer
def

= [∗→ X ′
p = Xp −2∧X ′

p2 = Xp2 +1]kxXp(Xp−1)/2.dimer +

[∗→ X ′
p = Xp +2∧X ′

p2 = Xp2 −1]k−xXp2
.dimer

The initial network A is gene0 ‖ deg ‖ dimer with initial values of the store variables are given by

init(Xp,Xp2) = (Xp = 0)∧ (Xp2 = 0).

Notice: there is no need to introduce agents for proteins or dimers, as the quantity of these objects

needs only to be measured by stream variables. The repression mechanism is represented by a gene

unable of expressing a protein whenever in state gene2. We did not decrement Xp2
before entering states

gene1 and gene2 as we assume repression mechanism not requiring a binding of the dimer (inhibition

by bumping).

Remark 3.1. The pros and cons of using sCCP as a modeling language for biological systems are dis-

cussed in detail in [6]. Basically, sCCP combines on one side the logical simplicity of process algebras

and on the other side the computational power of constraints. As a matter of fact, the constraint store

can be more general than that used in this paper, whereby more complex information (like spatiality)

can be managed just by a simple programming activity. Further work is needed, however, to export the

techniques developed here to a more general version of the store.

All agents definable in sCCP, i.e. all agents C
def
= M ∈D ,4 are sequential, i.e. they do not contain any

occurrence of the parallel operator, whose usage is restricted at the upper level of the network.

sCCP sequential agents can be seen as automata synchronizing on store variables and they can be con-

veniently represented as labeled graphs, called Reduced Transition Systems (RTS) (see [5]).

The steps to obtain an object suitable to our subsequent treatment are the following:

1. Define the collection of all possible states—the derivative set Der(C)—and actions—action(C)—
of any sequential agent appearing in a sCCP program.

2. Restrict to sCCP simple programs, i.e. programs without multiple copies of the same agent run-

ning in parallel at the same time. Formally, it is required that the derivative sets of any two agents

in parallel in the initial network are disjoint. This is only an apparent restriction, cf. [9] for a more

detailed discussion.

3. Introduce the following multi-graph5 RTS(C) = (S(C),E(C), ℓ):

• S(C) = Der(C),

• E(C) = {(exit(π),enter(π)) | π ∈ action(C)},

4In the following, with a slight abuse of notation, we sometimes write C ∈ D for C
def
= M ∈ D .

5exit(π),enter(π),guard(π),update(π),rate(π) give the executing agent, the target agent, the guard, the update and the

rate of an action π , respectively.
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• ℓ(e) = (guard(π),update(π),rate(π)), where π is the action defining e ∈ E(C).

In Figure 1, we show the RTS for the agent gene0, defined in Example 3.1.

4. Introduce the notion of extended sCCP program

A
+ = (A+

,D
+
,X∪{PC | C ∈ D}, init+(X∪{PC | C ∈ D})),

in which a variable PC for run-time recording the number of parallel copies of each agent C ∈ D is

available, and prove A + is isomorphic to A (see [9] for further details).

Essentially, the last step is a technical trick that simplifies the overall treatment. The variable PC counts

the number of copies of C present in parallel within the system at a given point in time. To take into ac-

count the effects of transitions on agents, we modify updates and rate functions, by increasing/decreasing

counter PC relative to actions adding/removing a copy of C. The reason for introducing state variables

will be apparent in next section. They are required to control a cluster of discrete states (continuously

approximated) and the real value of a state variable will indicate the “tendency” of the system to be in

that particular state.

Figure 1: Reduced Transition Systems for the agent gene0 defined in Example 3.1. Each edge is labeled

by its rate function and by the guard and the update (depicted in the guard → update notation).

4 From sCCP to TDSHA

In this section we define a semantics for sCCP in terms of TDSHA. The basic idea is to partition all pos-

sible transitions executable by an sCCP agent into two classes: those remaining discrete-stochastic and

those to be approximated as continuous. Different partitions’schemata correspond to different TDSHA.

By parameterizing upon such schemata, we will obtain a lattice of different TDSHA’s.

Note that this approach is different from [9], as we do not remove stochasticity. Indeed, Stochastic Hy-

brid Automata can be seen as an intermediate layer between stochastic programs and (non-stochastic)

hybrid systems. The reader is referred to [8] for further discussions.

The mapping proceeds in two steps. First we convert into TDSHA’s each sequential component of a

sCCP program, then all these TDSHA’s are combined using the product construction.

Given a A + = (A+,D+,Y, init+(Y)), let C ∈ D+ be one of the components of the initial network

A, and let RT S(C) = (S(C),E(C), ℓ) be its RTS.

A specific continuous/discrete scheme of approximation is formalized by the choice of a boolean

vector κ ∈ {0,1}m, m = |E(C)|, indexed by edges in E(C): for e ∈ E(C), κ[e] = 1 stands for a continuous
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approximation of the transition, while κ[e] = 0 implies that the transition will remain discrete. Let

E(κ,C) = {e ∈ E(C)| κ[e] = 1} and E(¬κ,C) = {e ∈ E(C)| κ[e] = 0}.

In order to guarantee that the vector field constructed from continuous transitions is sufficiently

regular, we identify as continuously approximable only those actions π such that rate(π) is differentiable

and rate(π)[X] = 0 whenever guard(π)[X] is false.6 We call consistent a vector κ such that κ[e] = 1

only for edges e that are continuously approximable. In the following, we suppose to work only with

consistent κ .

At this point we are ready to introduce the basic components of our target TDSHA.

Discrete Modes. The modes of the TDSHA will be essentially the states S(C) of the RT S(C). However,

as continuous transitions cannot change mode, we need to consider as equivalent those states that can be

reached by a path of continuous edges. Let us denote by ∼κ the equivalence relation among states of

S(C) relating two states if and only if they are connected by a path of continuous edges (i.e. edges in

E(κ,C) of the non-oriented version of RT S(C)). Let Sκ(C) = S(C)/ ∼κ . For each edge e ∈ E(κ,C), we

define the stoichiometric vector νY,e as an |Y|-vector, Y = X∪{PC |C ∈D}, such that νY,e[X ] = h if and

only if variable X is updated by transition e according to the formula X ′ = X +h.

Example. Consider the gene component of Example 3.1. Its RTS, shown in Figure 1, has three states,

corresponding to the three components gene0, gene1, and gene2, with state variables denoted by P0,

P1, and P2, respectively. The RTS has also 6 transitions, indexed by e1, . . . ,e6. Consider the κ vector

equal to (1,0,0,1,1,1): edges e1,e4,e5,e6 will be approximated as continuous, while the other three

remain discrete. The relation ∼κ has a quotient state space containing two classes: S1 = {gene0} and

S2 = {gene1,gene2}. Such a partitioning of the gene’s states can be seen as a way to render a slower

dynamics for the binding/unbinding mechanism of the first repressor, to be compared to a faster one

relative the second copy of the repressor.

Continuous flow. The continuous evolution for TDSHA is given by the following set of continuous

transitions:

TC = {([exit(e)],νY,e,rate(e) | e ∈ E(κ,C)}.

Stochastic transitions. Stochastic transitions are defined in a very simple way, as guards and rates are

basically copied from the sCCP edge. The only technicality is the definition of the reset.

Consider the state counting variables P = {PC | C ∈ D}. They can assume values less than or equal

to one, as the initial program is simple. Moreover, they range in the whole real-valued interval [0,1]
whenever we are in a clustered state [s] collapsing s1, . . . ,sk of RTS(C). In this case, the state variables

Ps1
, . . . ,Psk

must sum exactly to 1, their value representing the likelihood of state s1, . . . ,sk of the cluster

[s], respectively. In order to deal with state clusters correctly, we have to ensure that when a state [s] is

left, all its state variables are set to zero. Moreover, if a discrete transition looping in [s] takes place, then

the variable of its target state si must be set to 1, while all other variables of [s] are to be reset to 0. To

enforce this, consider an sCCP edge connecting states s1 and s2, with

update(e)
def
= X′ = f (X)∧P′

s1
= Ps1

−1∧P′
s2

= Ps2
+1,

6Guards of continuosly approximable π are, in fact, redundant.
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Figure 2: PDMP associated with the gene component of Example 3.1. Transitions approximated contin-

uously determine a set of ODE, while discrete transitions are stochastic and are depicted here as edges of

a graph (showing rates, guards and resets). The ODEs are obtained from continuous transitions accord-

ing to the recipe of Section 2. We chose to display TDSHA in this format as it is similar to the classic

representation of hybrid automata.

and define the function fP on P which is 1 on the component corresponding to Ps2
and zero elsewhere.

In this way, P′ = fP(P) implements the correct updating policy. Let now f̄ combine f and fP: f̄

(
X

P

)
=

(
f (X)
fP(P)

)
.

Putting everything together, we have that the discrete transition associated with e ∈ E(¬κ,C) with

e = (s1,s2) is

([s1], [s2],guard(e),Y′ = f̄ (Y),rate(e)) ∈ TS.

Instantaneous transitions. At this stage, there is no need to define instantaneous transitions. They

will be used in Section 5 to deal with dynamic partitioning.

We can now collect all our considerations into the following definition.

Definition 4.1. Let A = (A,D ,X, init0) be a simple sCCP program and A + = (A+,D+,Y, init+0 ) be its

extended version. Let C be a sequential component in parallel in A+, with RT S(C) = (S(C),E(C), ℓ).
Fix a boolean vector κ ∈ {0,1}m, m = |E(C)|. The Transition-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Automaton

associated with C with respect to κ is T(C,κ) = (Q,Y,TC,TD,TS, init), where

• Q = Sκ(C) = S(C)/ ∼κ ;

• TC = {([exit(e)],νY,e,rate(e) | e ∈ E(κ,C)};

• TD = /0;

• TS = {([s1], [s2],guard(e),Y′ = f̄ (Y),rate(e)) | e = (s1,s2) ∈ E(¬κ,C)};

• init = init0.

Example. From the previous definition it is easy to generate the TDSHA relative to our running exam-

ple above, in which κ = (1,0,0,1,1,1). Once we have the TDSHA, we can generate the corresponding

PDMP (see supplementary material [1]), which is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: PDMP obtained from the product of TDSHA associated with the three components of the

sCCP program of Example 3.1. See also the caption of Figure 2.

Definition 4.1 gives a way to associate a TDSHA with a sequential agent of a sCCP program. In

order to define the TDSHA for the whole program, we will use the product construction.

Definition 4.2. Let A = (A,D ,X, init0) be a simple sCCP program and A + = (A+,D+,Y, init+0 ) be

its extended version, with A+ = C1 ‖ . . . ‖Cn. Fix a boolean vector κi for each sequential agent Ci. The

Transition-Driven Hybrid Automaton for the sCCP program A , with respect to κ = (κi)i=1,...n is

T(A,κ) = T(C1,κ1)⊗·· ·⊗T(Cn,κn).

Example. Consider again the sCCP model of Example 3.1. It has three components: gene, deg and

dimer, with 6, 1, and 2 edges respectively. We consider three vectors κ1 = (1,0,0,1,1,2), κ2 = (1), and

κ3 = (1,1). The product TDSHA of these three components generates the PDMP depicted in Figure 3.

4.1 Lattice of TDSHA

Definition 4.2 associates a TDSHA with a sCCP agent for a fixed partition, given by vector κ , of the

transitions into discrete and continuous. Clearly, different choices of κ correspond to different TDSHA’s,

with a different degree of approximation of the original sCCP program. The different TDSHA’s can be

arranged into a lattice according to the following pre-order:

Definition 4.3. Let A be a sCCP agent, then T(A ,κ1)⊑T(A ,κ2) if and only if κ1[e] = 1 ⇒ κ2[e] = 1,

for each transition e ∈ E(A) = E(C1)∪ . . .∪E(Cn), with A = C1 ‖ . . . ‖Cn the initial agent of A .

The bottom element of this lattice is obtained for κ ≡ 0, while the top element is obtained for κ[e] = 1

if and only if e is continuously approximable. We remind to the reader that transitions not continuously

approximable must be kept discrete.

The two “extreme” choices correspond to two particularly important TDSHA’s, as shown in the

following propositions.

Proposition 4.1. Let A be a sCCP program. The TDSHA T(A ,0) is the CTMC associated with A by

its standard semantics.

Proposition 4.2. Let A be a sCCP program with initial agent A = C1 ‖ . . . ‖ Cn. If e is continuously

approximable for each e ∈ E(A) = E(C1)∪ . . .∪E(Cn), T(A ,1) coincides with the system of ODE’s

associated with A by its fluid-flow approximation (see [5]).
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5 Dynamic Partitioning of Transitions

In the previous sections we have defined a mapping from sCCP to TDSHA fixing the level of discreteness

and continuity. This choice, however, can be difficult to perform a priori, as one does not know if the

system will evolve to a state where a different approximation is more accurate.

This is particularly true when one deals with biological systems. In this case, reactions involving large

populations of molecular species or having high rates, may be treated as continuous. However, such

conditions depend on the state of the system and may change during its evolution. Indeed, there has been

a growing attention on hybrid simulation strategies in systems biology, cf. next Section.

In order to have dynamic switching, we can extend the discrete modes, introducing states for each

admissible vector κ . New discrete transitions need to be added as well, changing the value of κ according

to some user defined conditions.

Intuitively, for each transition e the state space must be partitioned in two—possibly empty—regions:

one where the edge e is treated as a continuous transition and one in which it is discrete. In order to

define such regions, we consider two predicates:

1. cont[e](X), encoding the condition to change edge e from discrete to continuous;

2. disc[e](X), encoding the condition to change edge e from continuous to discrete.

An obvious requirement is that the regions identified by cont[e] and disc[e] should be disjoint. In order to

define such predicates, we will consider a (sufficiently regular, usually continuous) function fe : R
n →R,

whose sign will discriminate between continuous and discrete regions for edge e. More specifically, we

define, for a fixed, small ε > 0.

1. cont[e](x) := fe(x) ≥ ε;

2. disc[e](x) := fe(x) ≤−ε .

Using ε instead of 0, not only guarantees that the regions in which cont[e] and disc[e] are true are

disjoint, but also avoids pathological situations of infinite sequences of instantaneous transitions. See

supplementary material [1] for further details.

Now, suppose e is continuous. If the current trajectory enters in a region of the state space in which

disc[e] becomes true, then we must trigger an instantaneous transition in order to move from κ1[e] = 1

to κ2[e] = 0. All the variables must remain unchanged. However, in this case it may happen that the new

relation ∼κ2
splits in two the current mode [s]∈ Sκ1

(C), say [s]κ1
= [s1]κ2

∪ [s2]κ2
. In this case, we need to

introduce two instantaneous transitions, one going to [s1] and the other to [s2]. Now, consider the value

of the state variables of [s], P[s] = ∑si∈[s] Psi
. It can be proved that P[s] = 1. Moreover, P[s] = P[s1] + P[s2]

but, clearly, it is not necessarily the case that the two quantities on the right hand side of the equality

are equal. This means that the system may “prefer” to move to states in [s1] than to those in [s2]. This

situation is correctly modeled using priorities, i.e. weighting transition to [si] by P[si] and re-normalizing

variables in [s1] and [s2] to maintain the property P[s] = 1 for each [s] ∈ Sκ2
(C).

We now give a formal definition for this construction, following a similar strategy as in Section 4: first

we construct TDSHA for sequential components, then we apply the product construction to combine the

local constructions. In order to fix the notation, consider the TDSHA T(C,κ) = (Q,Y,TC,TD,TS, init)
associated with a component C, with respect to a fixed κ . With Qκ we indicate the set Qκ = {([s]κ) | [s]∈
Q}. Moreover, TCκ , TDκ , and TSκ denote the sets TC, TD, and TS, respectively, with states in Q

replaced by the corresponding states (equivalence classes) in Qκ . A similar rule applies to initκ .

Definition 5.1. Let A = (A,D ,X, init0) be a simple sCCP program and A + = (A+,D+,Y, init+0 ) be

its extended version. Let C be a sequential agent in parallel in A+, with RT S(C) = (S(C),E(C), ℓ) and
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|E(C)| = m. Moreover, let cont[e],disc[e], e ∈ E(C) be defined as above. The TDSHA with dynamic

partitioning associated with C is T(C,cont,disc) = (Q,Y,TC,TD,TS, init), with:

1. Q =
⋃

κ∈{0,1}m Qκ ;

2. TC =
⋃

κ∈{0,1}m TCκ ;

3. TS =
⋃

κ∈{0,1}m TSκ ;

4. TD =
⋃

κ∈{0,1}m TDκ ∪TD0,1 ∪TD1,0, where

TD1,0 =

{(
[s1]κ1

, [s2]κ2
,P[s2],disc[e],Y′ = g(Y)

) ∣∣∣∣ e ∈ E(C),

κ1(e) = 1,κ2(e) = 0,κ1(e
′) = κ2(e

′) f or e 6= e′, [s1]κ1
∩ [s2]κ2

6= /0

}

where g assigns value
Ps′

P[s]
for s′ ∈ [s2]κ2

, 0 to any other Ps, and it is the identity on X. Moreover

TD0,1 =

{(
[s]κ1

, [s]κ2
,1,cont(e),Y′ = Y

) ∣∣∣∣ e ∈ E(C),

κ1(e) = 0,κ2(e) = 1,κ1(e
′) = κ2(e

′) f or e 6= e′

}
;

5. init = init+0 ;

Definition 5.2. Let A = (A,D ,X, init0) be a simple sCCP program and A + = (A+,D+,Y, init+0 ) be its

extended version, with A+ = C1 ‖ . . . ‖Cn. Moreover, fix predicates cont j[e],disc j[e] for each sequential

agent C j of A+, according to Definition 5.1. The Transition-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Automata with

dynamic partitioning for the sCCP program A , with respect to (cont j,disc j) j=1,...n is

T(A,(cont j,disc j) j=1,...n) = T(C1,cont1,disc1)⊗·· ·⊗T(Cn,contn,discn).

Remark 5.1 (On the fly simulation). In Definition 5.2, the resulting TDHA has a number of modes

exponential in the number of transitions that sequential agents can perform. This combinatorial explosion

rules out the possibility of generating all the modes together. However, if we restrict to simulation, this

is not a real issue, as we need to record only the current mode: the target mode of a transition can be

generated on the fly as soon as the transition has been taken, given the knowledge of RT S.

5.1 Hybrid Simulation Strategies

The hybrid simulation algorithms proposed in literature [19, 24, 20, 28, 23, 16, 2] basically differ in two

aspects: the kind of continuous dynamics (it can be based on ODE or SDE) and the rules for partitioning

reactions into continuous and discrete (usually called fast and slow). More specifically, the partitioning

can be static (done at the beginning of the simulation) or dynamic (i.e. recomputed at run-time).

Conditions for separating fast and slow reactions are usually twofold:

1. the size of species involved in the reaction must all be bigger than a given threshold. Usually, a

fast reaction j must satisfy a condition like xi ≥ K|νi, j| for all species i involved in j, where ν is

the stoichiometric matrix.
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2. the rate function of fast reactions must be reasonably bigger than that of slow reactions. Usually,

the following constraint is enforced [28]: λ j(x)∆t ≥ Λ, which ensures that reaction j fires many

times during the time step ∆t. In [16] a different partition strategy imposes that rates of fast

reactions are Λ times faster than the fastest slow reaction, so as to guarantee a separation of time

scales.

Dynamical policies sketched above can be easily accounted for in our setting.

First of all, we need to start from an sCCP model of a biochemical network [6], in which reactions are

modeled by action capabilities of agents. Then, applying the framework of this paper, we associate a

TDSHA with such a model, together with a suitable policy for dynamic partitioning of transitions. All

we have to do is define a function fe for each sCCP transition e, such that fe(x) > 0 when the associated

reaction can be considered fast and fe(x) < 0 when it is slow.

As an example, consider a partition strategy based only on the size of populations, like the one

adopted in [24]. In this case, the function fe for transition e can be the following:

fe(x) = min{xi −K|ν [xi,e]| | ν [xi,e] 6= 0},

where ν [·,e] is the stoichiometry of action e, constructed as in Section 4, and K is a constant (that can be

tuned for the specific system). Of course, more complex policies can be introduced by suitably modifying

the functions fe.

6 Conclusion and Further Directions

In this paper we provided a specific process algebra, sCCP, with a general semantics based on stochastic

hybrid systems, parametric with respect to the degree of continuity and discreteness. The different hybrid

models generated in this way can be arranged in a lattice, and we provided also a way to dynamically

move within the lattice. This allows to formally describe hybrid simulation algorithms, opening up their

use as tools to simulate process algebra-based models. Moreover, this approach gives the possibility of

using other computational analysis methods than simulation, like reachability computations or model

checking.

An interesting problem is how to extend such machinery to other process algebras. First steps have been

done to deal with stochastic π-calculus [7], however the peculiarities of each language present specific

difficulties to be solved.

The formal treatment developed in the paper, in particular the lattice of TDSHA defined in Sec-

tion 4.1, can also provide an interesting theoretical framework to study the quality of the approximation

and the error introduced. In particular, the mature theory of PDMP [12] can provide interesting tools in

this direction.

Another issue we are investigating regards the relationships between discreteness and stochasticity.

In particular, we are interested in understanding whether the stochastic ingredient of the dynamics can

be dropped in favor of a pure discrete evolution, and at what price [8]. Motivations for this reside in the

fact that non-stochastic hybrid systems have a much wider and more efficient set of automated reasoning

tools available.

We conclude with a more basic (perhaps philosophical) question: given that a mix of continuous

and discrete simulation strategy is the choice, is there a way—other than minimization of computational

complexity—to determine which parts of the systems can/may be simulated discretely/continuously?

We feel that physical consideration must be taken into account for addressing this issue and that these

are probably outside our reach. However we wish to contribute the “computer scientist point of view”:
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the level of discreteness/continuity can be established on the ground of a formal specification of the

properties to verify/simulate and should guarantee the minimum of computational resources necessary

to this task.
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The Stochastic Calculus of Looping Sequences (SCLS) is a recently proposed modelling language for

the representation and simulation of biological systems behaviour. It has been designed with the aim

of combining the simplicity of notation of rewrite systems with the advantage of compositionality. It

also allows a rather simple and accurate description of biological membranes and their interactions

with the environment.

In this work we apply SCLS to model a newly discovered ammonium transporter. This trans-

porter is believed to play a fundamental role for plant mineral acquisition, which takes place in the

arbuscular mycorrhiza, the most wide-spread plant-fungus symbiosis on earth. Due to its potential

application in agriculture this kind of symbiosis is one of the main focuses of the BioBITs project.

In our experiments the passage of NH3 / NH+
4 from the fungus to the plant has been dissected

in known and hypothetical mechanisms; with the model so far we have been able to simulate the

behaviour of the system under different conditions. Our simulations confirmed some of the latest

experimental results about the LjAMT2;2 transporter. The initial simulation results of the modelling

of the symbiosis process are promising and indicate new directions for biological investigations.

1 Introduction

Given the central role of agriculture in worldwide economy, several ways to optimize the use of costly

artificial fertilizers are now being actively pursued. One approach is to find methods to nurture plants

in more “natural” manners, avoiding the complex chemical production processes used today. In the last

decade the Arbuscular Mycorrhiza (AM), the most widespread symbiosis between plants and fungi, got

into the focus of research because of its potential as a natural plant fertilizer. Briefly, fungi help plants to

acquire nutrients as phosphorus (P) and nitrogen (N) from the soil whereas the plant supplies the fungus

with energy in form of carbohydrates [32]. The exchange of these nutrients is supposed to occur mainly

at the eponymous arbuscules, a specialized fungal structure formed inside the cells of the plant root. The

arbuscules are characterized by a juxtaposition of a fungal and a plant cell membrane where a very active

interchange of nutrients is facilitated by several membrane transporters. These transporters are surface

proteins that facilitate membrane crossing of molecules which, because of their inherent chemical nature,

are not freely diffusible.

As long as almost each cell in the majority of multicellular organisms shares the same genome,

modern theories point out that morphological and functional differences between them are mainly driven

by different genes expression [2]. Thanks to the last experimental novelties [40, 30] a precise analysis

of which genes are expressed in a single tissue is possible; therefore is possible to identify genes that

are pivotal in specific compartments and then study their biological function. Following this route a new
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membrane transporter has been discovered by expression analysis and further characterized [18]. This

transporter is situated on the plant cell membrane which is directly opposed to the fungal membrane,

located in the arbuscules. Various experimental evidence points out that this transporter binds to an NH+
4

moiety outside the plant cell, deprotonates it, and mediates inner transfer of NH3, which is then used

as a nitrogen source, leaving an H+ ion outside. The AM symbiosis is far from being unraveled: the

majority of fungal transporters and many of the chemical gradients and energetic drives of the symbiotic

interchanges are unknown. Therefore, a valuable task would be to model in silico these conditions and

run simulations against the experimental evidence available so far about this transporter. Conceivably,

this approach will provide biologists with working hypotheses and conceptual frameworks for future

biological validation.

In computer science, several formalisms have been proposed for the description of the behaviour of

biological systems. Automata-based models [3, 28] have the advantage of allowing the direct use of

many verification tools such as model checkers. Rewrite systems [11, 35, 8, 1] usually allow describing

biological systems with a notation that can be easily understood by biologists. Compositionality allows

studying the behaviour of a system componentwise. Both automata-like models and rewrite systems

present, in general, problems from the point of view of compositionality, which, instead, is in general

ensured by process calculi, included those commonly used to describe biological systems [36, 34, 9].

The Stochastic Calculus of Looping Sequences (SCLS) [6] (see also [8, 7, 29]) is a recently proposed

modelling language for the representation and simulation of biological systems behaviour. It has been

designed with the aim of combining the simplicity of notation of rewrite systems with the advantage of a

form of compositionality. It also allows a rather simple and accurate description of biological membranes

and their interactions with the environment.

In this work we apply SCLS to model the mentioned transporter. This transporter is differentially

expressed in arbuscular cells and is believed to play a fundamental role in the nutrients uptake which

takes place in the context of plants-fungi symbiosis at the root level. This symbiosis is one of the main

focuses of the BioBITs project, due to its relevant role in agriculture.

On these premises, the aim of this work is to model the interchange between the fungus-plant inter-

face and the plant cells, using as a reference system the NH3/NH+
4 turnover. This could disclose which

is the driving power of the net nitrogen flux inside plant cells (still unknown at the chemical level).

Furthermore, this information may also be exploited to model other, and so far poorly characterized,

transporters.

Outline Section 2 introduces the syntax and the semantics of the SCLS and shows some modelling

guidelines. Section 3 presents the SCLS representations of the ammonium transporter and our experi-

mental results, discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes by outlining some further work.

2 The Stochastic Calculus of Looping Sequences

In this section we briefly recall the Stochastic Calculus of Looping Sequences (SCLS) [6]. A SCLS

(biological) model consists of a term, representing the structure of the modelled system and a set of

stochastic rewrite rules which determine its evolution.

Terms Terms of SCLS are defined from a set of atomic symbols representing the basic elements of the

system under description, which could correspond, according to the level of the description, to genes,

proteins, molecules or even single chemical elements. Terms are built from the atomic elements via
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the operators of sequencing (defining an ordered sequence of atomic elements), looping (defining mem-

branes from looping sequences) and parallel composition (representing coexistence in the same biologi-

cal ambient).

Assuming a possibly infinite alphabet E of symbols ranged over by a,b,c, . . . the syntax of SCLS

terms T and sequences S is defined by the grammar:

T ::= S
∣∣ (S)L ⌋T

∣∣ T |T

S ::= ε
∣∣ a

∣∣ S·S

where a is any element of E and ε is the empty sequence. We denote the infinite sets of terms and

sequences with T and S , respectively.

The SCLS terms are built from the elements of E by means of four syntactic operators: sequencing

· , looping ( )L
, parallel composition | , and the containment operator ⌋ . Sequencing is used to con-

catenate atomic elements. The looping operator transforms a sequence in a closed loop when combined

with another term via the ⌋ operator. A term can then be either a sequence, or a looping sequence

containing another term, or the parallel composition of two terms. By the definition of terms, we have

that looping and containment are always associated, hence we can consider ( )L ⌋ as a single binary

operator that applies to one sequence and one term.

The biological interpretation of the operators is the following: the main entities which occur in

cells are DNA and RNA strands, proteins, membranes, and other macro-molecules. DNA strands (and

similarly RNA strands) are sequences of nucleic acids, but they can be seen also at a higher level of

abstraction as sequences of genes. Proteins are sequences of amino acids which typically have a very

complex three-dimensional structure. In a protein there are usually (relatively) few subsequences, called

domains, which actually are able to interact with other entities by means of chemical reactions. SCLS

sequences can model DNA/RNA strands and proteins by describing each gene or each domain with a

symbol of the alphabet. Membranes are closed surfaces often interspersed with proteins, and may have

a content. A closed surface can be modelled by a looping sequence. The elements (or the subsequences)

of the looping sequence may represent the proteins on the membrane, and by the containment operator

it is possible to specify what the membrane contains. Other macro-molecules can be modeled as single

alphabet symbols, or as sequences of their components. Finally, juxtaposition of entities can be described

by the parallel composition operator of their representations. More detailed description of the biological

interpretation of the SCLS operators involved in the description of the system presented in this paper will

be given at the end of this section.

Brackets can be used to indicate the order of application of the operators. We assume that ( )L ⌋
has the precedence over | and · over | , therefore (S)L ⌋T1 |T has to be read as ((S)L ⌋T1) |T and

a · b |c as (a · b) |c. An example of an SCLS term is a |b | (m ·n)L ⌋(c · d |e) consisting of three entities

a, b and (m ·n)L ⌋(c · d |e). It represents a membrane with two molecules m and n (for instance, two

proteins) on its surface, and containing a sequence c ·d and a molecule e. Molecules a and b are outside

the membrane. See Figure 1 for some graphical representations.

Structural congruence As usual in systems of this kind, SCLS terms representing the same entity

may have syntactically different structures. Such terms are thus identified by means of a structural

congruence relation. In particular the structural congruence relations ≡S and ≡T are defined as the least
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Figure 1: (i) (a·b·c)L ⌋ε; (ii) (a·b·c)L ⌋ (d·e)L ⌋ε; (iii) (a·b·c)L ⌋(((d·e)L ⌋ε) | f ·g).

congruence relations on sequences and on terms, respectively, satisfying the following rules:

S1·(S2·S3) ≡S (S1·S2)·S3 S·ε ≡S ε ·S ≡S S

S1 ≡S S2 implies S1 ≡T S2 and (S1)
L ⌋T ≡T (S2)

L ⌋T

T1 |T2 ≡T T2 |T1 T1 |(T2 |T3) ≡T (T1 |T2) |T3 T |ε ≡T T

T1 ≡T T2 implies (S)L ⌋T1 ≡T (S)L ⌋T2

(ε)L ⌋ε ≡T ε (S1·S2)
L ⌋T ≡T (S2·S1)

L ⌋T

Structural congruence states the associativity of · and | , the commutativity of the latter and the neutral

role of ε . Moreover, axiom (S1·S2)
L ⌋T ≡T (S2·S1)

L ⌋T says that looping sequences can rotate. In the

following we will simply use ≡ in place of ≡T , ≡S.

Rewrite Rules, Variables and Patterns A rewrite rule is defined as a pair of terms (possibly con-

taining variables), which represent the patterns defining the system transformations, together with a rate

representing the speed of the modelled reaction. Rules are applicable to all subterms, identified by the

notion of reduction context introduced below, which match the left-hand side of the rule via a proper

instantiation of its variables. The system transformation is obtained by replacing the reduced subterm by

the corresponding instance of the right-hand side of the rule.

Variables in patterns can be of three kinds: two are associated with the two different syntactic cate-

gories of terms and sequences, and one is associated with single alphabet elements. We assume a set of

term variables TV ranged over by X ,Y,Z, . . ., a set of sequence variables SV ranged over by x̃, ỹ, z̃, . . ., and

a set of element variables X ranged over by x,y,z, . . .. All these sets are pairwise disjoint and possibly

infinite. We denote by V the set of all variables TV ∪SV ∪X , and with ρ any variable in V . A pattern

is a term which may include variables, i.e. patterns P and sequence patterns SP of SCLS are given by

the following grammar:

P ::= SP
∣∣ (SP)L ⌋P

∣∣ P |P
∣∣ X

SP ::= ε
∣∣ a

∣∣ SP·SP
∣∣ x̃

∣∣ x

where a is an element of E , and X , x̃ and x are elements of TV,SV and X , respectively. The infinite set of

patterns is denoted with P . The structural congruence relation can be be trivially extended to patterns.

An instantiation is a partial function σ : V → T which preserves the type of variables, thus for X ∈
TV, x̃∈ SV and x∈X we must have σ(X)∈T ,σ(x̃)∈S , and σ(x)∈E , respectively. Given P∈P , the

expression Pσ denotes the term obtained by replacing each occurrence of each variable ρ ∈ V appearing

in P with the corresponding term σ(ρ).
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Let Σ denote the set of all the possible instantiations and Var(P) the set of variables appearing in

P ∈ P . Then a rewrite rule is a triple (P1,P2,k), denoted with P1
k
7→P2, where k ∈ IR≥0 is the kinetic

constant of the modeled chemical reaction, P1,P2 ∈ P , P1 6≡ ε such that Var(P2) ⊆ Var(P1). A rewrite

rule P1
k
7→P2 then states that a subterm P1σ , obtained by instantiating variables in P1 by some instantiation

function σ , can be transformed into the subterm P2σ with kinetics given by the constant k.

Contexts The definition of reduction for SCLS systems is completed by resorting to the notion of re-

duction context. To this aim, as usual, the syntax of terms is enriched with a new element � representing

a hole. Reduction context (ranged over by C) are defined by:

C ::= �

∣∣ C |T
∣∣ T |C

∣∣ (S)L ⌋C

where T ∈ T and S ∈ S . The context � is called the empty context. We denote with C the infinite set

of contexts.

By definition, every context contains a single �. Let us assume C,C′ ∈ C . Then C[T ] denotes the

term obtained by replacing � with T in C; similarly C[C′] denotes context composition, whose result is

the context obtained by replacing � with C′ in C. The structural equivalence is extended to contexts in

the natural way (i.e. by considering � as a new and unique symbol of the alphabet E ).

Note that the general form of rewrite rules does not permit to have sequences as contexts. A rewrite

rule introducing a parallel composition on the right hand side (as a
k
7→ b |c) applied to an element of a

sequence (e.g., m·a·m) would result into a syntactically incorrect term (in this case m · (b |c) ·m); which

moreover does not seem to have any biological meaning, parallel and sequence represent orthogonal

notions. Therefore to modify a sequence, a pattern representing the whole sequence must appear in the

rule. For example, rule a·x̃
k
7→ a | x̃ can be applied to any sequence starting with element a, and, hence, the

term a·b can be rewritten as a |b, and the term a·b·c can be rewritten as a |b·c. The notion of reduction

context will forbid that a substitution like this is applied to looping sequences.

Stochastic Reduction Semantics The operational semantics of SCLS is defined by incorporating a

collision-based stochastic framework along the line of the one presented by Gillespie in [13], which is,

de facto, the standard way to model quantitative aspects of biological systems. Following the law of mass

action, it is necessary to count the number of reactants that are present in a system in order to compute the

exact rate of a reaction. The same approach has been applied, for instance, to the stochastic π-calculus

[33, 34]. The idea of Gillespie’s algorithm is that a rate constant is associated with each considered

chemical reaction. Such a constant is obtained by multiplying the kinetic constant of the reaction by the

number of possible combinations of reactants that may occur in the system. The resulting rate is then

used as the parameter of an exponential distribution modelling the time spent between two occurrences

of the considered chemical reaction.

The use of exponential distributions to represent the (stochastic) time spent between two occurrences

of chemical reactions allows describing the system as a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC), and

consequently allows verifying properties of the described system analytically and by means of stochastic

model checkers.

The number of reactants in a reaction represented by a reduction rule is evaluated considering the

number of occurrences of subterms to which the rule can be applied and of the terms produced. For

instance in evaluating the application rate of the rewrite rule R = a |b
k
7→ c to the term T = a |a |b |b we
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must consider the number of the possible combinations of reactants of the form a |b in T . Since each

occurrence of a can react with each occurrence of b, this number is 4. So the application rate of R is k ·4.

The evaluation of the application rate of a reduction rule containing variables is more complicate

since there can be many different ways in which variables can be instantiated to match the subterm to be

reduced, and this must be considered to correctly evaluate the application rate. The technique to do this

is described in [6]. With this technique, given two terms T,T ′ and a reduction rule R, we can compute

the function O(R,T,T ′), defining the number of the possible applications of the rule R to the term T

resulting in the term T ′. We refer to [6] for more details and explanation.

Given a finite set R of stochastic rewrite rules, then, the reduction semantics of SCLS is the least

labelled transition relation satisfying the following rule:

R = P1
k
7→ P2 ∈ R T ≡C[P1σ ] T ′ ≡C[P2σ ]

T
k·O(R,T,T ′)
−−−−−−→ T ′

The rate of the reduction is then obtained as the product of the rewrite rate constant and the number of

occurrences of the rule within the starting term (thus counting the exact number of reactants to which

the rule can be applied and which produce the same result). The rate associated with each transition in

the stochastic reduction semantics is the parameter of an exponential distribution that characterizes the

stochastic behaviour of the activity corresponding to the applied rewrite rule. The stochastic semantics is

essentially a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). A standard simulation procedure that corresponds

to Gillespie’s simulation algorithm [13] can be followed. The most recent implementation of SCLS,

based on Gillespie’s algorithm, is described in [38].

Modelling Guidelines SCLS can be used to model biomolecular systems analogously to what is done,

e.g, by Regev and Shapiro in [37] for the π-calculus. An abstraction is a mapping from a real-world

domain to a mathematical domain, which may allow highlighting some essential properties of a system

while ignoring other, complicating, ones. In [37], Regev and Shapiro show how to abstract biomolec-

ular systems as concurrent computations by identifying the biomolecular entities and events of interest

and by associating them with concepts of concurrent computations such as concurrent processes and

communications.

The use of rewrite systems, such as SCLS, to describe biological systems is founded on a different

abstraction. Usually, entities (and their structures) are abstracted by terms of the rewrite system, and

events by rewrite rules. We have already recalled the biological interpretation of SCLS operators in the

previous section.

In order to describe cells, it is quite natural to consider molecular populations and membranes.

Molecular populations are groups of molecules that are in the same compartment of the cell. As we

have said before, molecules can be of many types: they could be classified as DNA and RNA strands,

proteins, and other molecules. Membranes are considered as elementary objects, in the sense that we

do not describe them at the level of the lipids they are made of. The only interesting properties of a

membrane are that it may have a content (hence, create a compartment) and that it may have molecules

on its surface.

We give now some examples of biomolecular events of interest and their description in SCLS. The

simplest kind of event is the change of state of an elementary object. Then, we consider interactions

between molecules: in particular complexation, decomplexation and catalysis. These interactions may

involve single elements of non-elementary molecules (DNA and RNA strands, and proteins). Moreover,
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Biomolecular Event Examples of SCLS Rewrite Rule

State change a 7→ b

x̃ ·a · ỹ 7→ x̃ ·b · ỹ

Complexation a |b 7→ c

x̃ ·a · ỹ |b 7→ x̃ · c · ỹ

Decomplexation c 7→ a |b
x̃ · c · ỹ 7→ x̃ ·a · ỹ |b

Catalysis c |P1 7→ c |P2 (where P1 7→ P2 is the catalyzed event)

Membrane crossing a | (x̃)L ⌋X 7→ (x̃)L ⌋(a |X)

(x̃)L ⌋(a |X) 7→ a | (x̃)L ⌋X

x̃ ·a · ỹ | (z̃)L ⌋X 7→ (z̃)L ⌋(x̃ ·a · ỹ |X)

(z̃)L ⌋(x̃ ·a · ỹ |X) 7→ x̃ ·a · ỹ | (z̃)L ⌋X

Catalyzed a | (b · x̃)L ⌋X 7→ (b · x̃)L ⌋(a |X)

membrane crossing (b · x̃)L ⌋(a |X) 7→ a | (b · x̃)L ⌋X

x̃ ·a · ỹ | (b · z̃)L ⌋X 7→ (b · z̃)L ⌋(x̃ ·a · ỹ |X)

(b · z̃)L ⌋(x̃ ·a · ỹ |X) 7→ x̃ ·a · ỹ | (b · z̃)L ⌋X

Membrane joining (x̃)L ⌋(a |X) 7→ (a · x̃)L ⌋X

(x̃)L ⌋(ỹ ·a · z̃ |X) 7→ (ỹ ·a · z̃ · x̃)L ⌋X

Catalyzed (b · x̃)L ⌋(a |X) 7→ (a ·b · x̃)L ⌋X

Table 1: Guidelines for the abstraction of biomolecular events into SCLS.

there can be interactions between membranes and molecules: in particular a molecule may cross or join

a membrane.

Table 1 lists the guidelines (taken from [6]) for the abstraction into SCLS rules of the biomolecular

events we will use in our application.1 Entities are associated with SCLS terms: elementary objects are

modelled as alphabet symbols, non-elementary objects as SCLS sequences and membranes as looping

sequences. Biomolecular events are associated with SCLS rewrite rules.

3 Modelling the Ammonium Transporter with SCLS

The scheme in Figure 2 (taken from [18]) illustrates nitrogen, phosphorus and carbohydrate exchanges at

the mycorrhizal interface according to previous works and the results of [18]. In this paper we focus our

investigation on the sectors labelled with (c), (a1) and (a2). Namely, we will present SCLS models for the

equilibrium between NH+
4 and NH3 and the uptake by the LjAMT2;2 transporter (c), and the exchange

of NH+
4 from the fungus to the interspatial level (a1-2). The choice of SCLS is motivated by the fact that

membranes, membrane elements (like LjAMT2;2) and the involved reactions can be represented in it in

a quite natural way.

The simulations illustrated in this section are done with the SCLSm prototype simulator [38]. In

the following we will use a more compact notation for the parallel composition operator, namely, we

will write a× n to denote the parallel composition of n atomic elements a. Moreover, to simplify the

counting mechanism, we might use different names for the same molecule when it belongs to different

1Kinetics are omitted from the table for simplicity.
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Figure 2: (a1-2) NH3/NH+
4 is released in the arbuscules from arginine which is transported from the extra- to the in-

traradical fungal structures [16]. NH3/NH+
4 is released by so far unknown mechanisms (transporter, diffusion (a1) or

vesicle-mediated (a2)) into the periarbuscular space (PAS) where, due to the acidic environment, its ratio shifts towards

NH+
4 (> 99.99%). (b) The acidity of the interfacial apoplast is established by plant and fungal H+-ATPases [21, 5] thus

providing the energy for H+-dependent transport processes. (c) The NH+
4 ion is deprotonated prior to its transport across the

plant membrane via the LjAMT2;2 protein and released in its uncharged NH3 form into the plant cytoplasm. The NH3/NH+
4

acquired by the plant is either transported into adjacent cells or immediately incorporated into amino acids (AA). (d) Phos-

phate is released by so far unknown transporters into the interfacial apoplast. (e) The uptake of phosphate on the plant side

then is mediated by mycorrhiza-specific Pi-transporters [25, 18]. (f) AM fungi might control the net Pi-release by their own

Pi-transporters which may reacquire phosphate from the periarbuscular space [5]. (g) Plant derived carbon is released into

the PAS probably as sucrose and then cleaved into hexoses by sucrose synthases [22] or invertases [39]. AM fungi then ac-

quire hexoses [41, 42] and transport them over their membrane by so far unknown hexose transporters. It is likely that these

transporters are proton co-transporter as the GpMST1 described for the glomeromycotan fungus Geosiphon pyriformis [31].

Exchange of nutrients between arbusculated cells and non-colonized cortical cells can occur by apoplastic (h) or symplastic

(i) ways.
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Figure 3: Extracellular equilibrium between NH3 and NH+
4 .

compartments. For instance, occurrences of the molecule NH3 inside the plant cell are called NH3 inside.

3.1 NH3/NH+
4 Equilibrium

We decided to start modelling a simplified pH equilibrium, at the interspatial level (right part of section

(c) in Figure 2), without considering H2O, H+ and OH−; therefore we tuned the reaction rates in order

to reach the correct percentages of NH3 over total NH3/NH+
4 in the different compartments. Like these

all the rates and initial terms used in this work are obtained by manual adjustments made looking at the

simulations results and trying to keep simulations times acceptable - we plan to refine these rates and

numbers in future works to reflect more deeply the available biological data. Following [18], we consider

an extracellular pH of 4.5 [19]. In such conditions, the percentage of molecules of NH3 over the sum

NH3 +NH+
4 should be around 0.002. The reaction we considered is the following:

NH3

k1

⇋

k2

NH+
4

with k1 = 0.018∗10−3 and k2 = 0.562∗10−9. One can translate this reaction with the SCLS rules.

NH3
k17→ NH+

4 (R1)

NH+
4

k27→ NH3 (R2)

In Figure 3 we show the results of this first simulation given the initial term T = NH3 ×138238 |NH+
4 ×

138238.

This equilibrium is different at the intracellular level (pH around 7 and 8) [15], so we use two new

rules to model the transformations of NH3 and NH+
4 inside the cell, namely:

NH3 inside
k17→ NH+

4 inside (R3)

NH+
4 inside

k′27→ NH3 inside (R4)

where k′2 = 0.562∗10−6.
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Figure 4: At high NH+
4 concentration.

Figure 5: At low NH+
4 concentration.

3.2 LjAMT2;2 Uptake

We can now present the SCLS model of the uptake of the LjAMT2;2 transporter (left part of section (c) in

Figure 2). We add a looping sequence modelling an arbusculated plant cell. Since we are only interested

in the work done by the LjAMT2;2 transporter, we consider a membrane containing this single element.

The work of the transporter is modelled by the rule:

NH+
4 | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋(X)

kt7→ H+ | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋(X |NH3 inside) (R5)

where kt = 0.1∗10−5.

We can investigate the uptake rate of the transporter at different initial concentrations of NH3 and

NH+
4 . Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results for the initial terms

T1 = NH3×776 |NH+
4 ×276400 | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋ε and T2 = NH3×276400 |NH+

4 ×776 | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋ε ,

respectively (the left one represents the whole simulations, while on the right there is a magnification of

their initial segment).

We can also investigate the uptake rate of the transporter at different extracellular pH. Namely, we

consider an extracellular pH equal to the intracellular one (pH around 7 and 8), obtained by imposing
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Figure 6: At extracellular pH=7.

R1 and R2 equal to R3 and R4, respectively, i.e. k2 = k′2. Figure 6 shows the results for the initial terms

T1 = NH3 ×138238 |NH+
4 ×138238 | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋ε .

Since now we modeled the transporter supposing that no active form of energy is required to do

the actual work - which means that the NH+
4 gradient between the cell and the extracellular ambient is

sufficient to determine a net uptake. The predicted tridimensional structure of LjAMT2;2 suggests that

it does not use ATP 2 as an energy source [18], nevertheless trying to model an “energy consumption”

scenario is interesting to make some comparisons. Since this is only a proof of concept there is no need

to specify here in which form this energy is going to be provided, furthermore as long as we are only

interested in comparing the initial rates of uptake we can avoid defining rules that regenerate energy in

the cell. Therefore, rule R5 modelling the transporter role can be modified as follows:

NH+
4 | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋(ENERGY |X)

k′t7→ H+ | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋(X |NH3 inside) (R5’)

which consumes an element of energy within the cell. We also make this reaction slower, since it is

now catalysed by the concentration of the ENERGY element, actually, we set kt ′ = 0.1 ∗ 10−10. Given

the initial term T = NH3 ×138238 |NH+
4 ×138238 | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋(ENERGY ×100000) we obtain the

simulation result in Figure 7. Note that the uptake work of the transporter terminates when the ENERGY

inside the cell is completely exhausted.

3.3 NH+
4 Diffusing from the Fungus

We now model the diffusion of NH+
4 from the fungus to the extracellular level (sections (a1), and (a2)

of Figure 2). In section (a1) of the figure, the passage of NH+
4 to the interfacial periarbuscular space

happens by diffusion. We can model this phenomenon by adding a new compartment, representing the

fungus, from which NH+
4 flows towards the fungus-plant interface. This could be modelled through the

rule:

(FungMembr)L ⌋(NH+
4 |X)

k f
7→ NH+

4 | (FungMembr)L ⌋X (R6)

By varying the value of the rate k f one might model different externalization speeds and thus test

different hypotheses about the underlying mechanism. In Figure 8 we give the simulation result, with

2ATP is the “molecular unit of currency” of intracellular energy transfer [26] and is used by many transporters that work

against chemical gradients.
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Figure 7: LjAMT2;2 with active energy.

Figure 8: Diffusing NH+
4 from the fungus, k f = 1.

three different magnification levels, going from the whole simulation on the left to the very first seconds

on the right, obtained from the initial term Tf = (FungMembr)L ⌋(NH+
4 × 2764677) | (L jAMT 2)L ⌋ε

with k f = 1. In the initial part, one can see how fast, in this case, NH+
4 diffuses into the periarbuscular

space (in the figure, NH4 represents the quantity of NH+
4 in that part of the system). In Figure 9 we

give the simulation result obtained from the same initial term Tf with a slower diffusion rate, namely

k f = 0.01∗10−3 (note that the magnification levels in the three panels are different with respect to those

in Figure 8).

Finally, we would like to remark, without going into the simulation details, how we can model in

a rather natural way the portion (a2) of Figure 2 in SCLS. Namely, we need some rules to produce

vesicle containing NH+
4 molecules within the fungal cell. Once the vesicle is formed, another rule drives

its exocytosis towards the interfacial space, and thus the diffusion of the previously encapsulated NH+
4

molecules. The needed rules are given in the following:

(FungMembr)L ⌋(NH+
4 |X)

kc7→ (FungMembr)L ⌋(X | (Vesicle)L ⌋NH+
4 ) (R7)

(FungMembr)L ⌋(NH+
4 |Y | (Vesicle)L ⌋X)

ka7→ (FungMembr)L ⌋(Y | (Vesicle)L ⌋(NH+
4 |X)) (R8)

(FungMembr)L ⌋(Y | (Vesicle)L ⌋X)
ke7→ X | (FungMembr)L ⌋Y (R9)

Where rule R7 models the creation of a vesicle, rule R8 model the encapsulation of an NH+
4 molecule

within the vesicle and rule R9 models the exocytosis of the vesicle content.
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Figure 9: Diffusing NH+
4 from the fungus, k f = 0.01∗10−3.

4 Discussion

We dissected the route for the passage of NH3 / NH+
4 from the fungus to the plant in known and hy-

pothetical mechanisms which were transformed in rules. Further, also the properties of the different

compartments and their influence on the transported molecules were included, thus giving a first model

for the simulation of the nutrients transfer. With the model so far we can simulate the behaviour of the

system when varying parameters as the different compartments pH, the initial substrate concentrations,

the transport/diffusion speeds and the energy supply.

We can start comparing the two simulations with the plant cell with the LjAMT2;2 transporter placed

in different extracellular situations: low NH+
4 concentration (Figure 5) or high NH+

4 concentration (Fig-

ure 4). As a natural consequence of the greater concentration, the ammonium uptake is faster when

the simulation starts with more NH+
4 , as long as the LjAMT2;2 can readily import it. The real situa-

tion should be similar to this simulation, assuming that the level of extracellular NH+
4 / NH3 is stable,

meaning an active symbiosis.

The simulation which represents an extracellular pH around 7 (Figure 6) shows a decreased inter-

nalisation speed with respect to the simulation in Figure 4, as could be inferred from the concentrations

of NH4 inside and NH3 inside in the plots on the right (focusing on the initial activity): this supports

experimental data about the pH-dependent activity of the transporter and suggests that the extracellular

pH is fundamental to achieve a sufficient ammonium uptake for the plants. It’s noticeable how the initial

uptake rate in this case is higher, despite the neutral pH, than the rate obtained considering an “energy

quantum” used by the transporter (which has the same starting term), as could be seen in the right panels

of Figure 7 and Figure 6. These results could enforce the biological hypothesis that, instead of ATP, a

NH+
4 concentration gradient (possibly created by the fungus) is used as energy source by the LjAMT2;2

protein.

The simulations which also consider the fungal counterpart are interesting because they provide an

initial investigation of this rather poorly characterized side of the symbiosis and confirm that plants can

efficiently gain ammonium if NH+
4 is released from the fungi. This evidence supports the last biological

hypothesis about how fungi supply nitrogen to plants [16, 10], and could lead to further models which

could suggest which is the needed rate for NH+
4 transport from fungi to the interfacial apoplast; thus

driving biologists toward one (or some) of the nowadays considered hypotheses (active transport of

NH+
4 , vesicle formation, etc.).
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reports on the use of SCSL to simulate and understand some biological behaviour which is

still unclear to biologists, and it also constitues a first attempt to predict biological behaviour and give

some directions to biologists for future experiments.

SCLS has been particularly suitable to model the symbiosis (where substances flow through different

cells) thanks to its feature to model compartments, and their membranes, in a simple and natural way. Our

simulations have confirmed some of the latest experimental results about the LjAMT2;2 transporter [18]

and also support some of the hypotheses about the energy source for the transport. These are the first

steps towards a complete simulation of the symbiosis and open some interesting paths that could be

followed to better understand the nutrient exchange.

As demonstrated by heterologous complementation experiments in yeast, mycorrhiza-specific plant

transporters [20, 18] show different uptake efficiencies under varying pH conditions. Looking on this and

the results from the simulations with different pH conditions in the periarbuscular space new experiments

for a determination of the uptake kinetics (Km-values) under a range of pH seems mandatory. Another

conclusion from the model is that, for accurate simulation, exact in vivo concentration measurements

have to be carried out even though at the moment this is a difficult task due to technical limitations.

As shown by various studies, many transporters on the plant side show a strong transcriptionally

regulation and the majority of them are thought to be localized at the plant-fungus interface [17]. Con-

sequently a quantification of these proteins in the membrane will be a prerequisite for an accurate future

model.

It is known that some of these transporters (e.g. PT4 phosphate transporters) obtain energy from

proton gradients established by proton pumps (Figure 2) whereas others as the LjAMT2;2 and aqua-

porines [14] use unknown energy supplies or are simply facilitators of diffusion events along gradients.

Thus they conserve the membranes electrochemical potential for the before mentioned proton dependent

transport processes. To make the story even more complex some of these transporters which are known

to be regulated in the AM symbiosis (e.g. aquaporines) show overlaps in the selectivity of their sub-

strates [23, 24, 43, 31]. Consequently integration of interrelated transporters in a future model will be a

necessary and challenging task. It is quite probable that also transporters for other macronutrients (potas-

sium and sulfate) which might be localized in the periarbuscular membrane influence the electrochemical

gradients for the known transport processes.

With the ongoing sequencing work [27] on the arbuscular model fungus Glomus intraradices trans-

porters on the fungal side of the symbiotic compartment are likely to be identified and characterized

soon. Data from such future experiments could be integrated in the model and help to answer the question

whether transporter mediated diffusion or vesicle based excretion events lead to the release of ammonium

into the periarbuscular space [10].

Further questions about the plant nutrient uptake and competitive fungal reimport process [10, 5]

might be answered. Based on the transport properties of orthologous transporters from different fungal

and/or plant species, theories could be developed which explain different mycorrhiza responsiveness of

host plants; meaning why certain plant-AM fungus combinations have a rather disadvantageous than

beneficial effect for the plant.

In future research on AM and membrane transport processes in general values from measurements

of concentrations or kinetics can and have to be included in the model and will show how the whole

system is influenced by these values. Vice versa simulations could be the base for new hypotheses and

experiments. As a future extension of the modelling technique, we plan to follow the direction taken in

[12, 4] using type systems to guarantee that an SCLS term satisfies certain biological properties (enforced
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by a set of typing rules), and also investigate how type systems could enrich the study of quantitative

systems.
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For a long time biologists have used visual representations of biochemical networks to gain a quick

overview of important structural properties. Recently SBGN, the Systems Biology Graphical Nota-

tion, has been developed to standardise the way in which such graphical maps are drawn in order to

facilitate the exchange of information. Its qualitative Process Diagrams (SBGN-PD) are based on an

implicit Process Flow Abstraction (PFA) that can also be used to construct quantitative representa-

tions, which can be used for automated analyses of the system. Here we explicitly describe the PFA

that underpins SBGN-PD and define attributes for SBGN-PD glyphs that make it possible to capture

the quantitative details of a biochemical reaction network. We implemented SBGNtext2BioPEPA,

a tool that demonstrates how such quantitative details can be used to automatically generate work-

ing Bio-PEPA code from a textual representation of SBGN-PD that we developed. Bio-PEPA is a

process algebra that was designed for implementing quantitative models of concurrent biochemical

reaction systems. We use this approach to compute the expected delay between input and output us-

ing deterministic and stochastic simulations of the MAPK signal transduction cascade. The scheme

developed here is general and can be easily adapted to other output formalisms.

1 Introduction

To describe biological pathway information visually has many advantages and Systems Biology Graph-

ical Notation Process Diagrams (SBGN-PD [19]) have been developed for this purpose. Like electronic

circuit diagrams, they aim to unambiguously describe the structure of a complex network of interactions

using graphical symbols. To achieve this requires both a collection of symbols and rules for their valid

combination. SBGN-PD is a visual language with a precise grammar that builds on an underlying ab-

straction as the basis of its semantics (see p.40 [19]). We call this underlying abstraction for SBGN-PD

the “Process Flow Abstraction” (PFA). It describes biological pathways in terms of processes that trans-

form elements of the pathway from one form into another. The usefulness of an SBGN-PD description

critically depends on the faithfulness of the underlying PFA and a tight link between the PFA and the

glyphs used in diagrams. The graphical nature of SBGN-PD allows only for qualitative descriptions

of biological pathways. However, the underlying PFA is more powerful and also forms the basis for

quantitative descriptions that could be used for analysis. Such descriptions, however, need to allow the

inclusion of the corresponding mathematical details like parameters and equations for computing the

frequency with which reactions occur.

Here we aim to make explicit the PFA that already underlies SBGN-PD implicitly. This serves a

twofold purpose. First, a better and more intuitive understanding of the underlying abstraction will make

it easier for biologists to construct SBGN-PD diagrams. Second, the PFA is easily quantified and making

it explicit can facilitate the quantitative description of SBGN-PD diagrams. Such descriptions can then

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.6.7
http://creativecommons.org
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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PFA          : water tank

SBGN-PD: entity pool node

Bio-PEPA : species component

S P
E

PFA          : pipes

SBGN-PD: consumption/production arcs

Bio-PEPA :         operators

PFA          : control electronics

SBGN-PD: modulating arcs

Bio-PEPA :      operator + kinetic laws

PFA          : pump

SBGN-PD: process

Bio-PEPA : action

S PE

Figure 1: An overview of the process flow abstraction. The chemical reaction at the top is translated into

an analogy of water tanks, pipes and pumps that can be used to visualise the process flow abstraction.

The various elements are also mapped into SBGN-PD and Bio-PEPA terminology.

be used directly for predicting quantitative properties of the system in simulations. Here we demonstrate

how this could work by mapping SBGN-PD to a quantitative analysis system. We use the process algebra

Bio-PEPA [5, 1] as an example, but our mapping can be easily applied to other formalisms as well.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we provide an overview of the implicit PFA with

the help of an analogy to a system of water tanks, pipes and pumps (Section 2). In Section 3 we explain

how this system can be extended in order to capture quantitative details of the PFA. We then show how

SBGN-PD glyphs can be mapped to a quantitative analysis framework, using the Bio-PEPA modelling

environment [1] as an example (Section 4). In Section 5 we discuss various internal mechanisms and

data structures needed for translation into any quantitative analysis framework. As an example of how

the translation process works, we apply our new translation tool “SBGNtext2BioPEPA” [20, 21] to a

simple model of the MAPK signalling cascade [15], which we automatically translate into Bio-PEPA,

where we analyse the stochastic behaviour of the time needed for the cascade to be switched from “off”

to “on”. We end by reviewing related work and providing some perspectives for further developments.

2 The implicit Process Flow Abstraction of SBGN-PD

The PFA behind SBGN-PD is best introduced in terms of an analogy to a system of many water tanks

that are connected by pipes. Each pipe either leads to or comes from a pump whose activity is regulated

by dedicated electronics. In the analogy, the water is moved between the various tanks by the pumps. In

a biochemical reaction system, this corresponds to the biomass that is transformed from one chemical

species into another by chemical reactions. SBGN-PD aims to also allow for descriptions at levels above

individual chemical reactions. Therefore the water tanks or chemical species are termed “entities” and

the pumps or chemical reactions are termed “processes”. For an overview, see Figure 1. We now discuss

the correlations between the various elements in the analogy and in SBGN-PD in more detail. In this

discussion we occasionally allude to SBGNtext, which is a full textual representation of the semantics

of SBGN-PD (developed to facilitate automated translation of SBGN-PD into other formalisms; see

[20, 21]). Here are the key elements of the PFA:
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SBGN-PD glyph EPNType class type comment

Unspecified material EPN with unknown specifics

SimpleChemical material EPN

Macromolecule material EPN

NucleicAcidFeature material EPN

- material EPN multimer specified by cardinality

Complex container EPN; arbitrary nesting allowed

Source conceptual external source of molecules

Sink conceptual removal from the system

PerturbingAgent conceptual external influence on a reaction

Table 1: Categories of “water tanks” in the PFA correspond to types of entity pool nodes in SBGN-

PD. The complex and the multimers are shown with exemplary auxiliary units that specify cardinality,

potential chemical modifications and other information.

Water tanks = entity pool nodes (EPNs). Each water tank stands for a different pool of entities,

where the amount of water in a tank represents the biomass that is bound in all entities of that

particular type that exist in the system. Typical examples for such pools of identical entities are

chemical species like metabolites or proteins. SBGN-PD does not distinguish individual molecules

within pools of entities, as long as they are within the same compartment and identical in all

other important properties. An overview of all types of EPNs (i.e. categories of water tanks) in

SBGN-PD is given in Table 1. To unambiguously identify an entity pool in SBGNtext and in the

code produced for quantitative analysis, each entity pool is given a unique EntityPoolNodeID.

The PFA does not conceptually distinguish between non-composed entities and entities that are

complexes of other entities. Despite potentially huge differences in complexity they are all “water

tanks” and further quantitative treatment does not treat them differently.

Pipes = consumption and production arcs. Pipes allow the transfer of water from one tank to an-

other. Similarly, to move biomass from one entity pool to another requires the consumption and

production of entities as symbolised by the corresponding arcs in SBGN-PD (see Table 3, page

101). These arcs connect exactly one process and one EPN. The thickness of the pipes could be

taken to reflect stoichiometry, which is the only explicit quantitative property that is an integral

part of SBGN-PD. Production arcs take on a special role in reversible processes by allowing for

bidirectional flow.

Pumps = processes. Pumps move water through the pipes from one tank to another. Similarly, pro-

cesses transform biomass bound in one entity to biomass bound in another entity, i.e., processes

transform one entity into another. The speed of the pump in the analogy corresponds to the fre-

quency with which the reaction occurs and determines the amount of water (or biomass) that is

transported between tanks (or that is converted from one entity to another, respectively). Processes

can belong to different types in SBGN-PD (Table 2) and are unambiguously identified by a unique
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SBGN-PD glyph ProcessType meaning

Process normal known processes

Association special process that builds complexes

Dissociation special process that dissolves complexes

Omitted several known processes are abstracted

Uncertain existence of this process is not clear

Observable this process is easily observable

Table 2: Categories of “pumps” in the PFA correspond to types of processes in SBGN-PD.

ProcessNodeID in SBGNtext. This allows arcs to clearly define which process they belong to

and by finding all its arcs, each process can also identify all EPNs it is connected to.

Reversible processes. SBGN-PD allows for processes to be reversible if they are symmetrically

modulated (p.28 [19]). Thus, there may be flows in two directions, however the net flow at any

given time will be unidirectional. The PFA does not prescribe how to implement this. For sim-

plicity, our analogy assumes pumps to be unidirectional, like many real-world pumps. Thus bidi-

rectional processes in our analogy are represented as two pumps with corresponding sets of pipes

and opposite directions of flow. In our implementation we follow SBGN-PD in separating the left

hand side and right hand side of reversible processes for an unambiguous description of reality if

all relevant arc glyphs look like production arcs (p.32 [19]). For more details, see [21].

Control electronics for pumps = modulating arcs and logic gates. In the analogy, pumps need to

be regulated, especially in complex settings. This is achieved by control electronics. In SBGN-

PD, the same is done by various types of modulation arcs, logic arcs and logic gates [19]. They

all contribute to determining the frequency of the reaction. Since SBGN-PD does not quan-

tify these interactions, most of our extensions for quantifying SBGN-PD address this aspect.

Each arc connects a “water tank” with a given EntityPoolNodeID and a “pump” with a given

ProcessNodeID. Ordinary modulating arcs can be of type Modulation (most generic influence

on reaction), Stimulation (catalysis or positive allosteric regulation), Catalysis (special case

of stimulation, where activation energy is lowered), Inhibition (competitive or allosteric) or

NecessaryStimulation (process is only possible, if the stimulation is “active”, i.e. has sur-

passed some threshold). The glyphs are shown in Table 3 (page 101), where their mapping to

Bio-PEPA is discussed. One might misread SBGN-PD to suggest that Consumption/Production

arcs cannot modulate the frequency of a process. However, kinetic laws frequently depend on the

concentration of reactants, implying that these arcs can also contribute to the “control electronics”

(e.g. report “level of water in tank”). Another part of the “control electronics” are logical op-

erators. These simplify modelling, when a biological function can be approximated by a simple

on/off logic that can be represented by boolean operators. SBGN-PD supports this simplification

by providing the logical operators “AND”, “OR” and “NOT”, which are connected by “logic arcs”

with the rest of the diagram (logic arcs convert to and from the non-boolean world).
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Groups of water tanks = compartments, submaps and more. The PFA is complete with all the

elements presented above. However, to make SBGN-PD more useful for modelling in a biological

context, SBGN-PD has several features that make it easier for biologists to recognise various

subsets of entities that are related to each other. For example, entities that belong to the same

compartment can be grouped together in the compartment glyph and functionally related entities

can be placed on the same submap. In the analogy, this corresponds to grouping related water

tanks together. SBGN-PD also supports sophisticated ways for highlighting the inner similarities

between entities based on a knowledge of their chemical structure (e.g. modification of a residue,

formation of a complex). Stretching the analogy, this corresponds to a way of highlighting some

similarities between different water tanks. None of these groupings are important for the PFA in

principle or for quantitative analysis, as long as different “water tanks” remain separate.

3 Extensions for quantitative analysis

The process flow abstraction that is implicit in all SBGN process diagrams can be used as a basis to

quantify the systems they describe. After we made the PFA explicit above, we now discuss the attributes

that need to be added to the various SBGN-PD glyphs in order to allow for automatic translation of

SBGN-PD diagrams into quantitative models. These attributes are stored as strings in SBGNtext (our

textual representation of SBGN-PD, see [21]) and are attached to the corresponding glyphs by a graphical

SBGN-PD editor. They do not require a visual representation that compromises the visual ease-of-

use that SBGN-PD aims for. Next we discuss the various attributes that are necessary for the glyphs

of SBGN-PD to support quantitative analysis. We do not discuss auxiliary units, submaps, tags and

equivalence arcs here, as they do not require extensions for supporting quantitative analysis.

3.1 Quantitative extensions of EntityPoolNodes

For quantitative analysis, each unique EPN requires an InitialMoleculeCount to unambiguously de-

fine how many entities exist in this pool in the starting state. We followed developments in the SBML

standard in using counts of molecules instead of concentrations, since SBGN-PD also allows for multiple

compartments, which makes the use of concentrations very cumbersome (see section 4.13.6, p.71f. in

[16]). For entities of type Perturbation, the InitialMoleculeCount is interpreted as the numerical

value associated with the perturbation, even though its technical meaning is not a count of molecules. En-

tities of the type Source or Sink are both assumed to be effectively infinite, so InitialMoleculeCount

does not have a meaning for these entities. Beyond a unique EntityPoolNodeID and Initial-

MoleculeCount, no other information on entities is required for quantitative analysis.

3.2 Quantitative extensions of Arcs

Arcs link entities and processes by storing their respective IDs and the ArcType. The simplest arcs are of

type Consumption or Production and do not require numerical information beyond the stoichiometry

that is already defined in SBGN-PD as a property of arcs that can be displayed visually in standard

SBGN-PD editors. Logic arcs will be discussed below. All modulating arcs are part of the “control

electronics” and affect the frequency with which a process happens. They link to EPNs to inform the

process about the presence of enzymes, for example. Modulation is usually governed by parameters or

other important quantities for the given process (e.g. Michaelis-Menten-constant).
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To make the practical encoding of a model easier, we define process parameters that conceptually

belong to a particular modulating entity as a list of QuantitativeProperties in the arc pointing to

that entity. This is equivalent to seeing the set of parameters of a reaction as something that is specific to

the interaction between a particular modulator and the process it modulates. Other approaches are also

possible, but lead to less elegant implementations. Storing parameters in equations requires frequent and

possibly error-prone changes (e.g. many different Michaelis-Menten equations). One could also argue

that the catalytic features are a property of the enzyme and thus make parameters part of EPNs; however

this either forces all Michaelis-Menten reactions of an enzyme to happen at the same speed or requires

cumbersome naming conventions to manage different affinities for different substrates.

To refer to parameters we specify the ManualEquationArcID of an arc and then the name of

the parameter that is stored in the list of QuantitativeProperties of that arc. This scheme re-

duces clutter by limiting the scope of the relevant namespace (only few arcs per process exist, so

ManualEquationArcIDs only need to be unique within that immediate neighbourhood). Thus parame-

ter names can be brief, since they only need to be unique within the arc. The ManualEquationArcID

is specified by the user in the visual SBGN-PD editor and differs from ArcID, a globally unique iden-

tifier that is automatically generated by the graphical editor. The ManualEquationArcID allows for

user-defined generic names that are easy to remember, such as ’Km’ and ’vm’ for Michaelis-Menten

reactions. It should be easily accessible within the graphical editor, just as the parameters that are stored

within an arc.

Logical operators and logic arcs. To facilitate the use of logical operators in quantitative analyses

one needs to convert the integer molecule counts of the involved EPNs to binary signals amenable to

boolean logic. Thus SBGNtext supports “incoming logic arcs” that connect a “source entity” or “source

logical result” with a “destination logic operator” and apply an “input threshold” to decide whether the

source is above the threshold (“On”) or below the threshold (“Off”). To this end, a graphical editor needs

to support the “input threshold” as a numerical attribute that the user can enter; all other information

recorded in incoming logic arcs is already part of an SBGN diagram. Once all signals are boolean, they

can be processed by one or several logical operators, until the result of this operation is given in the form

of either 0 (“Off”) or 1 (“On”). This result then needs to be converted back to an integer or float value

that can be further processed to compute process frequencies. Thus a graphical editor needs to support

corresponding attributes for defining a low and a high output level.

3.3 Quantitative extensions of ProcessNodes

For quantitative analyses, a ProcessNode must have a unique name and an equation that computes the

propensity, which is proportional to the probability that this process occurs next, based on the current

global state of the model. Since the ProcessType is not required for quantitative analyses, it does not

matter whether a process is an ordinary Process, an Uncertain process or an Observable process,

for example. For all these ProcessNodes, graphical editors need to support attributes for the manual

specification of a ProcessNodeID, and a PropensityFunction. These attributes are then stored in

SBGNtext. If support for bidirectional processes is desired, then graphical editors need to facilitate

entering a propensity function for the backward process as well. Propensity functions compute the

propensity of a unidirectional process to be the next event in the model and can be used directly by

simulation algorithms and solvers [12].

To instantiate the propensity function, a translator needs to replace all aliases by their true identity.

We use the following syntax for a parameter alias that is substituted by the actual numeric value (or a

globally defined parameter) from the corresponding arc:
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<par: ManualEquationArcID.QuantitativePropertyName>

While translating to Bio-PEPA this would be simply substituted with a corresponding parameter name.

The parameter is then defined elsewhere in the Bio-PEPA code to have the numerical value stored in

the corresponding property of the arc. To allow the numerical analysis tool to access an EPN count at

runtime we replace the following entity alias by the EntityPoolNodeID that the corresponding arc links

to:

<ent: ManualEquationArcID >

This is shorter than the EntityPoolNodeID and allows the reuse of propensity functions if kinetic laws

are identical and the manual IDs follow the same pattern. It is desirable that there is no need to specify

the EntityPoolNodeID. It is fairly long and generated automatically to reflect various properties that

make it unique. It would be cumbersome to refer to in the equation and it would require a mechanism to

access the automatically generated EntityPoolNodeID before a SBGNtext file is generated. Also any

changes to an entity that would affect its EntityPoolNodeID would then also require a change in all

corresponding propensity functions, a potentially error-prone process. The same substitution mechanism

can be used to provide access to properties of compartments (see [21]).

In addition to these aliases, functions use the typical standard arithmetic rules and operators that are

merely handed through to the analysis tool.

4 Mapping SBGN-PD elements to Bio-PEPA

In this section we explain how to use the semantics of SBGN-PD to map a SBGN-PD model to a formal-

ism for the quantitative analysis of biochemical systems. We are using Bio-PEPA as an example, but our

approach is general and can be applied to many other formalisms.

4.1 The Bio-PEPA language

Bio-PEPA is a stochastic process algebra which models biochemical pathways as interactions of distinct

entities representing reactions of chemical species [5, 1]. A process algebra model captures the behaviour

of a system as the actions and interactions between a number of entities, where the latter are often termed

“processes”, “agents” or “components”. In PEPA and Bio-PEPA these are built up from simple sequential

components [5, 14, 3]. Different process algebras support different modelling styles for biochemical

systems [3]. Stochastic process algebras, such as PEPA [14] or the stochastic π-calculus [24], associate a

random variable with each action to represent the mean of its exponentially distributed waiting time. In

the stochastic π-calculus, interactions are strictly binary whereas in Bio-PEPA the more general multiway

synchronisation is supported. The syntax of Bio-PEPA is defined as [5] :

S ::= (α,κ) op S | S +S |C P ::= P ⊲⊳
L

P | S (x)

where S is a sequential species component that represents a chemical species (termed “process” in some

other process algebras and “EntityPoolNode” in SBGN-PD), C is a constant pointing to an S , P is a

model component that describes the set L of possible interactions between species components (these

“interactions” or “actions” correspond to “processes” in SBGN-PD and can represent chemical reac-

tions). A count of molecules or a concentration of S is given by x ∈ R+
0

. In the prefix term “(α,κ) op S ”,

κ is the stoichiometry coefficient and the operator op indicates the role of the species in the reaction α.
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Specifically, op = ↓ denotes a reactant, ↑ a product, ⊕ an activator, ⊖ an inhibitor and ⊙ a generic

modifier, which indicates more complex roles than ⊕ or ⊖. The operator “+” expresses a choice between

possible actions. Finally, the process P ⊲⊳
L

Q denotes the synchronisation between components: the set

L determines those activities on which the operands are forced to synchronise. When L is the set of

common actions, we use the shorthand notation P ⊲⊳
∗

Q.

A Bio-PEPA system P is defined as a 6-tuple 〈V,N ,K ,FR,Comp,P〉, where: V is the set of com-

partments,N is the set of quantities describing each species (includes the initial concentration), K is the

set of all parameters referenced elsewhere, FR is the set of functional rates that define all required kinetic

laws, Comp is the set of species components S that highlight the reactions an entity can take part in and

P is the system model component. Bio-PEPA models (i) represent reversible reactions as pairs of irre-

versible forward and backward reactions, (ii) treat the same species in different states or compartments

as different species represented by distinct Bio-PEPA components and (iii) assume static compartments.

See [5] for more details.

A variety of analysis techniques can be applied to a single Bio-PEPA model, facilitating the easy

validation of analysis results when the analyses address the same issues [2] and enhancing insight when

the analyses are complementary [4]. Currently supported analysis techniques include stochastic simula-

tion at the molecular level, ordinary differential equations, probabilistic model checking and numerical

analysis of continuous time Markov chains [5, 1, 9].

4.2 SBGN-PD mapping

Here we map the core elements of SBGN-PD to Bio-PEPA (see [20] for an implementation).

Entity Pool Nodes Due to the rich encoding of information in the EntityPoolNodeID, Bio-PEPA

can treat each distinct EntityPoolNodeID as a distinct species component. This removes the need to

explicitly consider any other aspects such as entity type, modifications, complex structures and compart-

ments, as all such information is implicitly passed on to Bio-PEPA by using the EntityPoolNodeID as

the name for the corresponding species component. To define the set N of a Bio-PEPA system requires

the attribute InitialMoleculeCount for each EPN (see Section 3).

Processes All SBGN-PD ProcessTypes are simply represented as reactions in Bio-PEPA. Compil-

ing the corresponding set FR relies on the attribute PropensityFunction and a substitution mechanism

that makes it easy to define these functions manually. To help humans understand references to processes

in the sets FR and Comp requires recognizable names for SBGN-PD ProcessNodeIDs that map directly

to their identifiers in Bio-PEPA. Thus graphical editors need to allow for manual ProcessNodeIDs.

Reversible processes. The translator supports reversible SBGN-PD processes by dividing them into

two unidirectional processes for Bio-PEPA. The translator reuses the manually assigned ProcessNodeID

and augments it by ” F” for forward reactions and ” B” for backward reactions. These two unidirectional

processes are then treated independently. When compiling the species components in Bio-PEPA, every

time a LeftHandSide arc is found, the translator assumes that the corresponding forward and backward

processes have been defined and will augment the process name by ” F” for forward reactions and ” B”

for backward reactions, while adding the corresponding Bio-PEPA operator for reactant and product.

RightHandSide arcs are handled in the same way. Thus the production arc glyph in SBGN-PD has

three distinct meanings as shown in Table 3.

Arcs. The arcs in SBGN-PD define which entities interact in which processes. Thus arcs play a

pivotal role in defining the species components in Bio-PEPA. Since arcs can store kinetic parameters,

they are also important for defining parameters in Bio-PEPA. As kinetic law definitions in Bio-PEPA

frequently refer to such parameters, we use the ArcID that is automatically generated by the graphical
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SBGN-PD glyph ArcType Bio-PEPA symbol Bio-PEPA code

Consumption ↓ <<

Production ↑ >>

LeftHandSide ↓ and ↑ << and >>

RightHandSide ↑ and ↓ >> and <<

Modulation ⊙ (.)

Stimulation ⊕ (+)

Catalysis ⊕ (+)

Inhibition ⊖ (-)

NecessaryStimulation ⊙ (.)

Table 3: “Water pipes and control electronics”: Mapping arcs between entities and processes in SBGN-

PD to operators in Bio-PEPA species components. The “symbols” are the formal syntax of Bio-PEPA,

while the “code” gives the concrete syntax used in the Bio-PEPA Eclipse Plug-in [1].

editor to substitute the local manual arc references in propensity functions by globally unique parameters

names (see Section 3). The type of an arc indicates both the role of the connected entity in the process

(consumed reactant, product or modifier of rate) and the chemical nature of the reaction (catalysis, stim-

ulation, inhibition, necessary stimulation or the most generic modification). Thus the type of an arc can

be mapped directly to the operator “op” described in the Bio-PEPA syntax shown in Table 3.

Logical operators Logical operators require the conversion of integer molecule counts of the rele-

vant EPNs to binary signals and after some boolean logic processing back to low and high integer values.

As evident from the implementation scheme above, the use of all quantitative properties culminates in the

correct formulation of the corresponding propensity functions that determine the probability that the cor-

responding process will be the next to occur. Thus an implementation of logical operators requires that

their results be included in the corresponding propensity functions. The current scheme of implementing

propensity functions relies heavily on substituting the various components into the final equation, so that

Bio-PEPA will ultimately only see one formula per propensity function. In this context the implementa-

tion of logical operators requires the insertion of a formula in the propensity function that computes the

result of the boolean operations from their integer input. An arbitrarily complex logic operator network

can be constructed from the following basic building blocks:

• Convert from integers or double floats to boolean values. This is best done by a specially defined

mathematical function that takes an integer or float signal and compares it to a specified threshold,

giving back either 0 (signal < threshold) or 1 (signal ≥ threshold). The definition of such a function

is not complicated and is implemented in the current Bio-PEPA Eclipse Plug-in (starting with

version 0.1).

• AND operator. Multiply all boolean inputs to arrive at the output.

• NOT operator. The arithmetic expression (1- input) computes the output

• OR operator. Sum all inputs (0/1) and test if it is greater than 1 using the threshold function.

Of these, only the threshold function is not widely available, even if it is easy to implement.
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5 Converter implementation and internal representation

We chose Java as implementation language for the converter described above, due to the good portability

of the resulting binaries and the use of Java in the Bio-PEPA Eclipse Plug-in [1]. We defined a gram-

mar for SBGNtext in the Extended Backus-Naur-Form (EBNF) as supported by ANTLR [22], which

automatically compiles the Java sources for the corresponding parser that stores all important parsing

results in a number of coherently organised internal TreeMaps. To compile a working Bio-PEPA model

three main loops over these TreeMaps are necessary: over all entities, over all processes and over all

parameters. To illustrate the translation we refer to “code” examples from Figure 2.

The loop over all entities (e.g. “m MAPKK PP”) compiles the species components as well as the

model description required by Bio-PEPA. The latter is a list of all participating EntityPoolNodeIDs

combined by the cooperation operator “< ∗ >” that automatically synchronises all common actions. This

simplification depends on all processes in SBGN-PD having unique names and fixed lists of reactants

with no mutually exclusive alternatives in them. The first condition can be enforced by the tools that

produce the code, the second is ensured by the reaction-style of describing processes in SBGN-PD.

For each species component a loop over all arcs finds the arcs that are connected to it (e.g. “st27”)

and that store all relevant ProcessNodeIDs (e.g. “K P act”). The same loop determines the respective

role of the component (as reflected by the choice of the Bio-PEPA operator in Table 3; e.g. “(+)”).

The loop over all processes (e.g. “K P act”) compiles the kinetic laws by substituting aliases (e.g.

“<par: enz.kcat>” or “<ent: enz>”) for parameters (“st27 kcat”) and EPNs (“m MAPKK PP”)

in the propensity functions specified in the graphical editor. Each function is handled separately by a

dedicated function parser that queries the TreeMaps generated when parsing the SBGNtext file.

The loop over all quantitative properties of the model defines the parameters in Bio-PEPA (e.g.

“st27 kcat”). It is possible to avoid this step by inserting the direct numerical values into the equations

processed in the second loop. However, this substantially reduces the readability of equations in the Bio-

PEPA code and makes it difficult for third party tools to assist in the automated generation of parameter

combinations. Thus we defined a scheme that automatically generates parameter names to maximise the

readability of equations (combine ArcID “st27” and name of the quantitative property “kcat”).

To facilitate walking over the various collections specified above, the TreeMaps are organised in four

sets, one for entities, one for processes, one for arcs and one for quantitative properties. Each of these

sets is characterised by a common key to all maps within the set. This facilitates the retrieval of related

parse products for the same key from a different map. Since all this information is accessible from Java

code, it is easily conceivable to use the sources produced in this work for reading SBGNtext files in a

wide variety of contexts. The system is easy to deploy, since it involves few files and the highly portable

ANTLR runtime library. Our converter is called SBGNtext2BioPEPA and sources are available [20].

6 Example: Stochasticity in the MAPK cascade

Here we illustrate our translation by applying SBGNtext2BioPEPA [20] to a real-world example. We im-

plemented a simple model of the Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) signal transduction cascade

[18, 15] in order to investigate the time needed for the cascade to switch from “off” to “on”. The general

pattern of the MAPK cascade is well conserved across many biological taxa and triggers a highly varied

range of molecular responses [15]. Such a broad conservation suggests not only important functionality

(maintained by purifying selection), but also an astonishing flexibility in how a MAPK cascade might

be implemented (it has to work in a wide range of contexts). For example, MAPK cascades operate in
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MAPKKK

MAPKK MAPKK MAPKK

MAPK MAPK MAPK

E2

MAPKK Ptase

P P P

P P P

MAPKKK

inactive

E1

 active

MAPK Ptase
... // header

EntityPoolNode m_MAPKK_PP {

 EPNName = "MAPKK" ;

 EPNType =  Macromolecule  ; 

 EPNState = { ( Label = "P" ) ( Label = "P" ) } ;

 InitialMoleculeCount =  0 ; 

}  ...  // 11 more EPNs

ProcessNode K_P_act {

 ProcessType = Process;

 PropensityFunction = 

   "<par: enz.kcat>*<ent: enz>*<ent: subs> 

 / (<par: enz.Km_CountCell>*<ent: subs>)" ;

}  ...  // 9 more ProcessNodes 

Arc st27 {

 ManualEquationArcID = enz ;

 ArcType = Stimulation ;

 Entity = m_MAPKK_PP  ;

 Process = K_P_act  ;

 Stoichiometry = 1 ;

 QuantitativeProperties = {

  ( Km_CountCell =   300.0  ) 

  ( kcat =  10.0  ) 

 } ;

}  ...  // 29 more Arcs 

... // ending

st27_Km_CountCell = 300;

st27_kcat = 10.0;

...  // 18 more parameters

kineticLawOf  K_P_act :   

 st27_kcat  * 

 m_MAPKK_PP  *  m_MAPK_P   / 

 ( st27_Km_CountCell  *  m_MAPK_P ) 

;  ...  // 9 more kinetic laws

m_MAPKK_PP = 

 ( K_act   , 1 ) (+) m_MAPKK_PP  + 

 ( K_P_act   , 1 ) (+) m_MAPKK_PP  + 

 ( KK_P_act   , 1 ) >> m_MAPKK_PP  + 

 ( KK_PP_deact  , 1 ) << m_MAPKK_PP 

;  ...  // 11 more species components 

// model component with initial counts per cell

m_MAPKK_PP [0] <*> m_MAPK_P [0] <*> ...

    // 9 more species components [initial count]

SBGNtext

Bio-PEPA

SBGN
Process

Diagram

Figure 2: A possible SBGN-PD representation of a MAPK cascade with fragments from the correspond-

ing SBGNtext code and the automatically generated Bio-PEPA code. Most biologists would find it far

more natural to draw the diagram at the top than to write the Bio-PEPA code. The code excerpts focus

on EPN MAPK-PP and the reaction it catalyses (’K P act’, yellow node). All parameters are scaled

to represent counts of molecules per cell (including the Michaelis-Menten constants). For the full code

and newer versions see [20]. Biologically, the input signal is a change in E1, the output signal a change

in MAPK PP. The back reactions on each of the three levels can be thought of as a “conveyer belt” that

constantly turns active molecules (on the right) into passive ones (on the left). E1 must overcome the

conveyer belt on the first level for sequentially overcoming the other conveyer belts too. In many such

systems either active or inactive molecules are essentially absent.
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Figure 3: Noise in the MAPK cascade. (A) One stochastic simulation trace, where E1 = E2 = 20

makes the cascade switch between the “on” and “off”state, as activating and deactivating reactions at

the first level are equally strong. (B) Ten stochastic simulation traces, where E1 = 21, E2 = 20. If

activating reactions are only slightly stronger than deactivating reactions at the first level of the cascade,

the cascade can be expected to switch “on”. However the time until the “on” state is reached is subject

to considerable stochasticity, which is mostly determined by stochasticity during the initial stages of the

switching processes.

oocytes of the frog Xenopus and in yeast cells, despite their 5 million fold differences in size [15, 27] and

substantial differences in kinetic constants [15, 17].

Figure 2 shows a SBGN-PD diagram of the basic structure of a MAPK cascade. It accepts “input”

in the form of a change in the concentration of the enzyme E1 and then propagates the signal by chang-

ing the concentrations of the various intermediate substrates and enzymes until the “output” enzyme

MAPK PP is affected. If the input is off (low E1), the output is off too (no MAPK PP). If the input is on

(E1 above threshold), output is reliably on as well (high MAPK PP). Important properties for signalling

cascades include the reliability of transmitting a signal and the speed with which this happens. Building

on the model in [15], a recent study explored the expected percentage of active output and the time until

all output is activated [18].

Here we automatically translate our SBGNtext model of the MAPK cascade via SBGNtext2BioPEPA

into a Bio-PEPA model (see [20] for code), which we analyse with the Bio-PEPA Eclipse Plug-in [1].

We report the results of stochastic simulations using the Gibson-Bruck algorithm [11, 12]. Each reaction

is assumed to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics, resulting in the following propensity function:

kcat[count/sec]∗Enzyme[count]∗S ubstrate[count]

KM[count]+S ubstrate[count]

where [count] indicates the absolute number of molecules of this entity within the cell, kcat denotes the

number of substrate molecules that can be processed by one enzyme at maximal speed, KM denotes the

Michaelis-Menten constant that is an inverse measure of the affinity between enzyme and substrate. We

assume KM = 300 and kcat = 10 for all reactions (see [15, 17] for other possible values). All our simula-

tions start with molecule counts of E2 = 20, MAPKKK = 150, MAPKK = 3000, MAPKK Ptase = 100,

MAPK = 7500,MAPK Ptase = 2000 and 0 for all other entities, reflecting the equilibrium “off” state.

These molecule counts roughly reflect MAPK cascades in yeast, and are about 6 orders of magnitude

below corresponding counts in Xenopus oocytes [15]. We tested various E1 input signals and found the

following results that cannot be obtained without translating SBGN-PD into a quantitative formalism.
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Figure 4: Increasing the number of E1 molecules from 40 (upper part, A, B) to 100 (lower part, C, D)

reduces the stochasticity of the time to the completion of the switch (see linear plots on the left, A, C).

The stochasticity in the initial stages is considerable in both cases for this system (see log plots on the

right, B, D). Ten stochastic simulation traces are shown. E2 = 20; for other parameters, see text.

1. The cascade remains “off”, if E1<E2 (not shown).

2. The cascade switches beween “on” and “off”, if E1 = E2 as shown in Figure 3A.

3. The cascade switches reliably to “on” if E1>E2, but at E1 = 21 there is considerable noise in the

“signalling time” (from switching E1 “on” until all output MAPK PP is switched “on” as well; see

Figure 3B).

4. Further increasing E1 substantially reduces the variability in signalling times and slightly improves

speed (Figure 4).

5. Additional tests have shown that the overall signalling speed is very strongly influenced by kcat

(not shown).

7 Related work

There are various tools that map visual diagrams to quantitative modelling environments (e.g. SPiM

[23], BlenX [7], kappa [6], Snoopy [13], EPN-PEPA [26], JDesigner [25] ). However the corresponding

graphical notations are not as rich as SBGN-PD and are thus not easily applied to the wide range of
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scenarios that SBGN-PD was designed for. Since SBGN-PD is emerging as a new standard, it is clearly

desirable to translate from SBGN-PD to a quantitative environment.

Since the first draft of SBGN-PD has been published in August 2008, a number of tools are being

developed to support it. The graphical editor CellDesigner [10] supports a subset of SBGN-PD and can

translate it into SBML which is supported by many quantitative analysis tools. However the process of

adding quantitative information involves cumbersome manual interventions. This motivated work for

SBMLsqueezer [8], a CellDesigner plug-in that supports the automatic construction of generalised mass

action kinetics equations. While the automated suggestions for the kinetic laws from SBMLsqueezer

might be of interest for some problems, the generated reactions contain many parameters that are ex-

traordinarily difficult to estimate. Thus it is preferable to also allow the user to enter arbitrary kinetic

laws that may have to be hand-crafted, but whose equations are simpler and require fewer parameter

estimates. In SBGNtext2BioPEPA this is combined with mechanisms to reuse the code for such kinetic

laws, greatly reducing practical difficulties and the potential for errors.

8 Conclusion and Perspectives

We have explicitly described the process flow abstraction that implicitly underlies SBGN-PD. We have

used this abstraction to design a mechanism for translating SBGN-PD into code that can be used for

quantitative analysis, using Bio-PEPA as an example. In order to do this we build on SBGNtext, a

textual representation of SBGN-PD that we created [20, 21] and that focusses on the key functional

SBGN-PD content, avoiding the clutter that comes from storing graphical details. We have developed

our translator SBGNtext2BioPEPA in Java to facilitate its integration in the Systems Biology Soft-

ware Infrastructure that is currently under development at the Centre for Systems Biology at Edinburgh

(http://csbe.bio.ed.ac.uk/). SBGNtext2BioPEPA contains a parser for our SBGNtext format based on

a formal ANTLR EBNF grammar and is freely available [20]. Building on the process flow abstrac-

tion and the internal representation of entities, processes, arcs and parameters in our code can make it

easy to implement translations of SBGNtext to other modelling platforms. Since biologists are much

more comfortable with drawing visual diagrams than writing code, support for translating SBGN-PD

into quantitative analysis systems can play a key role in facilitating quantitative modelling.
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A biological regulatory network can be modeled as a discrete function f that contains all available

information on network component interactions. From f we can derive a graph representation of the

network structure as well as of the dynamics of the system. In this paper we introduce a method to

identify modules of the network that allow us to construct the behavior of f from the dynamics of

the modules. Here, it proves useful to distinguish between dynamical and structural modules, and

to define network modules combining aspects of both. As a key concept we establish the notion

of symbolic steady state, which basically represents a set of states where the behavior of f is in

some sense predictable, and which gives rise to suitable network modules. We apply the method to a

regulatory network involved in T helper cell differentiation.

1 Introduction

Qualitative methods present a rigorous mathematical framework for modeling biological systems for

which experimental data needed to determine kinetic parameters and mechanisms is lacking. The com-

ponents of the system are modeled as variables adopting only finitely many values, so-called activity

levels. In the simplest case, we obtain a Boolean representation, where the values 0 and 1 may for ex-

ample represent a gene being inactive or active. In the general case, each component can have several

activity levels, which may be appropriate depending on the biological data, and often is useful when

modeling components that influence several other network components. A vector assigning each com-

ponent an activity level then represents a state of the system. The information about network structure as

well as the logical rules governing the behavior of the system in state space is represented by a discrete

function f .

Although discrete networks are a strongly simplified representation of the original system, complex

networks are hard to analyze, not least because the state space grows exponentially with the number of

components. So, methods to reduce the complexity of the analysis are of great interest. One approach

is to deconstruct the network in smaller building blocks that can be analyzed more easily, which leads to

the notion of network modularity.

The idea of decomposing networks into modules is well-established in systems biology, although

the notion of network module is not clear-cut. Often modules are defined based on biological criteria,

that have to be translated into mathematical properties in order to identify them in a mathematical model

(see e. g. [5, 4, 12]). Other approaches focus purely on the the graph representation of the network

structure. Modules are defined as subgraphs satisfying graph theoretical characteristics often related to

connectivity [3], or with statistical significance in comparison with random networks [11, 1]. In addition

to this structural view, there are also approaches to find dynamical modules, see e. g. [6], that focus

on identifying behavioral characteristics. However, in general the results obtained by analyzing such

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.6.8
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modules in isolation do not translate to the original network, since additional influences have to be taken

into account once the module is re-embedded in the original system. Here, the key is finding conditions

that allow to draw conclusions about a complex network from knowledge obtained from module analysis,

as e. g. possible in the modular response analysis approach in the context of metabolic networks and

steady state fluxes [9, 2].

In this paper, we focus on the discrete modeling approach, presenting a method to identify network

modules that allow us to derive precise information on the dynamics of the original system from the

results of the analysis of the modules, building on ideas and significantly extending results from [17, 16].

In particular, we show that we can explicitly construct attractors of the original systems from network

module attractors. Here, modularity is a key concept, and we exploit a purely structural as well as a

purely dynamical view of modularity to eventually determine network modules combining important

aspects of both. The core notion in our method is that of symbolic steady state. Such a state represents

a set of constraints on the activity levels of the network components that allows us on the one hand to

focus on dynamics restricted to subsets of state space, on the other hand enables us to identify dynamical

and structural modules that render the basis for defining suitable network modules.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the discrete modeling formalism

we use throughout the paper, and introduce structural, dynamical and network modules. In Sect. 3 we

establish the notion of symbolic steady state as well as related concepts. This is followed by the main

results concerning network analysis utilizing modules in Sect. 4. We then illustrate the results for a class

of networks, namely networks with input layer. In Sect. 6 we apply the method to the analysis of a

regulator network involved in T helper cell differentiation proposed in [10]. We close with conclusions

and perspectives.

2 Discrete regulatory networks

In this paper we model regulatory systems as discrete functions which capture all available information

about network interactions and the logical rules governing the behavior of the system. Throughout the

text, let us consider a system consisting of n ∈ N network components α1, . . . ,αn. In the following

we identify a component αi with its index i to simplify notation. Each component is interpreted as a

variable which takes integer values that represent the different activity levels of the component. The

literal meaning of those levels may be very different for different network components, for example they

can represent levels of substance concentration, gene activity, presence or absence of a signal and so on.

A vector assigning each component an activity level represents a state of the system, and the dynamics

of the system is represented by state changes due to component interactions.

Definition 2.1 For all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, let pi ∈ N, and set Xi = {0,1, . . . , pi}. Set X = X1 ×·· ·×Xn, and

let f = ( f1, . . . , fn) : X → X be a function. We call f a network comprising n components. For each

i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, the value pi is the maximal activity level of αi, and Xi is called the range of αi. The set X

is called the state space of f .

Each coordinate function fi of f describes the rules governing the behavior of the i-th network component

depending on the state of the system. But f carries not only dynamical but also structural information

on the system. Both aspects can be represented by directed graphs derived from f as we will see in the

following two subsections. In the remainder of the paper f denotes a network as introduced in Def. 2.1
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2.1 Structure

We represent the structure of a network by a signed directed (multi-)graph, where vertices represent the

network components, and an edge from αi to α j signifies that the value of f j depends on the activity level

of αi. The sign of the edge represents the character, i. e., activating or inhibiting, of the interaction. This

description is inherently local in nature, so we first introduce a structural representation depending on the

state of the system. This notion was introduced for Boolean functions in [13] and is used for multi-value

functions in the form considered here in [14].

Definition 2.2 Let x ∈ X. By G( f )(x) we denote the directed signed (multi-)graph with vertex set V =
{α1, . . . ,αn} and edge set E(x) ⊆ V ×V ×{+,−}. An edge (i, j,ε) belongs to E(x) iff there exists

ci ∈ {−1,+1} such that xi + ci ∈ Xi and

sgn

(
f j((x1, . . . ,xi−1,xi + ci,xi+1, . . . ,xn))− f j(x)

ci

)
= ε ,

where the function sgn : Z → {+,−,0} satisfies sgn(0) = 0, sgn(z) = + if z > 0, and sgn(z) = − if

z < 0. We call G( f )(x) the local interaction graph of f in x.

The local interaction graph in x is closely related to the discrete Jacobian matrix as introduced in [15] in

the Boolean case. Note that in the multi-value other than in the Boolean case it is possible that G( f )(x)
contains parallel edges. There are at most two parallel edges from one vertex to another which then have

opposite sign.

The local definition is easily extended, if we are interested in a representation of the interactions

influencing the system behavior in larger subsets of state space.

Definition 2.3 Let Y ⊆ X. We denote by G( f )(Y ) the union of the graphs G( f )(x), x ∈Y . We denote the

graph G( f )(X) also by G( f ) and call it the global interaction graph of f .

In Fig. 1 (b) we see the global interaction graph of the network defined in Fig. 1 (a). The local interaction

graph in the state (1,1,0) is shown in Fig. 2 (a). To simplify notation we often write G(x) and G(Y )
instead of G( f )(x) and G( f )(Y ), respectively, if the corresponding function f is clear from the context.

When analyzing interaction graphs we are in particular interested in modules of the graph, a term

for which there exists a variety of definitions as mentioned in the introduction. For our purposes it is

convenient to use the term in the broadest sense, initially.

Definition 2.4 A directed (multi-)graph G′ = (V G′
,EG′

) is called a subgraph of a directed (multi-)graph

G = (V G,EG) if V G′
⊆ V G, EG′

⊆ EG, and every edge in EG′
has both end-vertices in V G′

. We call a

subgraph of G( f ) structural module of f .

Note that for a structural module the vertex set, the edge set or both may be smaller than for G( f ).
For example, the graph shown in Fig. 1 (d) is a structural module of the function f given in the same

figure. In general, local interaction graphs are structural modules of f . Of course, this definition is not

very useful for analyzing the network structure or finding characteristics of the system. However, it is

of conceptual advantage for us in the endeavor of defining network modules that combine structural and

dynamical characteristics.
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Figure 1: A network (a), its global interaction graph (b), and its state transition graph (c), where attractors

are indicated by fat gray edges. Logical disjunction, conjunction and negation are represented by ∨, ∧,

and ¬ , respectively. In (d) a structural, in (d) a dynamical module of f .

2.2 Dynamics

There are different approaches to deriving the dynamics of f . Commonly used is the so-called syn-

chronous update strategy, where the successor of a state x is its image under f . A more realistic assump-

tion is that not all changes indicated by differences in component values of x and f (x) take the same

amount of time to be executed, since they may represent very different biological processes. However,

we lack the information to decide which of those processes of activity level change is the fastest. There-

fore, all possible state transitions are taken into account leading to a non-deterministic representation of

the dynamical behavior. Furthermore, we assume that a component value changes only by absolute value

one in each transition, even though the function value may indicate a bigger change. This update method

is called asynchronous update [18, 19].

Definition 2.5 We denote by S( f ) the directed graph with vertex set X and edge set E(S( f )) defined

as follows. An edge (x,x′) is in E(S( f )) for states x = (x1, . . . ,xn),x
′ = (x′1, . . . ,x

′
n) ∈ X if and only if

x′ = f (x) = x or x′i = xi + sgn( fi(x)− xi) for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} satisfying xi 6= fi(x), and x′j = x j for all

j 6= i. We call S( f ) the asynchronous state transition graph of f .

To analyze state transition graphs we use, in addition to standard terminology from graph theory such as

paths and cycles, the following concepts.

Definition 2.6 An infinite path (x0,x1, . . .) in S( f ) is called trajectory. A nonempty set of states D is

called trap set if every trajectory starting in D never leaves D. A trap set A is called attractor if for all

x1,x2 ∈ A there is a path from x1 to x2 in S( f ). Attractors of cardinality greater than one are called cyclic

attractors. A state x is called steady state, if there exists an edge x → x, i. e. if f (x) = x.

It is easy to see that each trap set contains at least one attractor, and that attractors are the terminal

strongly connected components of S( f ). They represent asymptotically stable behavior and often have

clear biological meaning.
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In Fig. 1 (c) we see the state transition graph for the network introduced in (a). The system has two

cyclic attractors, namely {(1,1,0),(1,1,1)} and {(2,1,0),(2,1,1)}.

As for the structural graph, we can define modules of the state transition graph as subgraphs, i. e. sets

of states and corresponding state transitions representing fractions of the system’s dynamics. However,

it may also be of interest to only focus on the behavior of a subset of network components, which we can

derive from the state transition graph by projection.

Definition 2.7 Let S′ = (Y,E(S′)) be a subgraph of S( f ). Let π I : X → ∏i∈I Xi be the projection on the

components in the ordered set I ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}. We define π I(S′) as the graph with vertex set π I(Y ) and

edges π I(v1) → π I(v2) for v1,v2 ∈ Y such that there exists an edge v1 → v2 in S( f ), and v1 = v2 or

v2
i = v1

i + sgn( fi(v
1)− v1

i ) for some i ∈ I. We call π I(S′) dynamical module of f .

Any subgraph of S( f ) is a dynamical module of f , whith I in the above definition chosen as the set

{1, . . . ,n}. Fig. 1 (e) shows a dynamical module of the function f given in the same figure. Here, we

choose the subgraph S′ consisting of the cyclic attractor {(1,1,0),(1,1,1)} and the corresponding edges

between the two attractor states. Then the dynamical module π{1,3}(S′) of f is the graph in Fig. 1 (e).

Again, we do not incorporate any restrictions in the definition that ensure a significance of the mod-

ules, as e. g. in the approach in [6] where the authors focus on projected dynamics that are independent

of the behavior of the rest of the system.

2.3 Network modules

As mentioned in the introduction, we are looking for subnetworks of f that are on the one hand easier

to analyze than f itself, and on the other hand carry information of importance for understanding the

original system. We define modules of the network f as follows.

Definition 2.8 We call a function g a network module of f , if there exist Y ⊆ X and an ordered set

I ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} such that g : π I(Y ) → π I(X) satisfies

π I ◦ f |Y = g◦π I|Y ,

where |Y denotes the restriction of a function to the set Y .

We call g autonomous, if there exist integer intervals Zi = {ai,ai +1, . . . ,bi}, ai ≤ bi, for all i∈ {1, . . . ,k},

k = card I, such that π I(Y ) = Z1 ×·· ·×Zk, and if g(π I(Y )) ⊆ π I(Y ).

Let us again illustrate the notion using the example introduced in Fig. 1. For Y = {(1,1,0),(1,1,1)},

we have f (Y ) = {(1,1,0),(1,1,1)}. If we set I = {1,3} and g : {1}×{0,1} → {0,1,2}×{0,1} with

g((1,1)) = (1,0) and g((1,0)) = (1,1), then π I( f (x)) = g(π I(x)) for x ∈ Y . Since g(π I(Y )) ⊆ π I(Y )
holds, g is an autonomous network module of f . Note that the set Y is a set on which the behavior

of f can in some sense be characterized by the behavior of the components in I. If we add e. g. the

state (1,0,0) to the set Y in our example, then there is no function g satisfying π I ◦ f |Y = g ◦ π I|Y ,

since π I(1,0,0) = π I(1,1,0), but π I( f (1,0,0)) = (1,0) 6= (1,1) = π I( f (1,1,0)). That is, we cannot

distinguish the behavior of f in states (1,0,0) and (1,1,0) if we only have information on the components

in I.

In general, network modules represent rather local aspects of the network in the sense that they

describe the influences acting on a subset of components in a set of states. However, the information

inherent in a network module does not necessarily suffice for determining dynamics beyond a single

transition step. The second condition for autonomous network modules g allows to apply g iteratively
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on states in π I(Y ), while the first ensures that we can derive trajectories according to the asynchronous

update rule in a projection of state space. Moreover, the first condition allows to apply Def. 2.2 to g. Thus,

for autonomous network modules g we can determine an interaction graph G(g) and a state transition

graph S(g). By abuse of notation we also denote G(g) the graph derived from G(g) by renaming the

vertices 1, . . . ,k of G(g) with the indices in I while preserving the order. This allows us to identify the

interaction graph of g with a subgraph of G( f ).

Lemma 2.9 Let g be an autonomous network module as introduced in Def. 2.8. Then G(g) is a structural

and S(g) is a dynamical module of f .

Proof As already mentioned, we associate each i ∈ I with li ∈ {1, . . . ,k} via an order-preserving map-

ping, and rename each vertex of G(g) with indices in I according to this mapping. Obviously, the vertex

set of G(g) resp. S(g) is a subset resp. a projection via π I of a subset of the vertex sets of G( f ) resp.

S( f ). Let i ∈ I, and choose li ∈ {1, . . . ,k} as above, i. e., π i maps the i-th component of a state x ∈ X to

the li-th component in π I(X). Then we have fi(y) = (π I( f (y)))li = gli(π I(y)) for all y ∈ Y . Application

of this equation to the conditions defining edges in Def. 2.2 and 2.5 easily renders that each edge in G(g)
is also an edge of G( f ), and that S(g) = π I(S′), where S′ denotes the subgraph of S( f ) with vertex set Y

and edges y1 → y2 of S( f ) with y1,y2 ∈ Y . �

For the network module g as defined as illustration for Def. 2.8 the state transition graph is shown in

Fig. 1 (e). We rename the vertex set {1,2} of G(g) with I = {1,3}. The graph G(g) then consists of the

vertices α1 and α3 and a negative loop on α3 as shown in Fig. 1(d).

In the following sections, we focus on developing a method to determine network modules useful in

the analysis of f .

3 Symbolic steady states and frozen components

Often network components are involved in a number of specific tasks. Thus, although a network com-

ponent may have a large range, only subsets of the range may be of interest when focusing on specific

network behavior. To exploit this observation, we introduce the following notation. Here, we call the

set [ai,bi] := {ai,ai + 1, . . . ,bi − 1,bi} ⊆ Xi a discrete interval, if ai ≤ bi, with [ai,ai] := {ai}. In the

following, we identify {ai} with ai for all ai ∈ Xi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and call ai regular value. We will use

intervals of cardinality greater than one instead of regular component values, if we do not have enough

information to determine the exact component value. Following the terminology in [17, 16], we call

intervals [ai,bi] with ai < bi symbolic values.

We now need to integrate symbolic values in the dynamical analysis. Here, we generalize ideas from

[17, 16].

Definition 3.1 For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} let X�

i denote the set {[ai,bi] ⊆ Xi | ai ≤ bi} of discrete intervals

in the range Xi. Set X� = X�

1 ×·· ·×X�
n . We call elements in X regular, elements in X� \X symbolic

states. By J(M) we denote the set of all symbolic valued components of M for M ∈ X�. Define

F : X� → X�, M 7→ (F1(M), . . . ,Fn(M)) with Fi(M) = [min
x∈M

fi(x),max
x∈M

fi(x) ] for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.

We call a state M ∈ X� \X satisfying F(M) = M symbolic steady state.
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The elements of X� are subsets of X . The functions f and F coincide on the set X of regular states

which we identify with the elements of X� of cardinality one. In general, if a component function value

fi(M) is regular, this means there is enough information inherent in M to exactly specify its value, while

a symbolic value represents the fact that we have not enough information to do so. However, it may be

possible to at least derive some constraint for the function value represented by the interval boundaries.

For our running example given in Fig. 1 the state ([1,2],1, [0,1]) = ([1,2],1,X3) = F(([1,2],1,X3)) is a

symbolic steady state, where we can determine F2(([1,2],1, [0,1])) = 1 exactly, obtain the constraint that

the first component cannot have value 0, but have no information on the third component.

We are particularly interested in regular components of a symbolic state M that remain fixed on all

trajectories starting in M. Keeping in mind that we consider the asynchronous update strategy, we can

find a superset of the set of states reachable from M by the following procedure. We define M̃0 := M

and M̃k
j := [min(M̃k−1

j ∪Fj(M̃
k−1)), max(M̃k−1

j ∪Fj(M̃
k−1)) ] for all k ∈ N. Since the boundaries of the

intervals Mk
j decrease resp. increase monotonously and are bounded by 0 resp. the maximal activity level

p j, the sequence (M̃k)k∈N0
converges to a symbolic state M̃ representing a superset of the set of from

M in S( f ) reachable states. In particular, no trajectory starting in M̃ can leave M̃. We call M̃ extended

forward orbit of M. The next definition is in reference to the notion of frozen cores in random Boolean

networks introduced by S. Kaufman [8].

Definition 3.2 Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. If M is a symbolic state with regular component Mi such that M̃i = Mi

for the extended forward orbit M̃ of M, then we say that the i-th network component is a frozen component

of M, or a component frozen to value Mi. The set I of all frozen components of a symbolic state M is

called frozen core of M, and is denoted by (I,M).

If a component j of a symbolic state M has symbolic value X j, then of course the j-th component of the

extended forward orbit is also X j. For the example network in Fig. 1 the symbolic state M = (X1,1,X3)
coincides with its extended forward orbit. Thus, the frozen core of M is given by ({2},(X1,1,X3)).

Clearly, the frozen core of a symbolic steady state coincides with its set of regular components.

Moreover, we can use the frozen core of a symbolic state to obtain a symbolic steady state, as the next

statement shows.

Theorem 3.3 Let (I,M′) be the frozen core of a symbolic state M′ ∈ X�. Set M0 := M̃′ and Mk :=
F(Mk−1) for all k ∈ N. Then (Mk)k∈N converges to a regular or a symbolic steady state M. We call M

the (symbolic) steady state derived from (I,M′).

Proof If the sequence converges to a limit M, clearly F(M) = M follows from the definition of the

sequence. The state M is a regular or a symbolic steady state depending on the cardinality of M. We

show convergence of (Mk)k∈N by proving via induction that the sequence is decreasing monotonously

with respect to the subset relation. That is, we show Ml+1 ⊆ Ml for all l ∈ N.

For i ∈ I, we have M1
i = M0

i by the definition of frozen components. If i ∈ J(M0) = {1, . . . ,n}\ I, we

have M1
i ⊆ M0

i by the definition of the extended forward orbit.

Now, let l ∈ N and assume Mk ⊆ Mk−1 for all k ≤ l. Recall that Ml+1
i = F(Ml)i = [minx∈Ml fi(x),

maxx∈Ml fi(x)] and Ml
i = F(Ml−1)i = [minx∈Ml−1 fi(x),maxx∈Ml−1 fi(x)] for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Since Ml ⊆

Ml−1, we have minx∈Ml−1 fi(x) ≤ minx∈Ml fi(x) ≤ maxx∈Ml fi(x) ≤ maxx∈Ml−1 fi(x), and thus Ml+1
i ⊆ Ml

i

for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. �

As mentioned above, for our running example ({2},(X1,1,X3)) is the frozen core of the state (X1,1,X3),
where X1 = {0,1,2} and X3 = {0,1}. Since the state coincides with its extended forward orbit, we start
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Figure 2: Consider f as given in Fig. 1. In (a) the local interaction graph G((1,1,0)) of f . In (b)

the graph G( f |M) for the symbolic steady state M = ([1,2],1, [1,0]). Here, heavier gray edges indicate

the two components of Gθ (M). In (c), (d) and (e) the state transition graphs S( f Z1), S( f Z2) and SM,

respectively.

the sequence with M0 = (X1,1,X3) = ([0,2],1, [0,1]), and M1 = ([1,2],1, [0,1]) = M is the symbolic

steady state derived from ({2},(X1,1,X3)).

4 Network analysis using modules

In the following we want to determine network modules, such that the results of the module analysis can

be directly used to obtain information on the behavior of the original system. Clearly, identification of

such modules is generally only possible if we exploit at least some coarse knowledge of structural as

well as dynamical characteristics of the original system. It turns out that the information inherent in a

symbolic steady state M is sufficient to determine network modules. We proceed by first associating a

dynamical module with M, then derive a structural module, and finally define a network module suitable

for utilization in network analysis.

Let us start by analyzing dynamical characteristics associated with a symbolic steady state M. If

x ∈ M is a regular state, then f (x)∈ M by definition of F . More precisely, xi +sgn( fi(x)−xi)∈ Mi, since

the interval bounded by xi and fi(x) is a subset of Mi. Thus, every trajectory starting in M remains in M.

We formulate this fact in the following statement.

Proposition 4.1 If M is a symbolic steady state, then the set of regular states represented by M is a trap

set.

By definition, the subgraph of S( f ) with vertex set M and all edges in S( f ) with both end-vertices in

M is a dynamical module. The result above shows that this module is of significance for the dynamical

analysis of f , since a trap set always contains at least one attractor.

In order to associate a structural module with M, we have to recognize some important properties

attached to the regular components of M. While symbolic components may be dynamically active in the

trap set M, i. e., the components change their values along at least some trajectories in M, the regular

components remain fixed regardless of the behavior of the symbolic components in M. This means that

the network components with symbolic values, i. e., components in J(M), do not influence the behavior

of the network components with regular values in the trap set M. In turn, the influence of the regular on

the symbolic components remains the same for all states in M. This motivates the following definition

describing the structural modules associated with M.

Definition 4.2 Let M be a symbolic steady state. By Gθ (M) we denote the (multi-)graph with vertex set

V θ (M) = J(M) and edge set Eθ (M) = {(i, j,ε) ∈ EM | i, j ∈ J(M)}, where EM denotes the edge set of
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G( f |M). We call a graph Z = (V Z,EZ) component of Gθ (M), if the undirected graph derived from Z is

a maximal connected subgraph of the undirected graph derived from Gθ (M).

Note that we use the global interaction graph G( f |M) instead of the local interaction graph G(M) in

the definition. The difference is that we only consider edges derived from component value changes

in M instead of in X (compare Def. 2.2 and 2.3), and thus capture all interactions functional in M. In

particular, there are no edges originating in frozen components of M, since it is not possible to vary their

value without leaving M.

To illustrate the above notions let us again consider the example introduced in Fig. 1. We have seen

that the state M = ([1,2],1, [1,0]) is a symbolic steady state. In Fig. 1 (c) we can easily see that the set

of regular states x ∈ M is a trap set which contains both attractors of the system. The global interaction

graph G( f |M) is shown in Fig. 2 (b). We obtain Gθ (M) simply by eliminating the vertex α2. The two

components of Gθ (M) are the loops originating in α1 resp. α3.

The components of Gθ (M) are the structural modules we associate with M. In preparation for our

definition of a network module derived from a structural module we need to verify that network com-

ponents belonging to different components of Gθ (M) do not influence each others behavior in M. This

property is captured in the following lemma, which has already been proved under slightly different

conditions in [17, 16].

Lemma 4.3 Let M be a symbolic steady state, and let Z1, . . . ,Zk be the components of Gθ (M). Consider

a union Z of arbitrary components Z j. Let x,y ∈ M such that xi = yi for all i /∈ Z. Then fi(x) = fi(y)
for all i /∈ Z. In particular, for M′ ∈ X� such that M′

i = Mi for all i /∈ Z and M′
i ⊆ Mi for i ∈ Z, we have

Fi(M
′) = Fi(M) = Mi = M′

i for all i /∈ Z.

Proof For i /∈ J(M), i. e., for a frozen component i of M, we have fi(x) = fi(y) = Fi(M) since x,y ∈ M.

Let i ∈ J(M)\Z, and assume fi(x) 6= fi(y). We know that if x j 6= y j then j ∈ Z. Since x,y ∈ M, we

can define a sequence (x = x1,x2, . . . ,xm = y) in M such that xl and xl+1 differ in one component only,

which is in Z, and the corresponding component values differ by absolute value one. Since fi(x) 6= fi(y),
it follows that fi(x

l) 6= fi(x
l+1) for some l < m. According to Def. 2.2 there exists an edge in G( f |M)

from some component in Z to i, which is a contradiction. �

The lemma shows that the frozen core of M constitutes a boundary between the components of Gθ (M)
that enables us to analyze their behavior in isolation from each other. To do so, we now derive a network

module from a component Z of Gθ (M) by defining a function f Z .

Lemma 4.4 Let M be a symbolic steady state, and let Z = (V Z,EZ) be a component of Gθ (M). Set kZ =
cardV Z . Let ιZ be an order preserving bijection from {1, . . . ,k} to V Z . Set XZ = MιZ(1)×·· ·×MιZ(k). We

define f Z : XZ → XZ , f Z = πZ ◦F ◦ρZ , where ρZ : XZ → X� with ρZ
i (z) = Mi for i /∈ Z and ρZ

i (z) = zιZ(i)

for i ∈ Z, and πZ : X� → XZ is the projection on the components of Z.

Then f Z is an autonomous network module, and is called the network module of f derived from Z.

Proof The function f Z maps regular states to regular states, since Z is disjoint from J(M)\Z in Gθ (M)
and thus Fi(ρ

Z(z)) ∈ Xi for z ∈ XZ , i ∈ Z, according to Lemma 4.3 and the definition of F . We now show

πZ ◦ f |M = f Z ◦πZ|M. Let j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} and x ∈ M. To simplify notation we drop the superscript Z from

πZ , ρZ and ιZ . We have Fι( j)(ρ(π(x))) = Fι( j)(x) = fι( j)(x) according to Lemma 4.3 and the definition

of ρ and F . Thus, (πZ ◦ f |M(x)) j = fι( j)(x) = Fι( j)(x) = Fι( j)(ρ(π(x))) = (π ◦F ◦ρ(π(x))) j = f Z
j (π(x)).

Furthermore, since M is a symbolic steady state XZ = π(M) satisfies the conditions regarding the domain
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of an autonomous network module given in Def. 2.8. �

It is easy to see that the global interaction graph G( f Z) is isomorphic to Z, so the structural module

derived from M matches the one derived from f Z . The dynamical modules derived from all functions

f Z , Z component of Gθ (M), i. e., the state transition graphs S( f Z), constitute a breakdown of the coarse

dynamical module, i. e., the trap set M, which we used to determine first the structural and then the

network modules. We end this section by showing that these finer dynamical modules are building

blocks of the dynamics of f . More specific, we show that we can compose the state transition graph of f

from the state transition graphs of the network modules f Z and the frozen components of M. Again, in

the following we generalize results from [17]. First, we define the composition of the graphs S( f Z).

Definition 4.5 Let M ∈ X� be a symbolic steady state, and let Z1, . . . ,Zm be the components of Gθ (M).
We then denote by SM the graph with vertex set M and edge set EM. An edge x1 → x2 belongs to the edge

set iff

x1 = x2, and πZ j(x1) → πZ j(x2) belongs to S( f Z j) for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

or if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that

πZ j(x1) → πZ j(x2) is an edge in S( f Z j) and x1
i = x2

i for all i /∈V Z j .

We call SM the product state transition graph corresponding to M.

The next theorem confirms that the method of composing the state transition graphs of the network

modules renders the subgraph of S( f ) derived from the state set M.

Theorem 4.6 Let M ∈ X� be a symbolic steady state, and let Z1, . . . ,Zm be the components of Gθ (M).
Let S( f )|M denote the subgraph of S( f ) with vertex set M and all edges in S( f ) with both end-vertices in

M. Then S( f )|M = SM.

Proof Recall that M is a trap set, and that for x,x′ ∈ M there is an edge x → x′ in S( f ) if and only if

x′ = f (x) = x or x′i = xi + sgn( fi(x)− xi) for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} satisfying xi 6= fi(x), and x′j = x j for all

j 6= i.

First, we note that fi(x) = xi = Mi for all x ∈ M and i /∈ J(M). Furthermore, for i ∈ J(M) there

exists ki ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that i ∈ V Z
ki , and there exists li such that ιZ

ki (li) = i, with ιZ
ki being the

bijection introduced in Def. 4.4. As seen in the proof of Lemma 2.9, we have fi(x) = f
Z

ki

li (πZ
ki (x)).

Therefore, x ∈ M is a fixed point of f iff πZ j(x) is a fixed point of f Z j for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and

xi + sgn( fi(x)− xi) = (πZ
ki (x))li + sgn( f

Z
ki

li (πZ
ki (x))− (πZ

ki (x))li). Thus, we can construct each edge in

S( f )|M from an edge in some S( f Z j) and vice versa. It follows from Def. 4.5 that S( f )|M = SM. �

The reasoning in the proof of Theorem 4.6 leads immediately to the following statement.

Corollary 4.7 Let M and Z1, . . . ,Zm be as in Theorem 4.6. For all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} let Ai be an attractor

in S( f Zi). Then A := {a ∈ M | ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : πZ j(a) ∈ A j} is an attractor in S( f ). Moreover, every

attractor in S( f )|M can be represented in this manner as product of attractors in S( fZ j
), j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

and component values Mi for i /∈ J(M).

We illustrate the results on our running example from Fig. 1. The graph Gθ (M) for M = ([1,2],1, [0,1])
has two components, Z1 consisting of a positive loop on α1, and Z2 being a negative loop on α3, as can

be seen in Fig. 2 (b). We define f Z1 : [1,2] → [1,2] as in Def. 4.4 with πZ1((M′
1,M

′
2,M

′
3)) = M′

1 for all
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f : {0, 1, }3 → {0, 1}3,

f1(x) = x1,

f2(x) = x1,

f3(x) = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ ¬x3

Figure 3: A network with input layer in (a), its global interaction graph in (b), and its state transition

graph in (c).

M′ ⊆ M and ρZ1(z) = (z,1, [0,1]) for all z ∈ [1,2]. This reduces the function f1 given in Fig. 1 (a) to

f Z1(z) = z. The state transition graph S( f Z1) is given in Fig. 2 (c) and consists of two steady states.

Analogously, we obtain S( f Z2), which comprises a single attractor of cardinality 2 as shown in Fig. 2

(d). Applying Def. 4.5 we obtain the graph SM which is shown in Fig. 2 (e). Comparison with the state

transition graph S( f ) given in Fig. 1 (c) illustrates Theorem 4.6 and its corollary.

5 Networks with input layer

In this section we introduce a class of networks, for which we can easily find a set of symbolic steady

states such that all attractors of the original system can be constructed from the attractors of the network

modules derived from the symbolic steady states. We extend results obtained in [17].

Definition 5.1 We call f a network with input layer, if there exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that fi = idXi
. A

vertex satisfying this condition is called input vertex.

For every input vertex αi, we have no incoming edges except a positive loop in the global interaction

graph. However, this structural criterion is not sufficient for identifying an input vertex. Networks with

input layer are well-suited for modeling, for example, signal transduction networks, where receptors may

be modeled as input vertices.

In the following we assume that f is a network with input layer. Without loss of generality we assume

that α1, . . . ,αk, k ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, are the input vertices of f .

We can immediately note one important property of f . The frozen core of a symbolic state M′ ∈ X�

with M′
i ∈ Xi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} and M′

i = Xi for i > k is given by ({1, . . . ,k},M′), since M′ is its own

extended orbit. In other words, we can easily derive a (symbolic) steady state from each combination

of values for the input vertices using Theorem 3.3. The resulting set of symbolic and possibly regular

steady states is sufficient to determine all attractors of f .

Theorem 5.2 Let A be an attractor of f . Then there exist input values xi ∈ Xi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} such that

either A = M is a regular steady state, or we can construct A from M as shown in Cor 4.7, where M is the

fixed point derived from ({1, . . . ,k},M′), M′ ∈ X� with M′
i = xi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} and M′

i = Xi for i > k.

Proof Since α1 . . .αk are input vertices, we have ai = a′i for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, and we set M′
i = ai for the

input vertices. Next, we show that for every state x ∈ X with xi = M′
i for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, there exists a

trajectory leading to M.
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Figure 4: Global interaction graph of the Th cell differentiation network introduced in [10]. Arrows

represent activation, crossed lines represent inhibition.

Let (Ml)l∈N0
with M0 := M̃′ and Ml := F(Ml−1) for all l ∈ N be the sequence converging to M

introduced in Theorem 3.3. Recall that Ml ⊆ Ml−1 for all l ∈ N. Let x0 ∈ M′ \M. Then there exists

l ∈ N0 such that x0 ∈ Ml \Ml+1. Then, according to the definition of F and since (Ml)l∈N0
is decreasing

with respect to the subset relation, either all successors of x0 in S( f ) are in Ml \Ml+1 or there exists a

successor in Ml+1. In the latter case, we label that successor x1. Otherwise, we repeat the procedure for

all successor of x0, check again and if necessary repeat again. Since all images of all states in Ml lie in

Ml+1 and since the state space is finite, we eventually find a state x1 ∈ Ml+1 such that there exists a path

from x0 to x1 with all states of the path except x1 lying in Ml \Ml+1. Since (Ml)l∈N0
is converging to M

we can thus construct a path from each state in M′ to M.

It follows that there is no trap set, and thus no attractor, in M′ \M. If M is a regular steady state, then

M = A is the only attractor in M′. Otherwise A is a composition of attractors of network modules derived

from M and the frozen components of M as shown in Cor 4.7. �

We illustrate the results on the simple Boolean network given in Fig. 3 which has one input vertex, namely

α1. We start calculating the two (symbolic) steady states from the input values x1 = 0 and x1 = 1. In the

first case, we get F((0, [0,1], [0,1])) = (0,0, [0,1]) and F((0,0, [0,1])) = (0,0, [0,1]), i. e., (0,0, [0,1]) is

a symbolic steady state, and the associated structural module is a negative loop originating in α3. When

looking at the corresponding network module, we obtain the function f Z : [0,1]→ [0,1], f Z(z) =¬z, and

the derived attractor for the original network is the set {(0,0,0),(0,0,1)}. For the input value x1 = 1 we

get the sequence ((1, [0,1], [0,1]),(1,1, [0,1]),(1,1,1),(1,1,1), . . .), so the procedure renders a regular

steady state of the system. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the regular steady state and the attractor derived

from (0,0, [0,1]) are the only attractors of the system.

6 Analyzing Th cell differentiation

T helper cells, short Th cells, are important players in the vertebrate immune system. They can be

sub-classified in Th1 and Th2 cells, which are involved in different immune responses. Both originate
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IFN-β X1 = {0,1} f1(x) = x1

IL-12 X2 = {0,1} f2(x) = x2

IL-18 X3 = {0,1} f3(x) = x3

IFN-βR X4 = {0,1} f4(x) = x1

IFN-γ X5 = {0,1,2} f5(x) = 1 if (x16 = 1 ∧ ¬(x14 = 1 ∧ x15 = 1)) ∨ (x14 = 1 ∧ x15 = x16 = 0),

f5(x) = 2 if x16 = 2 ∨ (x14 = 1 ∧ x15 = 1), and f5(x) = 0 otherwise

IL-4R X6 = {0,1} f6(x) = 1 if x12 = 0 ∧ x17 = 1, and f6(x) = 0 otherwise

IFN-γR X7 = {0,1,2} f7(x) = 1 if x5 = 1 ∨ (x5 = 2 ∧ x11 = 1),

f7(x) = 2 if x5 = 2 ∧ x11 = 0, and f7(x) = 0 otherwise

IL-4R X8 = {0,1} f8(x) = x6 ∧ ¬x11

IL-12R X9 = {0,1} f9(x) = x2 ∧ ¬x13

IL-18R X10 = {0,1} f10(x) = x3 ∧ ¬x13

SOCS-1 X11 = {0,1} f11(x) = 1 if x12 ≥ 1 ∨ x16 ≥ 1, and f11(x) = 0 otherwise

STAT-1 X12 = {0,1,2} f12(x) = 1 if (x4 = 1 ∧ x7 = 0) ∨ x7 = 1,

f12(x) = 2 if x7 = 2, and f12(x) = 0 otherwise

STAT-6 X13 = {0,1} f13(x) = x8

STAT-4 X14 = {0,1} f4(x) = x9 ∧ ¬x17

IRAK X15 = {0,1} f15(x) = x10

T-bet X16 = {0,1,2} f16(x) = 1 if (x17 = 0 ∧ ((x12 = 1 ∧ x16 ≤ 1) ∨ (x12 ≤ 1 ∧ x16 = 1)))

∨(x17 = 1 ∧ x16 = 1 ∧ x12 = 1),

f16 = 2 if (x17 = 0 ∧ (x12 = 2 ∨ x16 = 2)) ∨ (x17 = 1 ∧ x12 = 1 ∧ x16 = 2),

f16(x) = 0 otherwise

GATA-3 X17 = {0,1} f17(x) = 1 if x13 = 1 ∧ x16 = 0, and f17(x) = 0 otherwise

Table 1: Coordinate functions and ranges for the components of the Th cell network.

from a common precursor, promote their own differentiation and inhibit proliferation of each other. In

[10] L. Mendoza proposes a model for a control network of Th cell differentiation consisting of 17

components, 13 of which are represented by Boolean variables while the remaining 4 components have

three activity levels. The logical rules governing the behavior of the system are given in Table 1 and the

global interaction graph can be seen in Fig. 4. Note that the model depicted in Fig. 4 and Table 1 differs

slightly from the model introduced in [10], namely we altered the logical functions associated with the

vertices IFN-β , IL-12 and Il-18. In Mendoza’s model, the three components are modeled with constant

functions with value 0, representing the wild type in some sense (see [10]). The constant values are

changed when considering specific artificial environmental conditions. We model these vertices as input

vertices and consider for the wild type the situation where all input values are zero. Clearly, the attractors

of both models coincide. Modeling IFN-β , IL-12 and IL-18 as input vertices also makes sense from a

biological point of view since all three vertices represent substances not reproduced by Th cells. If we

want to mimic experimental conditions where cells are cultured in media saturated with one or more of

these substances, we can easily do so by focussing on the part of state space where one or more of the

input vertices have value one. Note that we have no further input vertices in our model.
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For the wild type, i. e. the situation where all input values are set to zero, Mendoza identifies four

attractors all of which are fixed points of the function f given in Table 1. Each one has a clear biological

interpretation [10]. We now want to apply our analysis technique using symbolic steady states to the

wild type.

We fix the values of the input vertices to zero and as a first step determine the corresponding symbolic

steady state, that is, the symbolic steady state derived from the frozen component set ({1,2,3}, x1 = x2 =
x3 = 0). Iterating the state M0 :=(0,0,0, [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,1],
[0,1], [0,2], [0,1]) we get

M1 := f (M0) = (0,0,0,0, [0,2], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1]),

M2 := f (M1) = (0,0,0,0, [0,2], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,1], [0,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,2], [0,1]),

f (M2) = M2.

We obtain a symbolic steady state with 8 regular components, and no further constraints on the re-

maining components. The local interaction graph Gθ (M) is shown in Fig. 5 (a). Analysis of the cor-

responding subnetwork renders four fixed points, namely (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), (1,0,1,0,1,1,0,1,0),
(2,0,1,0,1,1,0,2,0), (0,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1)∈X5×X6×X7×X8×X11×X12×X13×X16×X17. The steady

states of the original network derived from these fixed points match the four steady states found in [10].

The state space of the original model consists of 663552 states. Fixing the input values still leaves us

with 82944 states to consider. The state space of the structural module associated with the symbolic

steady state M2 contains only 2592 states.

Not all of the combinations of input values render a significant simplification of the network analysis.

In the worst case, for example if we choose input values x1 = 0, x2 = x3 = 1, we can only derive the value

for x4 but no further constraints on structure and behavior of the system. This in itself is of course an

interesting observation from a biological point of view, since in that case we can deduce that cross-

regulation plays an important role at an early stage of signal transduction.

On the other hand, some combinations of input values lead to very small network modules. Let us as a

last example consider the input values x = 1, x2 = x3 = 0, representing an overabundance of IFN-β . Start-

ing with M0 :=(1,0,0, [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1])
we get

M1 := f (M0) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,1], [0,2], [0,1], [0,1], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1]),

M2 := f (M1) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2], [0,1], [0,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,1], [1,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,2], [0,1]),

M3 := f (M2) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2],0, [0,2], [0,1],0,0,1, [1,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,2], [0,1]),

M4 := f (M3) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2],0, [0,1],0,0,0,1, [1,2], [0,1],0,0, [0,2], [0,1]),

M5 := f (M4) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2],0, [0,1],0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0, [0,2], [0,1]),

M6 := f (M5) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2],0, [0,1],0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0, [0,2],0),

M7 := f (M6) = (1,0,0,1, [0,2],0, [0,1],0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0, [1,2],0),

M8 := f (M7) = (1,0,0,1, [1,2],0, [0,1],0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0, [1,2],0),

M9 := f (M8) = (1,0,0,1, [1,2],0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0, [1,2],0), f (M9) = M9.

We obtain a two-component module consisting of a positive loop on T-bet and an activating edge from

T-bet to IFN-γ which can be seen in Fig. 5 (b). Both components of the module originally have three

activity levels, but are both constrained to levels 1 and 2 in the module dynamics. Thus, we only have to
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IFN-γ Il-4

IFN-γR IL-4R

SOCS-1 STAT-1 STAT-6

T-bet GATA-3

IFN-γ

T-bet

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Subnetworks of the Th cell differentiation network associated with the symbolic fixed points

derived from the input values x1 = x2 = x3 = 0 in (a) and x1 = 1, x2 = x3 = 0 in (b).

analyze a state space of cardinality four instead of a state space consisting of 82944 states. The module

has two steady states, namely (x5,x16) = (1,1) and (x5,x16) = (2,2), which translate to two steady states

in the original network. Again, this is in agreement with the results in [10] (supplementary material).

Application of our analysis method to this model thus offers two advantages. First, the complexity

of the analysis of the dynamics is reduced, since we only have to focus on the smaller network modules.

Furthermore, identification of the modules themselves is of interest, since they represent the part of the

system responsible for the decision of the system’s fate, i. e., which attractor is reached. An interesting

next step would then be to check whether the mathematically derived network modules coincide with

subsystems of known biological importance.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a method to analyze discrete regulatory networks utilizing suitable network

modules. We used the notion of symbolic steady state, which allows us to determine such network

modules using coarse dynamical and subsequently structural modules derived from the symbolic steady

state. Lastly, we can associate network modules with the structural modules exploiting the properties of

the frozen core of the symbolic steady state. We then can construct the dynamics of the original network,

and in particular its attractors, in a subset of state space explicitly from the state transition graphs of the

network modules. This paper not only gives a rigorous definition of different aspects of modularity but

notably extends results in [17, 16]. In particular, the detailed analysis of the Th cell network becomes

possible because of the refined notion of symbolic steady state.

A variety of aspects provide possibilities for fruitful future work. Firstly, we want to focus on further

options for easily computing symbolic steady states. Here, we introduced a method suited for networks

with input-layer, but the resulting symbolic steady states might not be minimal with respect to the subset

relation on symbolic steady states, and thus the resulting network modules can possibly be further refined.

We anticipate results when we focus on certain classes of functions f describing networks, in particular

(nested) canalyzing functions [8, 7]. A different direction of interest is to use the network modules not

only for obtaining the system’s dynamics but also for a refined stability analysis. Perturbations resulting

in changes in the dynamics of f might not be noticeable in every network module (see [6]). Such consid-

erations are of similar interest when using the synchronous update strategy, which is also often utilized

in discrete modeling, so a translation of our results to synchronous update networks seems worthwhile.
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Furthermore, we need to compare our results to other well-established modularization techniques that

aim at reducing the analysis complexity such as the modular response analysis of biochemical networks

[9, 2]. Although the underlying modeling approaches are very different, some ideas may be transferable

or render complementing results. Lastly, we plan to apply our methods to further biological examples.

Here, a comparison of the network modules and their associated structural and dynamical modules with

subsystems of known biological importance could lead to interesting insights.
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